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Development practitioners are giving increasing attention to the issue of 
sustainability in development. Central to this concept is the issue of de
velopment of sustainable national capacities. The United Nations Devel
opment Programme (UNDP) has addressed this challenge by ensuring 
that: 

A Development policies and programmes are pro-poor, pro-woman, 
pro-employment, pro-environment and pro-good governance. 

A Technical cooperation facilitates rather than leads development 
efforts. 

A Sustainable capacities are developed not only within the public sec
tor, but also within others segments of society-particularly amongst 
civil society actors and the private sector. 

This Technical Advisory Paper (TAP) focuses on assessing capacity de
velopment requirements and then planning for them in a manner that is 
sustainable. The concept of capacity development is applied in a com
prehensive and integrative manner, where the varying dimensions of ca
pacity at all levels of the public, private and civil society sectors must 
necessarily support each other for the achievement and sustainability of 
national development objectives. The guidelines presented in this Paper 
can be tailored to a wide variety of situations, and they are also designed 
to be used in conjunction with UNDP's programme approach. 

As UNDP further moves to supporting broader national programmes over 
more sectoral or narrowly focused projects, it is important to ask how 
UNDP can simultaneously bridge and integrate the capacity require
ments of complex systems and inter-relationships made up by the inter
action of multiple actors from the public sector, private sector and civil 
society? Furthermore, how can maximum utilisation of existing capaci
ties and knowledge be assured? Or how can one design capacity initia
tives where the constant factor is change? These and other related issues 
are addressed in this Paper. 

UNDP's Management Development and Governance Division (MDGD) 
has drawn extensively on management development and governance ex
periences in programme countries. It is yet another example of the new 
UNDP, which regularly learns from its own experiences and analyses 
them to develop new tools and methodologies in support of developing 
countries' priorities for sustainable human development. 
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PREFACE , , , , - , 

The purpose of this Technical Advisory Paper (TAP) is to help managers 
and other development professionals better manage capacity a,ssess
ment and development initiatives. The Paper has extensively drawn 
upon UNDP's experiences in management development and governance 
programmes, as well as others, including the private sector. 

For years UNDP has focused on assessing the capacities of institutions. 
In J 994 the Management Development and Governance Division (MDGD) 
prepared guidelines on "process consultancy" which emphasised the 
need for external actors to support national processes. The emphasis on 
processes and systems led MDGD to prepare these complimentary guide
lines in broad consultation with country offices and programmes where 
MOOD has supported programme efforts. 

These guidelines address the growing need of management development 
and governance programmes that are broad-based and involve a number 
of actors and institutions that work together in common systems (for ex
ample, judicial, financial, infonnation, electoral, p1anning, decentralised 
systems). Other thematic areas can adapt and utilise these guidelines as 
well. In fact, development practitioners may wish to use this paper in 
conjunction with thematic-specific guidelines and best practices so that 
specific issues related to each theme can be addressed in the assessment 
methodology. This is not the only approach to assessing capacity re
quirements. There are others such as those for institution-building ( e.g., 
UNDP's CAPbuild for Institutions) and participatory methodologies to as
sess the capacity requirements of communities. The nature of the proj
ect or programme should determine the best framework. 

These guidelines are not a methodology per se, nor a prescribed set of 
rules and procedures to solve a problem. Rather, they present a range of 
tools, techniques and approaches which can be adapted to different situ
ations. The approach of the guidelines requires a comprehensive under
standing of capacity in both a strategic management context and at 
various levels: the individual level, the level of the organisation or en
tity, and the level of the broader system or enabling environment within 
which entities and individuals function. The guidelines examine varying 
dimensions of capacity at each level, all of which need to be inte
grated with the other. Only by looking at capacity in this broader, sys
tems perspective can sustainable capacities be achieved. 

Parts I & II of these guidelines are generic in nature: they can_ be 
adapted by almost any organisation or entity; in a programme or proJect 
context, to assess and develop capacities for most situations. Part DI 
focuses on the special needs of National Programme Frameworks~F), 
the UNDP's special role in supporting such frameworks, and the relatlon
sllip of the Programme Support Document (PSD) to NPF capacity 
initiatives. 
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As there is no panacea nor one-size-fits-all solution to assessing and de
veloping capacity, common sense and judgement are required to adapt 
appropriate solutions to the needs of each particular situation. It is hoped 
that these guidelines will enable managers and other stakeholders in
volved in capacity initiatives to increase their own capacities in strategic 
management and to develop sustainable capacity successfully. 

The UNDP task manager for this TAP was Bahman Kia and the consul
tant was Richard Flaman. Your comments and feedback will be invaluable 
to update and improve on these guidelines. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY , · 

CAPACITY ASSESSMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT IN A SYSTEMS AND 
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT CONTEXT 

PURPOSE OF THE GUIDELINES 

The guidelines were developed to help managers and other professionals 
better manage capacity assessment and development initiatives. 
Such initiatives may involve development programmes, various types of 
technical assistance and other types of interventions. This requires a 
comprehensive understanding of capacity in a systems and strategic 
management context at various leve1s: the individual level, the level of 
the organisation or entity, and the level of the broader system or en
abling environment within which entities and individuals function. The 
entity involved may be public, private, and civil society organisations. 
The guidelines examine varying dimensions of capacity at each level, 
all of which need to be integrated with the other. Only by looking at ca
pacity in this broader, systems perspective can sustainable capacities be 
achieved. The guidelines are not a methodology per se, nor a prescribed 
set of rules and procedures to solve a problem. Rather, the guidelines 
present a range of tools, techniques and approaches which can be 
adapted to meet the unique requirements of different situations. 

Having broad application, the guidelines will be of use to practitioners 
such as project and programme managers and experts who lead, manage 
or facilitate capacity initiatives. Also included would be team participants 
and the broader stakeholder community participating in or otherwise im
pacted by a capacity initiative. 

The guidelines are also specifically geared to those who are involved in 
supporting the UNDP programme approach and in the formulation of 
UNDP programme support documents (PSD). This group of users would 
include government and/or national organisations responsible for national 
programme frameworks (NPF) and PSDs, UNDP local staff who are fa
miliar with the programme approach, local and/or international consul
tants and experts, and other organisations or individuals involved in the 
process (e.g., participating donors). 

STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDELINES 

The complete set of guidelines (59 pages plus annexes) is divided into 
three maln parts. Parts I & II are generic in nature: they can be adapted 
by almost any organisation or entity, in a programme or project cont~xt, 
to assess and develop capacities for most situations. Part I descnbes 
basic concepts and the systems/strategic management approach to ca
pacity initiatives. Part II takes you through the logical phases of "where 
we are now," "where we want to be," "how to get there," and "how to 
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stay there." Special attention is given to sustainability and the utilisa
twn of existing capacities. 

Part III focuses on the special needs of National Programme Frame
works (NPF), the UNDP's special role in supporting such frameworks, 
and the relationship of the Programme Support Document (PSD) to NPF 
capacity initiatives. Five annexes to the S:ridelines co~er a list _of sug
gested reading, <let.ailed descriptions on topics covered m the mam body 
of the guidelines and a governance programme case example. 

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT DEFINED 

Capacil;y is defined as the ability of individuals and organisations or or
ganisational units to perlorm functions effectively, efficiently and sus
tainably. This implies that capacity is not a passive state but part of a 
continuing process and that human resources are central to capacity de
velopment. The overall context within which organisations undertake 
their functions are also key considerations in capacity development. Ca
pacity is the power of something (a system, an organisation, a person) to 
perform or to produce. 

Capacity development1 is a concept which is broader than organisa
tional development since it includes an emphasis on the overall system, 
environment or context within which individuals, organisations and soci
eties operate and interact (and not simply a single organisation). In the 
case of development programmes, it includes a consideration of all fac
tors which impact upon its ability to be developed, implemented and tl\e 
results to be sustained. Of special concern to development planners and 
to situations where there are limited resources is the need to build on 
what exists-to utilize and strengthen existing capacities, rather than to 
start from scratch. The guidelines emphasize issues of capacity and sus
tainability at various levels, in a comprehensive and integrative manner. 
The guidelines can be adapted by practitioners to carry out capacity as
sessment and development in a wide variety of applications at the: 

4. micro-level: e.g., a community, Non-Governmental Organisation 
(NGO), an academic or training institution, a government ministry or 
agency, a parastatal entity, etc.; 

.A meso-1£vel: e.g., sectoral initiatives such as health, industrial devel
opment, credit development; or regional/local initiatives such as local 
governance, municipal management; and 

1 This ~ not much different than the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAG) definition of 
Capacity Develop~ent, ~P~ _by various donors, as " ... the process by which i11dividuab, 
grouP:5, organisations, instilunons amt soci.eties increase their abililies to: (1) perform core 
fu,ru_:twns, solve prob~ define and achieve objectives; and (2) urulerst.and and deal with 
their development needs in a broad context and in a sust.ainable manner." This definition goes ~r to define core capacities of an organisation, or community, or sector, ( or system) as consisting 

.A. ?e~, analysing the environment or overall system 

.A. identifying needs and/or key issues 
A. fonnulatirlg strategies to respond to or meet needs 
.A. de~ or implementing actions; assembling and using resources effectively and sust.ainably ! moru~nng performance,~ feedback, and adjusting courses of action to meet objectives 

acqwnng new knowledge and skills to meet evolving challenges 
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~ ma.cro-level: e.g., national or cross-sectoral development pro
grammes such as governance and public administration reform, en
virorunent, poverty alleviation, private sector development. 

CAPACITY IN A SYSTEMS CONTEXT 

Most capacity initiatives have traditionally focused their efforts on the en
tity ( organisation, institution) or individual. Where entities and individu
als function in a complex environment, or an environment of change, 
traditional approaches to capacity development have failed or were only 
partially successful because they did not take into account the broader 
system or environment within which they functioned. For example, a lot 
of technical assistance might be channeled into a particular government 
programme delivery organisation for training and building automated sys
tems. However, where this is done at a time when the broader policy 
framework of government and society is pointing in a direction of decen
tralisation, downsizing and partnerships, then the capacity development 
initiative could well be counterproductive. 

To address this issue, the guidelines allow you to address issues of ca
pacity at both the individual and entity levels, as well as at the systems 
level in an integrated and logical manner. By definition, a system is a reg
ularly interacting or interdependent group of items forming a unified 
whole. This can apply equally to the human world as it does to the phys
ical world. Capacity is defined here in a systems con!Rxt where a set of 
entities operate toward a common purpose and according to certain rules 
and processes. Let's look at each of these three levels in more detail. 

level 1-The System 

The highest level within which capacity ini
tiatives may be cast is the system or en
abling environment. For development 
initiatives that are national in context (e.g., 
governance or environmental pro
grammes), the system would cover the en
tire country or society and all the 
subcomponent.s that are involved. For ini
tiatives at a sectoral level, the system 
would include only those components that 
are relevant ( e.g., a rural development or 
decentralisation programme). This level 
includes both formal and informal organi
sations within the defined system. 

LEVEL I-THE BROADER SYSTEM 

Figure 3 

Capacity assessments at the systems level can be made according to rel
ative strengths and weaknesses, as well as opportunities and threats 
(SWOT). As noted in the diagram, such an assessment can also ~e 
guided according to logical groupings of factors, which relate to the dif
ferent dimensions within the system. 
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INTERACTION 

Fi ure4 

Dimensions of Capacity at the Systems Level 

A. Policy Dirnensicm: systems have a purpose, they exist to meet cer
tain needs of society or a group of entities. Also included are value 
systems which govern the entities within the system. 

A Legal/Regulatory Dimension: includes the rules, laws, norms, 
standards which govern the system-and within which a capacity ini
tiative is to function. 

• Management or Accountability Dimenswn: defines who manages 
the system, and which entities or stakeholders function the system. 
From a capacity development perspective, this would identify who is 
responsible for potential design, management and implementation, 
coordination, monitoring and evaluation, and all other related capac
ities at the systems level. 

A Resources Dimension: (human, financial, infonnation) that may be 
available within the system to develop and implement the pro
gramme and/or the capacities. 

A Process Dimensicm: the inter-relationships, interdependencies and 
interactions amongst the entities, including the fact that these may 
comprise subsystems within the overall system. This includes the 
inter-relationships amongst entities in terms of the flow of resources 
and information, formal and inf orrnal networks of people, and even 
supporting communications infrastructures. 

Level 2-The Entity or Organisation 

LEVEL 2-THE ENTITY 

MISSION and 
STRATEGY 

CULlURE. STRUCTURE 
and COMPEJ'fNCIES 

PROCESSES 

HUMM! RESOURCES 

FINANCW. RESOURCES 

INFOR!t.Al\ON RESOURCES 

INFRASTRUCTlJRE 

Whether an entity is a formal organisation 
(such as a government, or one of its de
partments, ministries or agencies), a pri
vate sector operation, or an inf orrnal 
organisation ( e.g., a community based or 
volunteer organisation), there are typically 
several dimensions of capacity which need 
to be assessed and developed. 

Traditional capacity development and or
ganisational strengthening focus their de
velopment resources almost entirely on 

. . human resources, processes and organisa-
tion~ struc~unng matters. The more successful methodologies examine 
al_l ~imensions of capacity at the entity2 level, including its interactions 
wit_hin th~ system, us~all! with other entities, "stakeholders," or clients. 
This_ applies_ to orgarusat1onal subunits within the entity (e.g., divisions, 
sections, urnts, workgroups and teams, etc.). 

2 For the purposes of these guid Jin th te . . 
sation, where the term 

0
..,, • et_ e~, d efin~':;1 ~fitY 18 used_ synonymously v.ith the term orga11i-
.,.arusa 10n is e = as the -••=n/ _, ·~-• · ,r · · · b group ofindivu:iuals with the a' ,,. h. . ··· ""'~•= coon .. i,,,_..wn OJ actwities ya 

. . ,m OJ a.c wvirig a common purpos " (tak fr E Sch · ..,__ ganJzational Psychology" Prentice Hall 1979) In hi . e en om . em, =-
division or department ~ong many within 

1 
· t s sense, _an entity may be a small unit such llS a 

withln a gOVtmment. As long as it fits .thathargderfinie~t~ty, or it may be a large unit such as a MinistrY 
WI e e tion, 1t may be classed as an entity. 
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Dimensions of Capacity at the Entity Level 

.& Mission and strategy: include role; mandate; definition of services; 
clients/customers served; interactions within the broader system and 
"stakeholders"; the measures of perfonnance and success; and the 
presence of core strategic management capacities . 

.& CuUure!Structure and Competencies: include organisational and 
management values, management style, and standards, organisa
tional structures and designs, core competencies . 

.& Processes: (internal and external to the entity) supporting such 
functions as planning, client management, relationships with other 
entities, research/policy development, monitoring and evaluation, 
performance/quality management, financial and human resources 
management, etc. Processes are central to improved capacities . 

.& Human resources: the most valuable of the entity's resources and 
upon which change, capacity and development primarily depend . 

.& Financial resources: both operating and capital 

.& Information resources: of increasing importance, and how these re
sources ( all media, electronic and paper) are managed to support the 
mission and strategies of the entity . 

.& lnfmstructure: physical assets (property, buildings and movable as
sets), computer systems and telecommunications infrastructures, 
productive work environments. 

Level 3-The Individual 

Most capacity initiatives ultimately concen
trate on the individual, including small in
terpersonal networks of individuals. This 

LEVEL J-THE INDMDUAL 
JOB REQUIREMENTS 
SKIU. 1.£\/ElS AND NEEDS 

TIIAlNIIIIGIRE•lRAINING 

covers individuals both within entities in- INDMOU/11. LEARNING 
ON-THl$-J081RAINING 

volved in the management and delivery of CJIREEI! PROGRessioN 

a capacity initiative, as well as those who ACcouNTA11rUTY1ETHrcs 

are beneficiaries or are otherwise impacted :::g~~~=-NETVIORKING 

by the initiative (could be specific client PERFORMANCE/CONDUCT 
INCENTIVESISECURnY 

groups, segments of society, or the civil VALUES AND Armvoes 

population at large, depending on the ini- MOR/II..!! AND MOTIVATION 

tiative). Capacity assessments at this level :~:::~~'i:~~:~ANonAMWQRJ( 

WORI< RE-DEPLOl'MENT 
JOBSHARiNG 

PROFESSIONAL INTEGRIIY 
CDMMUNICATlONS SKIW 

are considered to be the most critical. This LF.;;igu::.re.;..s;.._ ______________ __. 

level addresses the individual's capacity to 
function efficiently and effectively within the entity and within the 
broader system. The success or viability of a capacity initiative is invari
ably linked to the capacity of leadership and management. 

Often, capacity assessments of individuals are based on an established 
"job description" or some other format which lays out the performance/ 
skills requirements of the position and the individual filling that position. 
This is combined with a skills assessment of the individual. The assess
ment will demonstrate any "capacity gaps." Subsequent training and 
development plans can then be prepared to address these gaps. Increas
ingly, the dimensions of accountability, performance, values and ethics, 
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incentives and security are becoming ever more important in individual 
level capacity assessments and tecr:mcal assis13:1ce develo~ment pro
grammes. Strategies that stress contrnuous leanung are also unportant. 

Entry Points-Zooming In and Out 

Having established that capacity should be addressed in various dimen
sions across each of the three levels, the question arises as to where do 
you enter the capacity assessment process. The most typical entzy point 
is at the entity level. For example, there may be a need to reform finan
cial management and budgeting systems within a Ministzy of Finance. 
This initial, rather narrow examination would then be expanded ("zoom
out'1 to look at the broader government system of financial management, 
linkages to budgeting and the integration of policy setting and expendi
ture management. This would ensure that any capacity development 
with respect to Ministry level financial management takes into account 
needs, issues and impacts within the broader government "system." 

Entry points are often made at the systems level as well. For example, a 
major system initiative might be to improve the role and functioning of 
the legal framework (laws, legislation) as part of a governance pro
gramme. After looking at the broader dimensions of capacity at the sys
tems level, you would then ''zoom-in" to look at the capacity needs of 
specific entities within the "legal system" such as the judiciary, courts, po
lice services and so on. Further zooming-in would allow you to look 
more closely at the processes, human resources and other dimensions of 
these entities and the capacity dimensions of individuals within these 
entities. 

WHAT MAKES A CAPACITY INITIATIVE 
SUCCESSFUL? 

The following factors are seen to be critical to the success of a capacity 
assessment and development initiative. This list is based on extensive 
UNDP and other international experience in development programmes, 
technical assistance/cooperation and capacity development. 

A Visible Leadership: meaningful commitment and ownership ( and 
''political will'; at the political and senior bureaucratic levels sus-
tained throughout the process. ' 

A Orga:1-isat~n-Wide and Participatory: highly consult.ative, with 
meaningful involvement of all impacted parties or stakeholders. 

A Open and Trans_p_arent: the process itself is open, with no hidden 
agendas, and dec1s1on making is transparent. In some situations, ex
ternal consultants may help facilitate this process and assure inde
pendence and objectivity. 

A Awareness and Underst,anding: all impacted parties/stakeholders 
:e ~wai:e of and understand ~e development or capacity initiative, 

e implied chang:s ~d capacity needs; requires strong internal and 
external commurucations; public relations. 
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A General Buy-in and Acceptance: understandmg generates buy-in 
and acceptance; critical mass of commitment; resistance is managed. 

A Appropriate Methodologws: for programme and project manage
ment; tools and techniques; adapted to the local situation and needs; 
measures of performance established (results, outputs, outcomes); 
allowance for early successes and pilots, ongoing monitoring and 
evaluation. 

A Clear Set of Objectives and Priorities: built into project/ 
programme plans; incremental and phased; available resources 
appropriate to workload. 

A Cf,ear Management Accountabilities: transparent processes and 
decisionmaking; open dialogues; explicit responsibilities and ac
countabilities set. 

A Sufficient Time and Resources: committed availability of financial, 
information and human resources to plan, develop, implement the 
capacity initiative; strong managerial resources. 

Identifying the Stakeholders 

Many current strategic, programme man
agement and related methodologies refer 
to those that are involved in the capacity 
assessment process as stakeholders. 
Other terms often used interchangeably, 
include actors, players, participants, bene
ficiaries, and clients, among others. A 
sw.kehol.der analysis could be carried out 
to determine precisely who is/should be in
volved, the nature of their involvement 
(role, responsibilities, accountabilities; di
rect or indirect involvement), and magni
tude of involvement ( e.g., full or part-time, 
specific activities only). There are a num
ber of techniques, tools and methods 
which can support the stakeholder analy
sis. Tools include srnveys, workshops and 
conferences. 

For example, while an envisaged capacity 
development initiative on governance 
might eventually include virtually everyone 
in the "system" (individuals, groups, formal 
entities), only a very few need be involved 

Questions to Help Identify Stakeholders 

• Who makes/influences policy and 
decisions? .. Who would "champion" the capacity 
initiative? .. Who could provide !inancial and 
technical resources? .. Who would be impacted? .. Who are the direct/indirect 
beneficiaries? .. Who with no "voice" needs special 
attention? .. Who are the representatives of those 
impacted? .. Who is likely to support or oppose the 
initiative? .. Who is responsible for implementation? .. What political forces are there? 

in capacity assessments in the initial 
policy/concept development stages. How stakeholders are to be involved 
is another key area to be addressed. Key stakeholders may be repre
sented through formal management/steering committees. Others may be 
represented through advisory or consultative councils/boards, surveys, 
workshops and conferences. 
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A MODEL FOR CARRYING OUT THE ASSESSMENT 

Many examples could serve to demonstrate the need for a systems level 
capacity assessment and how to go about it. The strengthening of health 
service delivery capacity in a local level of government is a good example. 
In this example, the effectiveness of developing sustainable capacities at 
the local entity level would depend to a very large extent on capacities in 
the broader system within which local government service delivery would 
function. This broader system would include the beneficiaries or clients 
of the service, and the relationships with higher levels of government. 

Assessments are particularly important for identifying and measuring ca
pacity gaps. The gaps, usually expressed as a weakness, may apply to 
one or more dimensicms. In the early st,ages of a capacity assessment, ca
pacities need to be assessed from two perspectives: some preliminary 
estimate of requiredfuture capacities across each dimension; and an as
sessment of the existing capacities in each of these dimensions. The 
comparison of inf orrnation or metrics developed from these assessments 
will give you an indication of which dimensions need attention and the ex
tent of capacity gaps that would need to be filled. 

ASSESSllllG CAPACITY AT ntE SYSTEMS LEVEL 
IANCI ME'LIMIIM,RY A5$1SSME'JIIT OP CAMc11Y GAPSJ 

The figures opposite can be used as a sun
pie model/guide for a systems/entity level 
capacity assessment. Such a guide will 
help you to ensure that all dimensions are 
covered. The rows represent the dimen
sions of capacity. 

1 3 4 

DlllolENSION OF 
CAlll\CITY 

I POUCY 
FRAMEWORK 

2 LEGAL AND 
RfGUlATORy 
H--ORIC 

J IIIIAI\IAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTABIUTY 
FRAMEWORK 

4 SYREllolS I..E\l'EL 
RESOURCE$ 

5 PROCESSES AND 
RElATlONSHIPS 

Figure !Oil 

EXlmlllG 
CAPACITY 

t/ 

t,I 

POSSIBLE 
FUTURE 

CAPAOTY 

EmrM.IlD 
CAPACITY 

G/IP 

POSSIBLE 
STJIAT£GIES 

CAPACfJY DEVELOPMENT AT THE ENTlTY LEVEi. 
lsnt.to'5GY #WI> IMPLEME'IITATIONJ 

1 2 3 4 
DlllolENSION Of' CURRENT FVTURE CAl'ACnY CAllllellY CAPACITY CAPACIIY GAP STRATEGIES 

1 sn!AlEGIC 
~ t/ .., 

MANAGEMENT t/ t/ 
2 CUL7UREISTRUCTfJRE t/ t/ t/ .... 
3 PRDCESsES t/ .... .... .... 
4 t«.IMAN RESOURCES t/ .., t/ .... 
5 FIIIIANCII\L RESOURCES t/ t/ t/ t/-
6 IIIIFDRMATIOIII 

RESOURCES .... t/ t/ t/ 
7 INFRASlRUCTURE t/ .., .., .... 
8 IIIITEIH!ElATIONSHIPS ., .... t/ t/ t/-

figure 11< 

In most situations, an assessment will gen
erate good information on existing capaci
ties (column 1). However, for more 
complex situations where an initial assess
ment is carried out, it may be too early in 
the process to generate detailed inf orma
tion on needed capacities in the future. 
This uncertainty may be denoted by the 
"grey" in columns 2--4 (for the systems 
level). These "grey areas" will become 
clearer as you carry out more detailed 
analyses of "where we want to be" (as 
shown for the entity level). 

To illustrate this, using the health service 
delivery example, an assessment of the 
current systems capacity dimension, say, 
on "management account.ability frame
work" (row 3) might reveal that all current 
decision making for health service delivery 
is being carried out at the central level of 

sessment gov~mrnent (ministry of health). The as
islatio may s~ow tha~ ~hese existing capacities are documented in leg

n, regulation, position descriptions, organisational structures and 
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the like. A preliminary assessment of possible future needed capacities 
( column 2), based on the policy direction of decentralisation, might imply 
the need for delegation of authority and empowerment at the local level. 

Initial estimated capacity gaps might show that changes would be 
needed in existing management accountabilities at both the central and 
local levels (e.g., in legislation, regulation, position descriptions, financial 
authorities, etc.). A capacity gap may be described simply in tenns of a 
potential weakness in the systems dimension dealing with accountabil
ity-an area to be strengthened. These could then be translated into pre
limiruuy alternative strategies for developing these capacities. 

Final assessments would be made at the individual level, for each indi
vidual addressed by the capacity initiative. The individual's assessment 
and development plans would be linked or integrated at the entity level, 
and the entity level would be integrated with the system level. 

UNDP AND THE PROGRAMME APPROACH 

The guidelines can be readily adapted to help governments and other na
tional organisations assess and develop the capacities needed for the 
management and implementation of development programmes. The 
UNDP refers to such programmes as National Programme Frameworks 
(NPF) and these guidelines may be used in conjunction with the UNDP's 
Programme Approach. Development programmes, if done right, mani
fest ownership by those who must implement them, incorporate strategic 
thinking and produce sustainable results. 

The programme approach allows governments to articulate national pri
orities and realize sustainable human development objectives through co
herent and participatory programme frameworks. It is a logical approach 
that integrates the processes of macro-, meso- and micro-planning and 
strategic management of any development effort within a broader sys
tems context. The programme approach was mandated by the UN Gen
eral Assembly in landmark resolution 44/211. UNDP took up the 
challenge made by the General Assembly to all UN agencies to foster and 
encourage the use of this approach. The UNDP has developed tools to 
operationalise its support in countries which have applied the programme 
approach. 

A NPF is a nationally owned, coherent and dynamic set of inter-related 
policies, strategies, activities and investments designed to achieve a spe
cific, time-bound development objective or set of objectives. It is typi
cally a document which outlines all requirements (financial, technical, 
organisational and human from all sources) as well as implementation 
and management arrangements within a broader systems context. The 
programme approach involves a process that culminates with the formu
lation of a Programme Support Document (PSD) in the case of UNDP 
funded technical cooperation. It involves, typically, a 4-step process of 
policy dialogue, capacity/needs assessment, identification of UNDP sup
port, and implementation. 
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Figure l5 
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The role of the UNDP in supporting a NPF initiative, as set out in the 
UNDP document "How to Implement the Programme Approach," en-
compasses: identifying strong political commitment; finding champions 
of change; organising a national "change team" to support the NPF; help
ing to outline the programme process; and ensuring that key stakehold
ers are involved. In capacity assessments, the role of the UNDP will 
depend on the country and the scenario that the particular NPF is in. 
UNDP promotes process consulting which is " ... a practice of man
a.gement consultation in which the consultant assists the client man
a.gement group to initiate and sustain a process of change and 
continuous learning for systemic improvement." 

HIERARCHIES OF OBJECTIVES AND THE PSD 

A PSD may be developed to support the NPF at one or a combination of 
the three levels: systems, entity (formal and informal organisations) and 
individual. Developing a PSD during the early st.ages of NPF fonnulation 
presents a unique opportunity for the UNDP to help organisations. Typ
ically, insufficient strategic management and other programme manage
ment capacities exist within the entity responsible for the NPF. A PSD 
mar_ be developed as a project, or as a first phase of the NPF, simply to 
facilitate the moving of the NPF closer to irnplement.ation. 

MAPPING OF THE UNDP PSD TO THE NPF 
A government or coun
terpart organisation is 
always responsible for 
the NPF, owns the 
process and is nation
ally executed. UNDP 
programme support 
through the PSD would 
normally be nationally 
executed, although 
there are situations 
which may require 
jointlpartnership exe· 
cution or UNDP execu
tion arrangements. In 
all cases, however, 
there must be an ex
plicit correspondence 
between the NPF and 

I·.,··.::·:.· .. · .. UNDP PROGRAMME 
_ ··.·.··::··SUPPORT 

PROGRAMME 
SUPPORT 

OBJECTIVES f PS Os) 

OUTPUTS 

ACTMTIES 

ACTION PLANS : 
RE·S· PONSIBIUTl·E· s •-◄ ... ----I MANAGEMENT ACTIONS TIME-LINES .: ,- DEADLINES 

RESOURCES/,. RESPONSIBILITIES 
INPUTS 

the PSD. The figure 

trates a ma · f th below graphically illus
o to ppmg ? e UNDP programme approach and PSD tenninol-
~ewor~~:~n{~=oio:~ramme/strategic management planning 

The inherent logic of the UNDP PSD . grammes can b 15 such that most development pro-
UNDP PSD e supported ~-~ the programme approach and the 

· · Clearly, some flexibility will be needed to adapt the PSD to 
uruque needs of each NPF. 

Ca . 
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In the case of the PSD, there are three levels to this hierarchy consisting of 
Programme Support Objectives/ PSO's (or immediate objectives), outputs 
and activities. Each output and/or objective would be related to results, 
monitoring indicators, or performance m~ures. 

A systems level capacity assessment would potentially see two more lev
els added to the "hierarchy of objectives": level within the system, and 
dimension of capacity at each level. The chart on the following page pre
sents an example for a hierarchy of objectives for a capacity initiative. 
The first couple of objectives/outputs/activities are expanded to give you 
an idea of how the breakout would appear. 

CAPACITY ASSESSMENT IN A STRATEGIC 
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 

Organisations in both the public and private sectors have increasingly ac
cepted that their perfonnance or success is as much dependent on the 
complex inter-relationships and factors within the broader system, as it is 
dependent upon their own internal processes, structures and resources. 
Here, capacity is defined in this broader systems framework. In fact, this 
definition is founded upon Strategic Management which, as a concept 
that has evolved over the past 20 years or so, addresses the needs of or
ganisations to go well beyond the traditional internal management and 
planning functions such as finance, personnel or planning. 

Simply put, strategic management may be de.fined as an approach 
whereby organisations define their overall character and mission, their 
longer tenn objectives or goals, the product/service segments they will 
enter and leave, and the means ( strategy) by which this is to be achieved, 
especially, but not only, through the allocation of resources. The ap
proach is comprehensive and far-reaching. It integrates and addresses all 
dimensions of capacity at the systems, entity and individual levels. 
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PSD Hierarchy of Objectives-An Example 

TITLE: To Decentralize Service Delivery Planning to the Local Level 

SYSTEM LEVEL 
Objective 1.0 

Output 1.1 
ACTIVITY 1.1.1 

ACTMTY 1.1.2 
ACTMTY 1.1.3 

Objective 2.0 

Output2.1 
Objective 3.0 

ENTITY LEVEL 
Objective 1.0 

Output 1.1 
ACTIVITY 1.1.l 
ACTMTY 1.1.2 

'l'o amend health standards according to local 
conditions 
New health service delivery standards 
SET-uP A HEALTH SERv1CE DELIVERY STANDARDS RE\1EW COM· 

Ml'ITEE 

DEVELOP DRAIT SET OF NEW STANDARDS 

ETC. 

To rationalize the central/local budgetary and 
revenue systems 
Amended central budget law 
etc. 

To improve planning of local service delivery 
Local service delivery planning unit set up 
DEVELOP BUSINEss/ORGANJSATION PLAN FOR NEW ID.TI 

DEVELOP ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE AND POSmON DESCRIP
TIONS 

ACTI\IITY l.l .3 STAFF KEY POSmONS 

ACTIVITY 1.1 .4 
Output 1.2 

ACTIVITY 1.1.l 
ACTIVITY 1.1.2 
ACTMTY 1.1.3 

Objective 2.0 

ETC. 

Service delivery planning and forecasting system 
implemented 
DETERMINE REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW STh'TE!\I 

IDENTIFY AND EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE SYSTE~L5 SOLUTIONS 

ETC. 

etc. 

INDMDUAL LEVEL (see Subsection 4.4, below) 
Objective 1.0 Trained staff within the local planning unit 

Out.put 1. 1 Training strategy and plan 
Output 1.2 Trained staff 
Output 1.3 Completed study tours 

ACTIVITY 1.1.l DETERMINE REQUlREMENiS FOR STUDY TOllR 

ACTIVITY 1.1.2 DESIGN STUDY TOUR, SELECT PARTICIPANTS 
Acmm 1.1.3 ETC. 

Output 1.4 etc. 

The approach allows organisations to establish for themselves the desired 
r~lat~ons~ps ""ith entities or stakeholders within the broader system 
within which they function. This requires a full and ongoing assessment 
of the str~ngths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) both ex
ternally Cm the system) and internally. The approach is participatory and 
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consultative. Strategic management itself 
is considered as a core management capac
ity within an entity or system. 

THE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 

WHERE WE 
IIRENOW 

z WHEREWE 

---11111•► IXIANTTO BE 
WtoN/MISSION 

A simple strategic management framework 
is adopted in the guidelines (graphically il
lustrated opposite). This framework is 
common to the programme approach 
adopted by the UNDP and many other or
ganisations that address broader issues of 
capacity. It is based on a simple, but logi
cal, progression or lif ecycle of assessing 
"where we are now," "where we want to 

Figure 7 

HOIX/TO 
GET THERE 

SIRATEGY/AC110NS 

t 
HOIX/TO 

STAY THERE 
SUSTAINAIHLRY 

be," "how to get there, " and "how to stay there." Each of these major 
phases can be supported by a range of optional tools, techniques and spe
cialized methods for assessing and developing capacities at the systems, 
entity and individual level in an integrated manner. The complete guide
lines document addresses each of these in detail, with special emphasis 
on sustainability. 

The type of assessment depends very much both on the stage of the life 
cycle, on the nature of the initiative, and on the entry point to be made. 
Capacity assessment and development can occur during each stage. For 
example, an organisation embarking on a change or governance pro
gramme may need to develop initla1 capacities to carry out programme 
planning and management or even to carry out initial capacity assess
ments to determine whether a programme may be viable. In all cases, 
emphasis would be given to utilizing existing capacities and to devel
oping new capacities only where they are needed. 

Finally, as there is no panacea nor one-size-fits-all solution to assessing 
and developing capacity, common sense and judgement are required to 
adapt appropriate solutions to the needs of each particular situation. It 
is hoped that these guidelines will enable managers and other stakehold
ers involved in capacity initiatives to increase their own capacities in 
strategic management and to develop sustainable capacity successfully. 

fou are encouraged to refer to the complete capacity guidelines doc
ument and its attached annexes for a more detailed treatment of the 
topics introduced in this synopsis. Further reading and reference 
material are listed in Annex 1 of the full guidelines document. Or, 
you can access the special MagNet-Management and Governance 
Network Website of the Management Development and Governance 
Division (UNDP/MDGD) at: <.http://magnetlundp.org>. 

_J 
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PARTI 
INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Part I introduces you to the guidelines and describes important basic defini
tions and concepts. You are encouraged to refer to the Annexes which con
tain supporting information. Part I is sub-divided into three chapters: 

PART 
- II -

PART 
- Ill -

h4';1 WHERE WE ARE NOW 

f,5:I WHERE WE WANT TO BE 

f'G' I HOW TO GET THERE 

[',7f I HOW TO STAY THERE 

(a:1 CAPACITY AND THE UNDP 
PROGRAMME APPROACH 



1 INTRODUCTION , · · . · · . . . 

1. 1 THE CONTEXT 

For several years now, there has been. much debate on the effica~ of 
technical cooperation. For many countnes as well '.15 dono~, the achieve
ment of development goals dealing with better p~licy ~. better eco
nomic management or better programrne/proJect delivery has been 
elusive. The reasons for this are many. First and foremost among these 
is that non-achievement is very often a function of insufficient sustainable 
capacities within those organisations charged with implementing 
programmes. 

AB a seeming sweeping statement, this does not tell us much. Research 
that has dug a bit deeper into trying to understand this problem reveals 
that insufficient capacity cannot be defined simply in terms of gaps in 
local human resources, financial resources or training. The problem in 
fact is more a frn1ction of a combination of: limited sense of local O\mer
ship of the developmental processes; excessive dependency on external 
resources and technical assistance; inadequate considerations of broader 
environmental or systems factors; and/or poor integration and coordina
tion of multiple development/programme initiatives. 

It is not the intent of these guidelines to cover the same ground that so 
much of this research has already covered. The objective of these guide
lines, rather, is to define capacity in a comprehensive and integrated man
ner which goes to the heart of the fundamental problem: to develop 
sustainable capacities at whichever level developmental goals are being 
articulated and for which programmes and projects are being formulated 
and implemented to achieve these goals. These guidelines show clearly 
how capacity assessments might be undertaken in different situations, 
and how programmes and projects might be better designed to ensure 
ownership, sustainability and ultimately success. 

Howe~er, before this can be done, we must first develop a common under
st.anding of capacity, its definition, and the underlying methodological 
~ework upon which these guidelines are based. Other preliminaiy but 
unportant questions are also addressed. 

As no rn:o _situations will be alike, these guidelines require common sense 
and flexi?ilit?, as well _as a good understanding of the particular conte>.t. 
'f!1ese gm~elin~s provide a logical framework that can be tailored to meet 
different situations. Further reading is listed in Annex I. 

1.2 INTENDED USERS OF THESE GUIDELINES 

Th:se guid_elines are designed to help governments civil society organi-
sations pnvate sectorm. t·t t· ' 
develo ' th . . s 1 u ions and other organisations assess and 

P e capac1t1es needed for sustainable change for the achieve-
ment of develop t b · · ' men o ']ectives, for the achievement of a miss·ion/ 
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vision, or similar thrust. When done through capacity initiatives3, and 
if done right, they manifest ownership, incorporate strategic thinking and 
produce sustainable results. There is no escaping the fact that a "core" 
group of individuals ( or at least one individual in smaller programme sit
uations) will need to have a solid grounding in methodologies, ap
proaches and tools. Hence, more detailed guides, manuals plus training 
may be needed to supplement these guidelines. 

(1] Project/Programme Managers and Experts 

These professionals would 1Rad, manage or facilitate ( as methodologi
cal and process advisors) a capacity initiative. They are seen as serious 
practitioners and as such would be responsible for the management of 
the capacity initiative. Such individuals must be competent and experi
enced managers, with sufficient qualifications and/or skills in project and 
programme management, strategic and change management, and capac
ity initiatives. They will need more than just these guidelines in order to 
successfully manage a capacity initiative. 

[2) Team Participants 

These individuals would participate on a team that is tackling a capac
ity initiative. They may be drawn from the key organisation and other 
stakeholder groups. They would not need to have a detailed knowledge 
of or experience in programme management and related areas, but they 
should have a reasonable grounding and experience in capacity initia
tives. These guidelines may be too detailed for some, and yet adequate 
for others. A simplified version of these guidelines will be prepared to 
"orient" team participants to methods and approaches to capacity 
assessment/development initiatives in a strategic management context. 

[3] Broader Stakeholder Community 

Many other individuals within an entity and/or within the broader st.ake
holder community may participate in one or more ways in a capacity ini
tiative. They could come from all walks of life. These guidelines may be 
of interest to some stakeholders, but more likely a simplified version will 
suffice for most. High level descriptions of the guidelines will be devel
oped and, in a few pages, convey the purpose and expected outcomes of 
such a process. Such a high level treatment could point the more-than
casually-interested reader or participant to more detailed documents for 
reference. 

1.3 APPLYING THE GUIDELINES 

In introducing these guidelines, it is useful to address the primary ques
tion: capacity assessment and development for what? In these guide
lines, as well as for most similar methodologies, the fundamental "what" 
is a special type of management challenge: to solve a problem, to achieve 
or sustain a mission, to reach a set of objectives, make a major change. 

a Such initiatives are usually referred to as programmes or projects. Hereinafter, the term capacity 
initw.tive will be used, but the guidelines could apply to programmes as well as to small or larger 
projects. 
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Challenges may be macro-economic devel?prnent in nature, they tn:3Y be 
objectives specific to a programme or proJect, or they may be specific to 
a vecy localized situation. 

DIFFERENT VIEWS ON A SIMILAR PROBLEM 

Figure I graphically illustrates that there 
are different approaches available to man
agers and others to address a fundamental 
''what." The selection of a methodology 
will be a function of the nature of the 
''what" to be addressed, of the available 
tools and resources, and of management 
style. There is no righJ, or wrong way. For 
example, some organisations have em
braced "perfonnance," "results-based" 
management or "lea.ming organisation" 
methodologies as their management ap
proach. Others apply more traditional 
methodologies of strategic management 

CNW:lfY 
Al'l'ROI\OfES 

S:tRATEGIC 
.MANAGEMENT 
~ES 

PERFORMANCE/ 
RESULTS 

' ---- Jtilf AWRCMJiES 

Jtilf@, 
l ~ 

REWORD APPROAOIES 
!Re-engineer; restructure. 
n!design. n,j,-nf. ett.J 

and planning. In some sectors, "re
engineering" and "restructuring" have been the preferred approaches. 
This is not to say that these are mutually exclusive. Indeed, most employ 
a common set of underlying principles and techniques. What may differ~ 
the specific organisational context and the emphasis to be made. 

The capacity approach gives emphasis to issues of capacity and sust.ain
ability at various levels, in a comprehensive and integrative manner. 
However, capacity questions cannot be tackled outside of a strategic or 
programme planning context. The following subsections situate capacity 
assessment and development within a broader strategic :management 
framework. Finally, these guidelines can be adapted by practitioners to 
carry out capacity assessment and development in a wide variety of appli
cations (a different view of the "what"): e.g. 

A micro-level: ( e.g., a community, Non-Government.al Organisatior/ 
NGO, academic institution, a government ministcy or agency, 
parastatal entity, etc.). 

A meso-level: ( e.g., sectoral initiatives such as health industrial devel
opment, credit development; or regional/local initiatives such as local 
governance, municipal management). 

• macro-level: ( e.g., national or cross-sectoral development pro
grammes such as environment, paverty alleviation, private sector 
development, governance and public administration reform). 
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Z BASIC DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS 

The term capacf,ty ~ many different meanings and interpretations. 
Much depends on who uses it and the context in which it is used. To 
begin with, capacity development as a concept is very closely related to 
training, human resources development, knowledge acquisition, the 
learning organisation and other concepts. The development of the indi
vidual and the entity within which the individual works is central to 
capacity development. 

The failure of many projects and programmes that deal with capacity can 
often be attnbuted to the narrow view of capacity that had been used. For 
example, complex change initiatives such as, say, a change in the way a 
particular government service is delivered, often concentrates capacity 
development to individual training needs and organisational development. 
Often missed are important dimensions of capacity at the policy or leg
islative levels, or in supporting processes and regulations. If these other 
levels and dimensions of capacity are not addressed, then the chances of 
successfully implementing sustainable capacities are diminished. There
fore, capacity development must go beyond the level of the individual and 
the entity to consider the broader environment or system within which 
they function. These different levels contain dimensi,on<; of capacity 
which are key to ensuring that capacities at all levels are both addressed 
as well as properly utilised and sustained. 

2.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS 

The UNDP, as with many other organisations, has evolved a relatively 
explicit definition of capacity development. In any use of the term, 
capacity assessment and development are integral to most management 
methodologies associated with programmes, projects, change, perfor
mance, strategic management and planning that deal with people, organ
isations and the broader systems within which they function.4 

f I J What is Capacity? 
Capacity is defined as the ability of individuals and organisations or 
organisational units to perf onn functions effectively, efficiently and sus
tainably. This definition implies that capacity is not a passive state but 
part of a continuing process and that human resources are central to 
capacity development. The overall context within which organisations 
undertake their functions are also key considerations in capacity devel
opment. Capacity is the power of something (a system, an organisation, 
a person) to perform or to produce. Capability, a closely allied tenn, can 
be seen as synonymous with capacity, or simply as undeveloped or un
used capacity. 

• Note that capacity assessment.s may be carried out as a distinct initiative, out.side of such Jrull'lllge

ment methodologies. This is sometimes referred to as capacity map]Yi.ng, the discipline of assess
ing all the dimensiOM of capacity wherever you are or at whatever entry point is used. Capacity 
mapping does not necessarily need to lend itself to programme or project planning or the prepara
tion of a programme or project document. It may be used simply to assess requirements, determine 
feasibility or support research. 

THIS CHAPTER 
presents basic 
definitions on 
the concept of 
capacity and 
discusses 
capacity in a 
systems context. 
For each level in 
the system, 
separate 
dimensions of 
capacity are 
identified. We 
then look at 
Mentry points" for 
capacity 
initiatives, and 
how to address 
such initiatives in 
a strategic 
management 
framework. 
Some·final 
comments are 
made on capacity 
and change 
management. 
The annexes 
contain detailed 
supporting 
information. 
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(2) What is Capacity Development? 

Capacity development5 is a concept which_ is broader than organisatio~ 
development since it includes an emphasis on the overall system, em1-
ronment or context within which individuals, organisations and societies 
operate and interact (and not simply a single organisation). In the case of 
development programmes, it includes a consideration of all key factors 
which impact upon its ability to be developed, implemented and the 
results to be sustained. Of special concern to development planners and 
to situations where there are limited resources is the need to build on what 
exists-to utilise and strengthen existing capacities, rather than to start 
from scratch. In most situations, the past or what already exists cannot or 
should not simply be negated. 

(3J What is Capacity Assessment? 

Capacity assessment is a structured and analytical process whereby the 
various dimensions of capacity are assessed \'1-ithin the broader systems 
context, as well as evaluated for specific entities and individuals uithin 
the system. Again, in adapting these guidelines, special emphasis should 
be given to utilising existing capacities. 

(4) Capacity vs. Institutional Development 

The term capacity development is often used in conjunction ,,ith or 
interchangeably with the term institutional ck1.'elopment. However, for 
the purposes of these guidelines, they are distinct. Capacity development 
may be carried out at the level of an institution where an institution is 
defined as a " ... pattern of behaviour that is valued within a culture. '11 

Ins?tutions ~e often seen as aggregations of organisations, examples of 
which would mclude government and banking. Institutions may be seen 
as~ subsystem within a broader system ( e.g., government v.ithin broader 
society). 

'This. 
Ca !~ n~ m\;ch different than the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) definition of gr:!ci Y or ev! ?Prr:ent, adap~ed _by CIDA an~ others, as • ... the process by u·hich indil'iduals. 
June~ gal i;satio7:, inst1tu(wns and societies increase their abilities to: (I) peifonn CfJrl! 

theirdeve/o:ie v:°ne ~- defme and achze'l'e objectiPes; and (2) u11den;ta11d and dffil 111th 
This d "-'t'?JJ'ITl81l eds in a broad context and ma sustainable manner" 

ell.111 ton goes on to define core ca 'ti · ( 
system) as consisting of: pac1 es of an organisation, or community, or sector, or 

A defining anal sina th · 
4 . d •;,; . .' ' Y ~.,, e en\'lronment or overall system 
A I en=/lfig needs and/or key issues 
A f.do~ulatmg s~rategies to respond to or meet needs 

eV1smg or unplementing acti b • 
sustainably ons; assem ling and using resources effective~· and 

A monitoring performance . , 
objectives ' ensunng ,eedback, and adjusting courses of action to meet 

A acquiring new knowledge d kills 
~ will be seen iateron in these . de -~ 8 

. to ~~et evolving challenges 
m common with (or has in fact f° ~ s, this definition of Capacity Development by DAC has mucli 

een ased upon) fundamental concepts of strategic management. 
6 Elliot Berg in "Rethinking . . • 
addresses, through extensive r!:~~~ Cooperation: Refof!l!S for Capacity Building in • .\frit. 
part of the fabric of institutions ~t' a~se <liJ!erence~ succmctly. He writes "orga11isationsform 
ment means more than Just structun 1 ~ mst_ztutums themselt-es. ... institutional dl!l't'lop
Jundamental soeial change the 1 ~ or nctional. changes of an organisation. It inrolres 

' ransJormation of patterns of behm·iour ... • (P. 60-61). 
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2.2 DIMENSIONS OF CAPACITY IN A SYSTEMS CONTEXT 

The diagram (right) graphi
cally illustrates that capacity 
issues can be analysed at 
three levels. Often, capaclty 
issues are first addressed at 
the indhidual level, then at 
the organisational or entity 
level. However, as noted 
above, capacity must be 
understood at the systems 
level as well. By definition, a 
system is a regularly interact
ing or interdependent group 
of items forming a unified 
whole. This can apply equally 
to the human world as it does 

LEVELS OF CAPACITY-wlTHIN A SYSTEMS CONTEXT 

Level2 

Leve13:----

Figure 2 

to the physical world. Capacity is defined here in a systems context 
where a set of entities operate toward a common purpose and according 
to certain rules and processes (more on this later). Let's look at each of 
these three levels in more detail. 

(I] Level 1-The System 

The highest level within 
which capacity initiatives 
may be cast is the system or 
enabling environment level. 
Other methodologies often 
refer to this level as the "situ
ation," the "market," the 
"action environment," or sim
ply the "environment." For 
development initiatives that 
are national in context (e.g., 
governance, environmental 
programmes, poverty allevia
tion, market economy transi
tion and democratisation), 
the system would cover the 

lEVEL I-THE BROADER SYSTEM 

SYSTEMS FACTORS: 

Figu,e3 

entire country or society and all the subcomponents that are involved. 
For initiatives at a sectoral level, the system would include only those com
ponents that are relevant (e.g., a rural development or decentralisation 
programme). 

This level includes both formal and informal organisations within the 
defined system. Invariably, many organisational entities are involved in the 
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broader system, with perhaps one or ~o being defined as the key_or I~ 
ing organisation for the defined initiative. The nature_of the relationships 
amongst these defined entities are key areas of atten~on. For e~ple, a 
capacity initiative ( e.g., decentralisation) ~y res~t m rest~~tunng and 
implementing alternative methods of service deli~~ry, reqwnng a more 
complex interaction of delivery and regulatory entities. 

Capacity assessments at the systems level can be made according to rel
ative strengths and wealmesses, as well as opportunities and threats 
(SWOT). As noted in the diagram, such an assessment can also be 
guided according to logical groupings of factors, which relate to the dif
ferent dimensions within the system. This is discussed in more detail in 
Part II of these guidelines. 

Dimensions of Capacity at the Systems Level 

..&. Policy Dimension: systems have a purpose, they exist to meet cer
tain needs of society or a group of entities. Also included are value 
systems which govern the entities within the system . 

.A. Legal/Regulatory Dimension: includes the rules, laws, nonns, 
srandards which govern the system-and within which a capacity ini
tiative is to function . 

..&. Management or Accounmbility Dirnensi.on: defines who manages 
the system and which entities or stakeholders function within the 
system. From a capacity development perspective, this would iden
tify who is responsible for potential design, management and imple
mentation, coordination, monitoring and evaluation, and all other 
related capacities at the systems level. 

.A. Res?Urces Dimension: (human, financial, information) that may be 
available within the system to develop and implement the p!ir 
gramme and/or the capacities . 

.A. J!rocess_Dimension: the inter-relationships, interdependencies and 
mtera~tions amongst the entities, including the fact that these may 
~ompnse ~ubs~stems within the overall system. This includes the 
mter-relat1onships amongst entities in terms of the flow of resources 
and inf~rmation, formal and informal networks of people, and even 
supporting communications infrastructures. 
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[2] Level 2-The Entity7 or Organisation 

Whether an entity is a fomlal 
organisation (such as a gov
ernment, or one of its depart
ments, ministries or agencies), 
a private sector operation, or 
an informal organisation ( e.g., 
a community based or volun
teer organisation), there are 
typically several dimensions of 
capacity which need to be 
assessed and developed 
(Figure4). 

Unlike traditional capacity 
development and organisa
tional strengthening whlch 
focuses their development re-

INTERACT10N 
WITMIN 
THE BROADER 

smEM~ 

INTERACTION , ~ 
WITH OTHER ~ • 
ENTITIES OR 
"STAkEHOWERS" 

LEVEL 2-THE EN11TY 

MISSION and 
STRATEGY 

CULTURE. smucruRE 
and COMPETl:NCES 

PROCESSES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

sources almost entirely on human resources, processes and organisa
tional structuring matters, the more successful methodologies, examine 
all dirnenswns of capacity at the entity level, including its interactions 
within the system, usually with other entities, "stakeholders," or clients. 

This applies to organisational subunits within the entity ( e.g., divisions, 
sections, units, work-groups and teams, etc.). 

Dimensions of Capacity at the Entity Level 

.& Missicm and strategy: include the role, mandate, and definition of 
products/services; clients/customers served; interactions within the 
broader system and "stakeholders"; the measures of performance 
and success; and the presence of core strategic management 
capacities . 

.& Culture/Structure and Competencies: organisational and manage-
ment values, management style, and standards, organisational struc
tures and designs, core competencies . 

.& Processes: (internal and external to the entity) supporting such 
functions as planning, client management, relationships with other 
entities, research/policy development, monitoring and evaluation, 
performance/quality management, financial and human resources 
management, etc. Process can be both internal and external . 

.& Human resources: the most valuable of the entity's resources and 
upon which change, capacity and development primarily depend. 

7 For the purposes of these guidelines, the tenn entity is used synonymously with the term organi
sation, where the term organisation is defined as ''... the rational coordinatwn of activities by a 
group of individuals with the aim of ackiRving a common purpose" (taken from E. Schein, 
"0rgarusatiOllal Psychology," Prentice Hall, 1979). In this sense, an entity may a small unit such as a 
dhision or department among many within a larger entity, or it may be a large unit such as a Ministry 
within a government. As long as it fits wit.h the definition, it may be classed as an entity. 
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J;. Financial resources: both operating and ?IPit.al, required for the 
efficient and effective functioning of the entity. 

J;. Informatwn resources: of increasing importance, and how these re
sources ( all media, electronic an~ paper) are managed to support the 
mission and strategies of the entity . 

.A. Infrastructure: physical assets (property, b~~s cc:nd movable as
sets), computer systems and telecornmurucations infrastructures, 
productive work environments 

f3J Level 3-The Individual 

As noted, a major dimension of capacity is at ~e. i:1dividual I_evel
people, including small interp~~sor:ial netw~rks of mdiVIduals. This c~v
ers individuals both within entities mvolved m the management and deliv-

e:ry of an initiative, as well as 
LEVEL 3-THE INDIVIDUAL those who are beneficiaries 

or are otherwise impacted by 
the initiative ( could be spe
cific client groups, segments 
of society, or the civil popula
tion at large, depending on 
the initiative). 

JOB REQUIREMENTS 
Skill LEVELS AND NEEDS 

TRAINING/RE-TRAINING 
INOMOUAL LEARNING 
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING 

CAREER PROGRESSION 
ACCOUNTABILITY/ETHICS 

ACCESS TO INFORMATION 
PERSONAI.JPROFESSIONAL NETWORKING 

PERFORMANCE/CONDUCT 
INCENTIVES/SECURITY 

VALUES AND ATTITUDES 
MORALE AND MOTIVATION 

WORK RE-DEPLOYMENT 
JOB SHARING 

INTER-RElATIONSHIPS ANO TEAMWORK 
INTER-DEPENDENCIES PROFESSIONAL INTEGRrTY 

COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS 

Capacity assessment and 
development at the third 
level are considered to be the 
most critical. This level (see 
Figure 5) addresses the indi
vidual's capacity to function F,g,re 5 

efficiently and effectively 
within the entity and within 

the broader system. Capacity assessments are designed according to the 
individual's function and relationship to the entity: executive, manage
ment, supervisory, professional, and administrative. The success or via
bility of a capacity initiative is invariably linked to the capacity of 
leadership and management. 

Often, capacity assessments of individuals are based on an established 
"j~b desc~ption" or some other format which lays out the perf orrnance/ 
skills requrrements of the position and the individual filling that position 
or performing a function/activity according to alternate methods of 
enga~ the services of the individual-a perfonnance contract. This is 
combmed with a skills assessment of the individual. The assessment \.\ill 
demonstrate any "capacity gaps." Subsequent training and development 
P!ans ~ then be prepared to address these gaps. Increasingly, the 
dimens101:s of accountability, perfonnance, values and ethics, incentives 
~d secunty are becoming ever more important in individual level capac
ity assessments and technical assistance development programmes. 
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2.3 ENTRY POINTS AND ZOOMING INJ'OUT 

The above discussion is an important back-drop to determining when one 
might want to start a capacity assessment process. When and where to 
st.art such a process is referred to as the entry point. An entry point typ
ically occurs at the systems level or the entity level. 

The most typical entry point 
is at the entity level. For 
example, there may be a 
need to reform financial man
agement and budgeting sys
tems within a Ministry of 
Finance. This initial, rather 
narrow examination would 
then be expanded ("zoom
out") to look at the broader 
government system of finan
cial management, linkages 
to budgeting and the integra
tion of policy setting, planning 
and expenditure manage
ment. This would ensure that 

ENTRY POINTS-ZOOMING IN AND OUT 

SYSTEM ENTITY 

Figure6 

any capacity development with respect to Ministry level financial man
agement takes into account needs, issues and impacts within the broader 
government "system." 

Another example might be strengthening administration at a local gov
ernment level which may be needed, for example, as a consequence of 
decentralisation. Here, one would zoom-out to examine the capacity 
needs of the local administrative entity within the broader system: the 
local public and recipients of services, other stakeholders involved in 
service delivery or programme development, the central or other levels of 
government and inter-relationships with respect to legislation, laws and 
taxation. 

Entry points are often made at the systems level as well. Examples of 
this would be broader governance refonn initiatives (e.g., democratisa
tion, decentralisation, major re-structuring of government and its role in 
society), or market economy development in the case of transitional 
economies. In these situations, the entire system would be examined in 
tenns of existing and needed capacities across all five dimensions, and 
then capacity development strategies and plans would be formulated. 

As another example, a major system initiative might be to improve the 
role and functioning of the legal system as part of governance reform. 
After looking at the broader dimensions of capacity at the systems level, 
one would then "zoom-in" to look at the capacity needs of specific enti
ties within the "legal system" such as the judiciary, courts, police services 
and so on. Further zooming-in would allow you to look more closely at 
the processes, human resources and other dimensions of these entities 

t 
INDMDUAL 
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and the capacity dimensions of individuals_ within ~hes~ entities: Later 
sections present other examples of how this zoomi:ng-in, zooming out 

might apply. 

2.4 THE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 

Organisations in both the public and privat~ sectors have increasingly ac
cepted that their performance or success 1s as much dependent on the 
complex inter-relationships and factors within the broader system, as it is 
dependent upon their own internal processes, structures and resources. 
Here, capacity is defined in this broader systems framework. In fact, this 
definition is founded upon Strategic Management8 which, as a concept 
that has evolved over the past 20 years or so, addresses the needs of 
organisations to go well beyond the traditional internal management and 
planrtlng functions such as finance, personnel or planning. 

Simply put, strategic :management may be defined as an approach 
whereby organisations define their overall character and mission, their 
longer term objectives or goals, the product/service segments they \\ill 
enter and leave, and the means (strategy) by which this is to be achieved, 
especially, but not only, through the allocation of resources. The ap
proach is comprehensive and far-reaching. It integrates and addresses all 
dimensions of capacity at the systems, entity and individual levels. 

The approach allows organisations to establish for themselves the desired 
r~la~ons~ps with entities or stakeholders within the broader system 
within which they function. This requires a full and ongoing assessment 
of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) both 
externally (in the system) and internally. The approach is participatozy 
and consult.ative. 

THE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK Strategic management i~elfis 
considered as a core manage
ment capacity within an 
entity or system. This notion 
is similar to the DAC defini· 
tion of core capacities of an 
organisation (footnote #5 on 
page 6). 

WHERE WE 
ARE NOW 

CURRENT SITIJATION 

HOWTO 
GET THERE 

t 
HOWTO 

STAY THERE 
SUSTAINABJt.nY 

WHERE WE 
WANTTOSE 
VISION/MISSION 

.....t 
A simple strategic manage
ment framework is suggested 
in these guidelines (graphi
cally illustrated in Figure 7). 
This framework is common 

S Jt is not the intent of these guid Jin . 
de~. Annex I contains some e es to go mt? t.he subject matter of Strategic Management in ar'3 
wRhich 5Yilthesises much of the =eoSledthis~adingb_ rn3:tter on this subject. One excellent rererence 

P. et al "Funclam ta! n su ~ect mcluding a histo · cal · · Rumelt, 1994. ' en Issues in Strategy-A Res~ch Agenda,• H~~~~l ~' 
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to the programme approach adopted by the UNDP and many other 
organisations that address broader issues of capacity. These stages and 
related capacity issues are addressed in Part II. 

As noted previously, capacity assessments can be carried out as "one
off' types of inititives, or they can be carried out at any one or all stages 
of the strategic management life cycle. 

The type of assessment depends very much both on the stage of the life 
cycle, on the nature of the initiative, and on the entry point to be made. 
Capacity assessment and development can occur during each stage. For 
example, an organisation embarking on a change or governance pro
gramme may need to develop initial capacities to carry out programme 
planning and management or even to carry out initial capacity assess
ments to determine whether a programme may be viable. In all cases, 
emphasis would be given to utilising existing capacities and to devel
oping new capacities only where they are needed. More on this is dis
cussed later. 

2.5 CAPACITY AND MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE 

The notion of capacity is inextricably linked to change and the manage
ment of change at the systems, entity and individual levels. Increasingly, 
broader capacity initiatives and other types of programmes address 
transformational change (e.g., in such programmes as those dealing 
with governance, decentralisation, public sector reform, etc.). This is 
contrasted with programmes that address gradual or incremental change. 
There are no hard and fast rules to classify an envisaged programme as 
one of either transformational or incremental change. In simple terms, if 
an envisaged future situation is seen to be very different from the way it 
is today (at all levels), then the capacity initiative is likely one of trans
fonnational change. 

This can be seen graphically 
in Figure 8. A capacity initia
tive which may require liin
ited change within only one or 
two entities may be seen as 
one of incremental change 
Oower left hand quadrant). 
AB capacity initiative impacts 
and change affect greater 
numbers of individuals and 
greater numbers of entities, 
then the initiative becomes 
more transformational. This 
also applies to the dimensions 
of capacity within individuals 
and entities-the more that 
are impacted, the greater the 
transformational nature of the 
capacity. 

INCREMENTAL VS TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE 

CAPACllY 
LEVELS 

SYSTEM 

ENTITY 

INDMDUAL 

Figures 

SHORT MEDIUM 
TIME FRAME 

LONG 
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3 GETl"ING STARTED 

THIS CHAPTER 
provides answers 
to some 
commonly asked 
questions which 
will help you to 
get the process 
started. 

The Stakeholder 

Starting a capacity assessment process is not easy. One does not simply 
jump into such a process without a good reason, without a plan of action 
and resources, or without an anticipated result in mind. 

T,ypically, a capacity assessment is triggered by a policy direction or deci
sion of some sort: e.g., to improve the delivery of a particular government 
service; to improve capacity of a local admirtistration; to downsize or 
reduce the cost of government; to strengthen the legislative processes; to 
improve the transparency of government decisiorunaking; and so on. 
Such a policy decision or direction can serve as a higher level pro
gramme objective which would set the broad parameters for the capac
ity initiative. Usually, such policy statements are based on some prior 
analysis of a problem or an opportunity. This is particularly true in the 
case of governance programmes. 

There are a few other important questions to which you might want to 
find answers before proceeding with a capacity initiative. 

[1 J Who is Involved in the Assessment? 

Who should be involved in the capacity 

A stakeholder is any individual or entity 
that is involved, directly or indirectly, in 
any life cycle stage if the programme, 
including the ultimate beneficiaries. Major 
groups of stakeholders might include: 

assessment will depend to a large extent on 
the current situation of the entity or sys
tem. This requires judgement and common 
sense. Many current strategic, programme 
management and related methodologies 
ref er to those that are involved in the 
process as stakehoWers, although this is a 
somewhat over-generalised term. Other 
terms often used interchangeably, include 
actors, players, participants, beneficiaries, 
and clients, among others. 

4 "champion" of the programme 

4 strategic manager/decision maker 

4 clients or customers 

4 policy makers 

4 decision makers 

4 implementors 

4 funding organisations 

4 other sponsors, others 

A stakelwkler analysis could be carried 
out to determine precisely who is/should 
be involved, the nature of their involve
~ent (role, responsibilities, accountabili
ties; direct or indirect involvement), and 
magnitude of involvement ( e.g., full or 
part-time, specific activities only). There 

~:hnumber of te_chnique~, t?~ls and methods which can support the 
i.ld ~der analysIS, and mdividual circumstances will dictate which 

;~~ e the most effective. For example, some tools include surveys, 
kshops and conferences, and direct consultation Care must be taken 

~~~~J~:~.o large a "stakeholder" group that the ~pacity process gets 
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For example, while an envisaged capacity 
development initiative on governance 
might eventually include virtually everyone 
in the ~system" (individuals, groups, foilllal 
entities), only a very few need be involved 
in capacity assessments in the initial 
policy/concept development stages. How 
stakeholders are to be involved is another 
key area to be addressed. For example, 
key stakeholders may be represented 
through formal management/steering com
mittees. Others may be represented 
through advisory or consultative councils/ 
boards, sUIYeys, workshops and confer
ences. These points are addressed in later 
chapters. 

[2J What Factors Are Critical 
to Success? 

A second question to ask is what will 
determine the success of the capacity 
assessment, and subsequent capacity 
development initiative. The following list of 
success factors is based on extensive UNDP 

Questions to Help Identify Stal<eholders 

Who makes/influences policy and 
decisions? 

Who would Hchampion" the capacity 
initiative? 

Who could provide financial and technical 
resources? 

Who would be impacted? 

Who are the direct/indirect beneficiaries? 

Who with no 'voice" needs special 
attention? 

Who are the representatives of those 
impacted? 

Who is likely to support or oppose the 
initiative? 

Who is responsible for implementation? 

What political forces are there? 

and other international experience in development programmes, technical 
cooperation, and capacity development. 

• Visible Leadership: meaningful commitment and ownership ( and 
"political will'1) at the political and senior bureaucratic levels, sus
tained throughout the process. 

• Organisat'ion-wide and Participative: highly consultative, with 
meaningful involvement of all impacted parties or stakeholders. 

• Oprm and Transparent: the process itself is open, with no hidden 
agendas, and decisionrnaking is transparent. In some situations, 
external consultants may help facilitate this process and assure inde
pendence and objectivity. 

• Awareness and Understanding: all impacted parties/stakeholders 
are aware of and understand the development or capacity initiative, 
the implied changes and capacity needs; requires strong internal and 
external communications; public relations . 

..l General Buy-in and Acceptance: understanding generates buy-in 
and acceptance; critical mass of commitment; resistance is managed. 

• Appropriate Methodologies: for programme and project manage
ment; tools and techniques; adapted to the local situation and needs; 
measures of performance established (results, outputs, outcomes); 
allowance for early successes and pilots, ongoing monitoring and 
evaluation. 
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A Clear Set of Objectives and Priorities: built into project/ 
programme plans; incremental and phased; available resources 
appropriate to workload. 

A Clear Management Accountabilities: transparent processes and 
decisionmaking; open dialogues; explicit responsibilities and 
accountabilities set. 

A Sujficient Time and Resources: committed availability of fuia.ncial, 
information and human resources to plan, develop, implement the 
capacity initiative; strong managerial resources. 

(3) What Sorts of Situations Call for Starting a 
Capacity Assessment? 

Finally, it is useful to determine the current status of an entity/ 
organisation, or a system as a whole, in terms of its "Current Strategic 
Management Situation." These situations are defined by the extent to 
which core capaciti,es are in evidence (as, for example, developed by 
DAG-please see footnote on page 6). The table on the following page 
provides some guidance on the status or state of core management 
capacities at the systems/entity levels. 

The nature and level of detail of an assessment will vary according to the 
current situation of the entity or system. For example, capacity assess
ments will be far more critical and very much different for a system/entity 
under Situation 1 than for a system/entity under Situation 4. Hence, it 
will be very important to know the current situation before embarking on 
a capacity assessment process. This can be done through a quick "situa
tion assessment" or similar analysis. This is addressed in the next chap
ter: "Where We Are Now." The important thing to remember is that 
capacity assessments can and should be carried out on a continuous or 
ongoing basis. The nature of the assessment depends on the situation of 
the organisation, and the status of its core strategic management 
capacities. 
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CURRENT SITUATION DESCRIPTION 

1 No Strategic Core This is a typical situation for many 
Management organisations, and for the most "sys-
Capacity terns" situations. There is no estab-

lished strategic or long range plan, 
no agreed vision of the future or 
sense of mission, and most of the 
core strategic management capaci-
ties are absent or weak at the sys-
terns and/or entity levels. 

2 AGeneral Many organisations are at the initial 
Management stages of developing core strategic 
Strategy Has Been management capacities. There ex-
Fonnulated ists a preliminary or high level stra-

tegic plan, but the core capacities to 
implement are absent or weak at the 
system and/or entity levels. 

3 A Management A detailed strategic management 
Strategy Is Being plan has been accepted and is in the 
Implemented process of being implemented. All of 

the core strategic management ca-
pacities have been, or are in the 
process of being put in place at all 
levels within the system. 

4 Full Strategic All core strategic management ca-
Management pacities are in place. The organisa-
Capacity Achieved tion (or system) may be seen as a 

fully sustaining operation. Strategic 
management is an ongoing activity at 
all levels and across all dimensions. 
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USING THE CAPACITY GUIDELINES 

Part II identifies and discusses an optional and flexible range of tools, tech
niques and approaches for assessing and developing capacities at various 
entry points discussed in Part I. The Strategic Management Framework is 
adapted so that complex issues of capacity can be addressed in a comprehen
sive systems, integrative and logical manner. 

PART 
- I -

PART 
- Ill -

(';t'l 1NTRODUCTION 

[2,1 BASIC DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS 

1,3:1 GETTING STARTED 

(B'I CAPACITY AND THE UNDP 
PROGRAMME APPROACH 



4 ·wHERE WEARE NOW, · -

--

. , . 

WHERE WE\ 
.ARE NOW -

CURRENT SITUATION 

WHERE WE 
WANTTOSE 
\IISfOWMISSION 

4.1 THE CURRENT SmlATION 

This chapter discusses the types of capac
ity assessments that can be undertakea 
Such assessments may be carried out as a 
project in its own right and can be done by 
an organisation, with or without support 
from the UNDP or other donors. 

susr,.,,..,.,.,urr 

The scope and types of analysis that would 
be applied to assessing capacities depends 
on the type of development initiative and 
where it is in its strategic management 
st.age. For example, a need may have been 
identified to strengthen the administrative 

THIS CHAPTER 
identifies and 

briefly describes 
some common 

tools and optional 
assessments that 
might be carried 

out at the 

systems, entity 
and individual 

levels. The entry 
point for the 

assessment may 
be at the systems 

or the entity 
level, although 

here we will start 
with a systems 

level assessment, 
then zoom-in to 
the entity level. 

Annex 2 contains 
a more detailed 

description of the 
analytical 

techniques, tools 
and 

methodologies. 

capacity of a local government such that it 
might deliver services ( e.g., health) more cost-effectively, and closer to the 
recipients of the services. While the prime focus of attention might be at 
this uentity level " one would zoom-out to examine the dimell.5ions of ' . capacity of the broader system within which the local government entity 
is operating. The broader system in this case might be the local and higher 
levels of government (subsystems within the government "system") and 
the local community. One would then zoom-in to examine the dimensions 
of capacity within the government entity targeted for service delivery: 

The current situation ( of the system, of the local entity) may be one 
where there are very limited strategic management capacities, or some 
elements of strategic management may be in place. It will be important 
to identify such capacities when assessing the current situation. 

Determinmg where we are now is basically a situation assessment or 
scoping exercise to place parameters around the envisaged initiative such 
that it can be further developed (e.g., such as for programme or project 
fonnulation, where a donor might be involved). It is clear that there 
exists a diverse range of analytical techniques and methodologies that 
can be applied to assess capacities of the various dimensions at each of 
:he thr_ee l~vels (as discussed in Part II), and there simply cannot be a 
one-s~~:(i_t,s-all" set of guidelines to cover the extremely diverse range 

of possibilities. Common sense and experience must combine with avail· 
able reso~ces in order to select and adapt the most appropriate methods 
and techniques to meet the needs of each specific situation. 
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4.2 THE SYSTEM LEVEL 

[1 J A Model for Carrying Out the Assessment 

lHE BROIIDER SYS1EM Many examples could serve to 
demonstrate the need for a sys
tems level capacity assessment 
and how to go about it. Perhaps 
the example of strengthening serv
ice delivery capacity in a local level 
of government is just as good as 
any other. In this example, the 
effectiveness of developing sus

tainable capacities at the local, entity level would depend to a very large 
extent on capacities in the broader system within which local government 
service delivery would function. This broader system would include the 
beneficiaries or clients of the service, the role and relationships with 
higher levels of government ( e.g., on issues of budgeting, taxation, legisla
tion, regulation, socioeconomic policies), relationships with local non
governmental organisations and businesses, and so on. 

SYSTEMS LEVEL CAPACITY GAPS CAN BE IDENTIFIED 
EARLY BY LOOKING AT TI-IE •PARADIGM SHIFr• 

e.g. 
FROM 
MONOPOLY DELIVERY 
CENTRALISED DECISIONMAKING 
AUTOCRATIC/CLOSED 
HIERARCHICAUBUREAUCRATIC 
PROCEDURES/SUPPLY DRIVEN 
HIGHLY REACTIVE 
SELF-SERVING 
SENIORITY PRINCIPAL 
QUICK FIXES 
COST/PRODUCTION INDICATORS 
ETC. 

Figuie9 

TO 

I. ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY 
~ DECENTRALISED DECSIONMAKING 
, CONSULTATIVE/TRANSPARENT 

f}; FLAT/FLEXIBLE/TEAMWORK ·i' PROFESSIONAl/DEMAND DRIVEN 
HIGHLY PROACTIVE 
CLIENT SERVICE ORIEl"ltED t/ MERIT PRINCIPAL 

.. · SUSTAINABLE CHANGE 
L SATISFACTION/PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

ETC. 

• '.ITlofflM KvJm. 7lle sin,a..,. af Sciemifie -

Depending on the particular 
context, an envisaged capac
ity initiative might imply a 
complex set of changes from 
what exists today to what is 
required in the future. The 
example of strengthened 
service delivery at a local 
level of government points to 
a series of complex changes 
at all levels: systems, entity 
(actually, multiple entities, 
and individuals). Figure 9 is a 
variation of a popular graphic 
representation of a para-
di,gm shift from an existing, central way of service delivery to one of 
decentralised, local delivery. From this simple chart, it can be seen that 
capacities at different levels would need to be examined closely. 

Assessments are particularly important for identifying and getting some 
measure of the magnitude of the capacity gaps. The gaps, usually ex
~ressed as a weakness, may apply to one or more dimensions. In any 
situation, and especially those where the current situation is one of defi
cient strategic management (as described on page 6). Capacities need 
to be assessed from two perspectives: some preliminary estimate of 
requiredjitture capacities across each dimension; and an assessment of 
the existing capacities in each of these dimensions. The comparison of 
!nf~nnation or metrics developed from these assessments will give ~ 
indication of which dimensions need attention and the extent of capacity 
gaps that would ne~ to be filled. 
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ASSESSING CAPACITY AT THE SYSTEMS LEV£L 
(AND PREWMUMRY ASSE'SSMENT OF CAPACIFY GAPSI 

Let's use Figure 10-a as a simple guide for 
a systems level capacity assessment. Such 
a guide will help you to ensure that all 
dimensions are covered and that informa
tion is generated on the gaps to be filled. 
The rows represent the five dimensions of 
capacity at the systems level ( discussed on 
page 8). The columns indicate the infor
mation to be generated from the 
assessment. 

I 2 3 4 

DIMEr,ISION OF EX/mNG 
CAPACITY CAPACITY 

I POUCY 
FRAMEWORK 

2 LEGAi.AND 
REGUIATORY 
FRAMEWORK 

3 MI\NAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTABILITY 
FRAMEWORK 

4 sYSTEMS LEVEL 
RESOURCES 

5 PROCESSES ANO 
RELATIONSHIPS 

Figure 10-il 

POSSIBLE 
STRATEGIES 

In most situations, an assessment will gen-
erate good information on existing capaci

ties ( column 1). However, it may still be too early in the process to 
generate detailed information on needed capacities in the future since we 
have not yet done a detailed analysis of what the future situation might be. 
This uncertainty is denoted by the "grey" in columns 2-4. At least some 
general inf onnation can be generated on possible future capacities that 
may be needed to support the policy direction. These "grey areas" will 
become clearer as we cany out more detailed analyses of ''where we want 
to be" in the next chapters. 

To illustrate this, using our health service delivery example, an assess· 
ment of the current capacity dimension, say, on "management account
ability framework" (row 3) might reveal that all current decision making 
for health service delivery is being carried out at the central level of gov
ernment (ministry of health). The assessment may show that these exist· 
ing capacities are documented in legislation, regulation, position 
descriptions, organisational structures, financial authorities and the like. 
A preliminary assessment of possible future needed capacities ( col· 
umn 2), based on the policy direction of decentralisation, might imply the 
need for delegation of authority and empowerment at the local level. 

► capacity Assessment and Development 

Initial estimates of the ca'f)G.City gaps 
might show that changes would be needed 
in existing management accountabilities at 
both the central and local levels (e.g., in 
legislation, regulation, position descrip
tions, financial authorities, etc.). In this 
example, a capacity gap may be described 
simply in terms of a potential weakness in 
the systems dimension of capacity dealing 
with accountability-an area which would 
need to be strengthened. These could 
then be translated into preliminary alter
native strategies for strengthening these 
capacities (denoted in column 4). Again, 
the grey denotes that the information gen
erated at this stage may be quite prelimi
nary, but enough information may be 
collected to allow for a general impact 
assessment of the policy direction. 



me uuonuauuu aL wu.::, :,Ul6e l:uwu =u 1::11au1e yuu m ut!vemp a preillIU

nary "Hierarchy of Objectives" which could be used as a basis for dis
cussions in the preparation of a programme or project document. This 
would help flesh out Column 4 in Figure 10-a. An example of this is pre
sented in the following box where some of the objectives and outputs 
might be identified at the systems, entity and individual levels. This will 
need further refinement, but it is important to begin_ to identify objec
tives. Each output may be seen as a strengthened or developed capacity, 
and each output would be supported by a set of activitie$. We will build 
on this example in later sections. 

Chart 1-a: Hierarchy of Objectives-An Example 

Tm.£: To Decentralise Service Delivery Planning to the Local Level 

SYSTEM LEVEL 
Objective 1.0 To amend health standards according to local conditions 

Output 1.1 New health service delivery standards 
Objective 2.0 To rationalise the central/local budgetary and revenue systems 

Output 2.1 Amended central budget law 
Objective 3.0 etc. 

ENmY LEVEL (to be developed) 

INDMDUAL LEVEL (to be developed) 

It is important to ensure that capacity assessments in each dimension are 
integrated with or related to capacities at other dimensions ( signified by 
the vertical arrow in Figure 10-a). This often reveals logical inconsisten
cies and paradoxes in many systems. In our example, the policy direction 
for the new (health) service may indicate a high degree of decentralisa
tion and delegation, yet the existing legislative framework may specify a 
high degree of centralisation. Analysis may reveal a disproportionate allo
cation of financial and human resources at the central level, yet the pol
icy direction may indicate the need for a greater concentration of such 
resources at the local level. Hence, for this small example, it can be seen 
that capacities would need to be adjusted at the system level in order to 
achieve sustainable local level capacities for service delivery. 

fZJ Approaches to Systems Level Capacity 
Assessments 

A number of optional approaches to carrying out systems level capacity 
assessments are identified here and described in more detail in Annex 2. 
These are not meant to be mutually exclusive-any one or a combination 
of such analyses can be carried out in order to generate the inf onnation 
needed for decisionmaking to support a major capacity initiative. As. e~h 
systems situation is different considerable judgement must be applied m 
deciding which type of asse~ment tool should be selected and how it 
should be adapted. Availability and quality of local resources should be 
taken into account to ensure that the analyses can, as a by-product, help 
strengthen local capacities. 
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JJ.. Systems "SWOT" or Policy Framework Assessment: can be 
adapted to produce a description of the existing policy framework of 
the system (in terms of existirig strengths and weaknesses, opportu
nities and threats). This may be done according to the major factors 
operating on the system: socio-political, government/public sector, 
econornidtechnological, and physical environmental factors. 

JJ.. Peeformance Assessment: which focuses on determining the over
all scope, performance and boundaries of the system, and its current 
performance (outputs, outcomes, purpose). This describes: the 
major entities and stakeholders; issues and needs; the major linkages 
to development priorities; and other performance characteristics of 
the system. 

A Legal/Regulatory Assessment: which examines the set of fonnal 
and informal "rules," which most often take the form of laws, legisla
tion, decrees, standards, regulations or any other type of rule or 
instrument that dictates how the system functions. 

JJ.. Accountability Framework (Stakeholder) Assessment: which 
could be used to identify the key players or stakeholders within the 
system who are accountable, directly or indirectly, for managing/ 
developing capacities in the system such that its purpose is achieved. 
Inter-relationships amorigst entities should be carefully examined. 

A The Programme Review Approach: an adaptation of the "Quality 
of Service" model where government entities supported by external 
management advisors are able to carry out a comprehensive assess
ment of their systems environments and answer some fundamental 
questions on their role. 

• NetworMnjormation Flows Assessment: used to identify and 
analyse the inter-relationships and main processes amongst the enti
ties within the system. 

• Risk Assessment: used to acquire an understanding of complex sit
~ations, especially for new development initiatives ( or major capac
ity programmes) which are felt to have inherent risks. 

A G_ost/B~fit Assessment: used to support proposals for new initia· 
tives which have a major cost, investment or resourcing impact. 

4.3 THE ENlTTY LEVEL 
T>IE EN111Y 

Entity level capacity assessments 
are b~ far the most common, and 
most lllportant, types of assess
ments. Indeed, most technical 
assistance takes the form of ca
pacity development at the entity 
level. The more important the 
entity (or stakeholder) in the sys-

tem, the greater the level of importance that is attached to the assess-
ment. There are many p • t 
methodologies d t hni ropne ary and conventionally accepted 
of the dim . an ~c . ques to cany out capacity assessments at each 

ensions withirt a specific entity, whether the entity is a large 
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formal organisation (such as a government or department within a gov
ernment), or an infonnal organisation (such as a community based organ
isation). The discipline of management consulting is based to a very large 
extent on capacity assessments and capacity development at the system 
and entity level. 

It is certainly beyond the scope of these guidelines to cover these various 
methodologies and techniques. What is important is that all dimensions 
of capacity will need to be addressed, although some dimensions will 
invariably be more important than others. This type of analysis will help 
decision makers set priorities for subsequent capacity development, and 
to channel resources accordingly. Similar to the assessments carried out 
at the systems level, information generated from entity level assessments 
should include, at a minimum, assessments of existing and likely future 
capacity needs in each of the major dimensions . 

.1 Mi.~ion, v'isi.on and directi.on(s) of the entity, priorities and 
longer term objectives. 

A Performance measures, clients/customers, success factors, service 
demands (and corresponding gaps). 

A Structuring or organisational options, core competencies, and 
organisational culture. 

• Functums and Processes (productivity and efficiency levels), serv
ice delivery, etc. 

A Management of human resources, including addressing issues of 
motivation, performance, incentives and compensation. 

A Financial management, cost perfonnance, revenue generation, 
expenditure control and budgeting. 

A lnforr,u;,,tum, management, teleccnnmunications and other infra-
structure needs. 

ASSESSING CAPACITY AT THE ENTITY LEVEL 
fAND PREUMINARY ASSESSMENT OF CAPACITY GAPSJ 

1 2 3 4 

Figure 11-a presents 
a matrix, similar to 
the one used for the 
systems level, that 
might be used to as
sess capacities across 
the entity dimensions 
and to generate early 
information on the 
gaps that might need 
to be filled. Capacity 
assessments at the 
entity le~l can be at 
agenero1, or compre
~ve level ( cover
mg all dimensions of 

DIMENSION OF 
CAPACITY 

POSSIBLE ESTIMATED POSSIBLE 
CURRENT FUTIJRE CAPACITY STRATEGIES 

1 STRATEGIC 
MANAGEMENT 

2 CULTURE/SJRUC1URE 

3 PROCESSES 

4 HUMAN RESOURCES 

5 FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

6 INFORMATION 
RESOURCES 

7 INFRASTRUCTURE 

8 INTER-REIATIONSHIPS 

CAPACITY CAPACITY GAP 

capacity, as listed in l.,:Fi~ig~ure:..1~1-a:._ ____________________ __, 

the 8 rows of Fig- . 
ure 11-a) or they can be carried out at a specific level ( one or two dimen
sions of capacity). 
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There exists a good range of established management consulting, evalu
ation and audit approaches to carrying out both types of assessments 
( e.g., management audit/review, systems analysis, business re
engineering, strategic planning, operational review, a_nd so on). It is these 
sorts of approaches that would be most appropnate, to be carefully 
selected and adapted to the specific capacity assessment needs of the tar
get entity(ies). Many of these approaches also emphasise the importance 
of internal processes and systems, and link them with the larger and 
wider systems in which these entities function. 

The extent and level of analysis for any one or combination of dimensions 
(noted in the box at left, and described in more detail in Annex 2) within 
the entity would be a function of perceived priority and available 
resources. Care would need to be taken to ensure that such analyses do 
not become ends in themselves (paralysis through analysis), but are done 
at a sufficient level of detail and according to a timeline that generates 
results within a reasonable time frame. 

Finally, preliminary strategies can be built for the entity to address the 
identified capacity gaps. We can build on our example to show how this 
might be done, as follows. (See Chart 1-b.) 

Chart 1-b: Hierarchy of Objectives-An Example 

TITLE: To Decentralise Service Delivery Planning to the Local Level 

SYSTEM LEVEL 
Objective 1.0 To amend health st.andards according to local conditions 

Output 1.1 New health service delivery standards 
Objective 2.0 To rationalise the central/local budgetary and revenue systems 

Output 2.1 Amended central budget law 
Objective 3.0 etc. 

ENTITY LEVEL 
Objective 1.0 To improve planning of local service delivery 

Output 1.1 Local service delivery planning unit set up 
Output l .2 Service delivery planning and forecasting system implemented 
Output 1.3 etc. 

Objective 2.0 etc. 

IN~~DUAL LEVEL (see Subsection 4.4, page 27) 
ObJective 1.0 '!rained staff within the local plannin . 

Output 1.1 Training strategy and plan g umt 
Output 1.2 Trained staff 
Output 1.3 Completed study tours 
Output I .4 etc. 
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You may also find Annex 5 helpful as it presents a case example of a "hier
archy of objectives" for a governance and public administration reform 
programme. 

4.4 THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL 

THE INDMOUAL 

:=:- ii\.· NWIDI.IAll.4LNN"IG 
O!t-n..--.G--...NG 

,_._,_ 
"'__,,."""' 
Atttssro~ ---~ :·--""""-"""""° ~ #ilO lilCJm.lltlClfl 

~~NI)~ 
NnMIS'tNllENOD 

_........,...... ---~ICATICINSSD.LS 

Capacity assessments at the indi
vidual level are typically not car
ried out in detail until the time of 
implementation planning for ca
pacity development initiatives. 
However, capacity assessments of 
selected individuals within key 
target entities may be carried out 
in preliminary strategic manage

ment life-cycle st.ages in order to support implementation planning. 

There are numerous and complex dimen
sions of capacity at the individual level. 
Some individual dimensions of capacity are 
common to all classes of individual (e.g., 
initiative, judgement, professionalism), 
while others are unique to other classes 
(e.g., leadership skills for executives). The 
box at right provides an indication of some 
of the areas where individual capacity 
assessments can be carried out. 

Capacity assessments may be carried out 
within a broader community of key individ
uals who have some controL power or 
influence over the envisaged capacity ini
tiative. These assessments can determine 
the level of awareness, understanding and 
acceptance of the envisaged capacity ini
t~tive or other type of programme, with a 
view that capacity development might be 
directed to creating a critical mass of indi
viduals who are committed and supportive. 

Potential Areas of Assessment 

... Job requirements & skill levels 

... Training/retraining 

... Learning & on-the-job training 

... Career progression 

... Accountability/ethics 

... Access to information 

... PersonaVprofessional networking 

... Performance/conduct 

... lncentivesJ'security 

... Values, integrity and attitudes 

... Morale and motivation 

... Work redeployment & job sharing 

... Inter-relationships and teamwork 

... Interdependencies 

... Communications skills 

Depending on the specific initiative, there 
~Y be different groups or categories of individuals who will be ~valved 
Ill the process and for whom capacity assessments should be earned out. 
AB noted in Part I these assessments would examine the particular 
r~uirernents of the individual (perhaps as defined in a position de~c~p
tion or post, or some other project team structure), and the eXISting 
Skills/knowledge/experience levels. The values, attitudes and ethics of 
the individual ( which may be governed by a regulatory or certification 
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entity) would also be assessed-through testing, consult.ation, interview
ing. The level of inter-relationship between the individual and other t.ar. 
geted individuals could be assessed to determine willingness to work ina 
team environment-interpersonal and presentation skills, communica
tions skills-all important capacities. 

The combined outputs of capacity assessments at the stage "Where We 
Are Now" should provide a solid indication of future directions at the sys. 
terns, entity and individual levels, and these should be reviewed, dis
cussed and debated in various forums. These take the fonn of 
preliminary statements of direction, priority, and longer term objec
tives-all of which respond to the identified needs. They form the basis 
upon which Stage 2 (where we want to be) assessments are made. 
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5.1 WHAT WILL THE FUTURE BE? 

I WHEREII/E 
ME NOii/ 

ctnnlENT SITUATION 

HOii/TO 
GET THERE 

, WHEREWE 
-;WANT TO BE 
· . VISION/MISSION 

....t 

Defining a future situation involves a lot 
more than star-gazing or looking into a 
crystal ball. In fact, defining future situa
tions in the context of a development pro
gramme lies somewhere between art and 
science. Most organisations have gone 
through planning activities which try to 
point to the future. In the past, planning 
for the longer tenn or the distant future 
(beyond 5 years) was very much guess
work and speculation. Today, however, 
there exists a good body of methodology, 
technique and practice wttich gives plan
ning for the longer term a stabler and more 
realistic footing. 

STRATEGY/ACTIONS 

t 
4 HOii/TO 

STAY THERE 
SUSTAINABILITY 

A special type of capacity assessment can concentrate on defining future 
directions and future needs, allowing practitioners to better measure 
capacity gaps. Assessments at this stage correspond to the second st.age 
of the stmtegic management life cycle. The intent is to develop a rea
sonable definition of the "future" as envisaged by a capacity initiative 
( e,g., in the context of a development programme) and to secure all the 
necessary decisions and appraval,s to proceed to implementation. 
Capacity assessments at this stage are not quite so critical to the overall 
process since the primary supporting activities are planning in nature. 

It is at this stage of the strategic management life cycle that more precise 
capacity assessments can be made and where a programme might begin 
to be formulated. This stage represents the beginning of serious imple
mentation planning, where political commitment will most likely be made 
to go ahead with a capacity development initiative. 

5.2 FUTURE AT THE SYSTEM LEVEL 

lEYEl 1-YNI 11ROADaW SYSTE■ -- The future enabling environment 
or system situation can be defined 
in terms of longer tenn objectives/ 
goals, outcomes in terms of what 
the situation will eventually be 
like and some sort of "vision." ' . There will be new and different 
ways to measure performance. A 
planning assessment of the 

"~ture" would generate detailed inf onnation for each of the five dimen
sions, as follows: 

THIS CHAPTER 
presents some 
approaches that 
might be taken to 
determine future 
situations at the 
systems, entity and 
individual levels. 
Clearer under
standings of future 
situations will 
allow you to 
determine capacity 
needs. When 
these are then 
compared to 
existing capacities, 
the capacity gaps 
can be more 
precisely identified 
and measured. 
This information 
supports the 
decisionmaking 
processes, and 
helps move an 
overall capacity 
development 
process towards 
implementation. 
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_., Vision of the future system that the capacity ~tiative, if succ~ssfully 
implemented, will cause. This would b~ a ~ level ~tive de
scription embodying the longer term ob;ectives and policy frame
work of the system and its priorities. 

A Detailed description of the enabling l£gal/regulalory environment 
within which the capacities would be developed and sustainable 
(new/reformed rules of the system). 

A Specification of the rnanagementla.ccou71:tabi,lity framework (new/ 
different entities or stakeholders responsible for aspects of manage
ment) e.g., initiative design, management and implementation, 
coordination, monitoring and evaluation-plus other key stake
holders and their roles, and the nature of inter-relationships and 
interdependencies. 

A Firmer estimate of the resources (human, financial, inf onnation) 
that are available or may be available within the system to implement 
the capacity initiative, and where they come from. 

As noted in Part I, systems can have a purpose and operate according to 
rules and processes. There exist some differences of opinion as to 
whether objectives can be set for the system per se. To be sure, objec
tives can be set for a capacity initiative at the systems level and for the 
entities within the system. It is at the entity level-and individuals within 
the entity-where objectives, implementation plans, change and capacity 
development are targeted. The cumulative effect of planned and man
aged change at the entity level effects positive changes in capacities at 
the system level, rendering the system more functional according to its 
purpose, its rules, its processes and overall "entropy." 

In attempting to describe a future system, some initial key considerations 
need to be made. First, the need to get some sense of the future depends 
very much on the nature of the envisaged capacity initiative itself and 
whether it involves a gradual or incremental change from the present 
situation or whether it points to a transformational change. If the 
future is one resulting from gradual change then the future could be 
defin~~ b3?ically in the same terms as the present or of improvements to 
capac1~1es m the current situation-things won't be so much different as 
they will be better. However, if the direction is toward a transfonnational 
change, then things in the future will be very much different from the way 
they are now and also, presumably, much better. 

Second, defining the future depends on the time-scales involved. For 
example~ an initiative of incremental capacity development and change 
may be rrnplemented and readily measurable usually over a relatively 
~hart time period-say, 5 to 10 years. As illustrated in Figure 8 a capac· 
~ty devel?pment initiative of cross-sectorial and transformational changes 
m capacities invo~ving many entities on the other hand usually takes 
mu~h longer:--typ1cally a generation or two (in excess of 15-20 yeaJS). A 
mhangaJor ez:ror ~ many capacity initiatives which embody transfonnational 
c( ft e _ IS to unplement according to short and unrealistic timef:raIUes 

0 en linked to the funding, budgeting or lending cycles of governments 
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and/or funding agen
cies!). Their overall 
objectives may be 
sound, but the time 
to achieve them is 
unrealistic. 

ASSESSING CAPACITY GAPS AT THE SYSTEMS LEVEL 

We can use the same 
model that we used 
in the preceding 
chapter ( see Figure 
10-b). Here, detailed 
assessments of the 
future will generate 
better infonnation on 
possible future ca
pacities ( column 2), 
which then can be 

DIMENSION OF 
CAPACITY 

1 POLICY 
FRAMEWORK 

2 LEGAL AND 
REGUlATORY 
FRAMEWORK 

3 MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTABIUJY 
FRAMEWORK 

4 SYSTEMS LEVEL 
RESOURCES 

S PROCESSES AND 
RElATIONSHIPS 

Figure 1 CH> 

1 

EXISTING 
CAPACITY 

.,, 

.,, 

.,, 

.,, 

2 

FUTURE 
CAPACITY 

v' 

v' 

.,, 

.,, 
v' 

3 

CAPACITY 
GAP .,, 
.,, 
.,, 
.,, 
.,, 

4 

POSSIBLE 
STRATEGIES 

used to better assess the capacity gaps (column 3). In tenns of analyti
cal technique, future changes in capacities to be brought about can best 
be described in the form of scenarios. 'l\vo or more scenarios may be 
described and evaluated (relative advantages and disadvantages, against 
a pre-set list of criteria), allowing decision makers to review options. This 
is a common and popular means of describing in simple, lay-person terms 
what the end result of a capacity development initiative might be-not 
the outputs produced, but rather the ultimate outcomes in the form of 
positive changes to the system as a whole: its performance, the new or 
different entities within the system and their inter-relationships; the net 
result on sustainable hwnan development; the net result in human rights 
and standards of living. 

Systems level capacities in the future sce
nario should first be related to or cast in 
the context of a socioeconomic or develop
ment plan and strategy. It must be consis
tent v.1th and supportive of the longer term 
directions of the country. The country's 
longer term directions may be articulated 
in the five year development plan, the 
development platf orrn of the ruling govern
ment party, or some other source. What
ever the case may be there would normally . ' eXJSt some longer-tenn set of objectives for 
the country as a whole which would consti
tute the longer-tenn policy framework. If 
no such formal statement or document 
exists, then the longer-tenn priorities of 
~he country can usually be gleaned, 
inf erred and deduced from various 
sources. And if this can't be done, some 
longer-term planning assumptions might 
be cast. 

Capacities Needed at the Systems Level 

.t. Capacities for Strategic Planning f e.g., 
. capacity assessments, market analysis, 

demand analysis, strategic and 
programme planning, implementation 
and fall-back planning, policy research 

. and analysis, policy developmentJ 

.&. . Capacities for Strategic Management 
f e.g., change management, leadership, 
team-building, decisionmaking and 
decision support, consensus building, 
monitoring and evaluation, education 
and awareness, communications and 
public relations) 

Ii,. Capacities to Coordinate (e.g., of 
structural inter-relationships within the 
system, coordinate with other major 
programmes, with external funding 
agencies) 
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Once this context is known or assumed, then one important way to 
describe a future situation resulting from the initiative is to develop a set 
of higher level "outcomes'' and these can be set as higher level perfor
mance indicators. Longer term objectives can be developed in an imple
mentation to focus on the creation of these outcomes. The key outcomes 
define the major directions of capacity development efforts. While these 
are somewhat general, the key indicators are used to put more specificity 
to them-to give them more meaning. The set of outcomes and indicators 
can be presented in a narrative form as well. 

The future scenario would then be related back to the assessment of 
capacities in the current situation-its major deficiencies, dysfunctions, 
problems, risks, opportunities and so on (please refer to Figure 9). Here, 
the objective is to link the future with the present-to show that the 
future scenario will have had in fact addressed the existing prevailing 
concerns and opportunities, insofar as the scope and parameters of the 
existing capacities are concerned. 

Finally, at this stage of the analysis, the possible strategies for filling the 
gaps ( column 4 in Figure 10-b) can be further refined. Such strategies 
may take the form of the hierarchy of objectives presented in the pre
ceding chapter, but now containing more detail and more accuracy. Such 
future scenarios can be then further detailed and described to satisfy 
questions or concerns that may be raised. However, one cannot answer 
many questions about the future until one gets there! This then points to 
the need to answer the question "How to get there?" This is answered 
through implementation planning, which is covered in the next chapter. 

5.3 FUTURE AT THE ENTITY LEVEL 

It may be decided that certain 
entities within the system will 
exist in the future, to continue to 
have a valid, if different role and 
function. Initial decisions may be 
made which indicate that other 
~ntities will be dissolved, priva
tised or otherwise removed from 
the system as a result of imple
mentation. New entities may be introduced. 

At the entity level, a vision/mission statement and high level strategy may 
be de~eloped for _th~ entity as a whole, for each major dimension of 
capaci~/change within the entity, for each organisational subunit within 
I:;,_~ entity,_ aniyor for each major ~ubprograrnme ( e.g., service or product 
. }· ObJectives of e_ach of the internal subunits would of necessity be 

linked to and supportive of the objectives of the entity as a whole. 
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ASSESSING CAPACITY GAPS AT THE ENTITY LEVEL 

1 2 3 4 

The future of a con
tinuing entity can be 
described along much 
the same lines as sce
nario analysis for the 
system. We can also 
use the same model 
which we used for 
the entity in the last 
chapter ( see Figure 
11-b). Here, how
ever, the focus is on 
the individual entity 
-whether formal or 
inf onual-and the 
major dnnensions of 
change within it. 
Assessing the future 

DIMENSION OF CURRENT FUTURE CAPACITY POSSIBLE 
CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY GAP STRATEGIES 

1 STRATEGIC 
MANAGEMENT 

... ~ .,. .,. .,. 
2 CULTURE/STRUCTURE .,. .,. .,. 
3 PROCESSES .,. .,. .,. 
4 HUMAN RESOURCES 

.,. .,. .,. 
5 FINANCIAL RESOURCES v' .,. .,. 
6 INFORMATION "" '-,,., 

RESOURCES 
.,. .,. .,. I}- .:/ -~ ·-;· 

7 INFRASTRUCTURE ., v' .,. Ir\; :'/.,,;;,;;_,,/ 
8 INTER-RELATIONSHIPS ~ v' v' v' 1? .: :.::-;"_,:';;/{ :.;::: 

figure 11-0 

situation and related capacity needs for the entity for each dimension 
would include: 

A New mission, which would define or 
redefine its role and mandate, and the 
source of its authority ( e.g., new char
ter or piece of legislation, a regulation); 
and the longer tenn objectives of the 
entity, directly related to and support
ive of the programme/ systems level 
objectives. 

A Indication of the outcomes of the entity 
and new measures of performance. 

! Statement of operational and perfor
mance priorities over the short, 
medium and long tenn. 

! Possibly an indication of re-structur
ing options in tenns of organisational 
situation and design, possible size and 
resourcing, and possible new relation-
ships With other entities. 

Essential Capacities Needed for Informal 
Organisations and Groups 

A O anisaiion {participatory, inclusive} 

A Plannin (assessment, visioning, 
priorities and strategies} 

A Processes (self-management, conflict 
resolution, consensus building) 

A Human Resources fe.g., task 
assignments, resource mobilisation, 
volunteers} 

A financial Resources (e.g., budgeting 
and accounting} 

A Self Monitorin valuation 

A Indication of financing or funding arrangements, optional sources of 
revenues. 

A Any other key piece of information about the entity that wo~d ~elp 
the decisionmaking process in approving the entity's future direction. 

Describing Possible future scenarios in this way is especially important 
for those that are envisaged to undergo transformational change. The 
more that these changes can be put in a positive light, the bett~r. f>.:5 
much as possible, descriptions of the future should focus on W1I1-wm 
scenarios. 
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Where there are bound to be losers in some change situations ( e.g., mas
sive lay-offs), then some assurances must be built into the "systems• 
descriptions as to how the negative consequences will be minimised, or 
the hard landings made softer. These issues are addressed more directly 
during the implementation planning and implementation stages, but any 
advance inf orrnation on these issues will help the decision making 
processes. 

Inf orrnal organisations or groups may require a special set of capacities, 
as noted in the box. These may be reflected in a different manner where 
the formal organisation is not quite so critical. UNDP and other potential 
inputs to support capacity initiatives may be marginal, where the entity 
relies mostly on local inputs. 

5.4 FUTURE AT THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL 

As noted above, considerations of 
the individual "in the future" are 
made at the systems and entity 
level, as well as at the individual 
level. At the individual level, the 
thrust is to examine the possible 
future situations the individual 
will likely benefit from (since the 
ultimate objective of such capacity 

~ ._,,_ INDIVIDWIL 

----
development initiatives should be to improve the lives of individuals). 

For individuals that are likely to continue to be with the entity that will 
also continue to exist in the future, and will be part of that entity's 
change, separate career and development plans can be made for or in col
laboration with these individuals, as part of overall human resources 
plans for the entity. For individuals that are not likely to continue with 
the enti~y into the future, then separate plans can also be made (work
force ad3ustment, retraining, redeployment, early retirement). 

The ~portant thing here is to put the individual into all planning and dis
cussions of the future scenarios. Success depends on each person being 
aware, understanding and eventually accepting/buying into the future 
change. 
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6 HOW TO GET THERE _ 

6.1 SETTING THE STAGE 
WHERE WE 

WANTTOBE 
IIWONIMSSIOH 

The greatest challenge in any capacity ini
tiative is moving from concept to action. 
The detennining success factor in a suc
cessful capacity development initiative lies 
in the development of its implementation 
strategy and plan-the det.ailed blueprint 
or road-map which will successfully move 
the (system, entity, individual) forward 
from the present situation to meet the 
future situation. The implementation plan 
and supPQrting actions close the gaps 
between the existing capacities and 
needed future capacities. This is done 

STRATEGYtAcnoNs 

through capacity development, and espe-

t 
HOWTO 

STAYlHERE 
SUSTIIINIIBIUIY 

cially the full utilisation of existing capacities, even if it means their 
redeployment. 

Defining "lww to get there" is the discipline of strategic, long-range or 
programme planning. It is based on planning for change where especially 
transformational change is envisaged. And change means for the most 
Part strengthening and developing the varied dimensions of capacities at 
the systems, entity and individual levels. 

The mission and vision-at a system level, at an entity level, at an indi
vidual level-defines the ''what. " Implementation strategy and actions 
define the ''how." By definition, a strategy defines the means by which 
the what is achieved. An implementation strategy is linked directly to the 
mission and consists primarily of detailed plans which are then resourced 
and implemented, become time-bound actions, and produce measurable 
resuJts. Figure 12 illustrates the basic distinctions between the ''what" 
and "hctw" parts of implementation for a capacity initiative. 

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT IMPLEMENTATION 
("WHAT VS. •HOW'J 

WHAT 

WHAT IS THE FUTURE? 
• VISION 
• MISSION 
• DIRE"CllON 
• OBJECTIVES 
• Of'PORTUNITTES 
•NEEDS MET 
•OUTCOMES 

HOW (STRATEGY) 

HOW DO vou··GET THERE? 

• ACJlON Pt.ANS & ACTIONS . ····• • PRIORmEs < . i . . 

• TIME FRAMES > i ) i ··•·• ■ METiiOOOLOGIES - _\ < i / 
• RESOURCES •, <' :-• .· > \: 
• MONtrORING & CON11l0J... _ 
-~ LEADERSHIP ) - ••••· 
• MANAGEMENT '?-'-:' · · i.<, < 

;).·.-:· :~~~=~~~;,j;:~·;t'.L~'. 

THIS CHAPTER 
discusses the 
general principles 
of implementation 
and strategy 
development for 
capacity 
initiatives. 
Suggestions are 
made on the 
structure and 
format of an 
implementation 
strategy and 
discussions are 
given on 
leadership. 
resistance and 
what makes a 
successful 
strategy . 
Emphasis 
throughout is 
given to how to 
best utilise 
existing 
capacities. 
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These action plans very much focus on the detai"f!d assessment ?f needs 
and the development of capacitie~ at all levels 1:Il order to achieve the 
defined objectives. It cannot be sa1d that strategi~ ~eme~t foc~es 
exclusively on developing capacities, altho~ this mvanably IS a maJor 
focus. Other actions might address capae1ty m~erne~t overheads, 
mobilizing resources, coordina~ programm~ act1V1ty with other pro
grammes, maintaining ongoing liaison and the like. 

In Figure 13, change and capacities at the systems level are sho\':1.to 
result from the aggregate or cumulative effect of changes and capacities 
at the entity and individual levels. It is through the entities and individu
als that the mies, processes and purpose of the system will move toward 
the new future. 

IMPLEMENTATION ACROSS THE THREE LEVELS 

SYSTEM ENTITY INDIVIDUAL 

The ·system" itself is not 
implemented. Rather. it 

Implementation strategy and 
actions are carried out across 
au dimensions of the entity. 
and coordinated with actions 
in other entities of the system. 

Implementation actions 
are carried out by the 
individual in concert 
with entity level action 
plans and priorities. 

is the aggregate and cumu
lative action effect of entities 
within the system that cause 
the system to move to the 
future situation. Implementation is managed 

by the entity and coordinated 
with the Programme 
Manager. Changes in 

Individuals may work 

The manager of the capacity 
initiative will ensure imple
mentation from a systems 
perspect,ve. capacity lead to changes at 

the systems revel. 

in teams, coordinate 
their actions with others 
and are accountable 
for their performance. 

figu'e 13 

► 

The action plans for the entity and individual levels at this stage would 
include the provision of more detailed assessments of capacityneeds as.50-
ciated with achieving defined objectives. Such needs may have been iden
iifi.ed at a ~eneral level at an earlier st.age of analy~is (i.e., as described in 
the preceding chapters). A m-ijor focus of implementation planning, strat
egy_ developmen\ and action planning is closing the capacity gaps at all lev
els m a synchromsed, coordinated and integrated manner. The principles, 
concepts and approaches to implementation planning and implemcnt.ation 
at the systems and entity levels have much in common. 

!rnP1ementation and capacity development at the individual level is an 
integral part of the other two levels. Hence, these three levels do not need 
to be addres_se~ se~arately here as they were in the preceding chapters. 
The emphasis m this chapter is to provide guidelines and suggestions on 
how t? ~e~~lop successful and pragmatic implementation strategies for 
capae1ty lilltiatives. Many of the points discussed here apply as well to the 
assessments and approaches discussed in preceding chapters. 
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6,2 MOVING FROM ASSESSMENT TO 
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The "champions" or key stakeholders for a 
proposed capacity initiative usually decide 
to proceed with implementation once the 
relative costs and benefits are known. The 
~sessments and analyses discussed in the 
preceding chapters will have provided that 
information. It is now time to get on with 
it. To develop concrete strategies and 
action plans, then to implement the 
actions. We can use the model and see that 
it can now be completed for the system and 
the entity levels. 

Figures 10-c and 11-c show that the analy
sis for implementation planni.ng concen
trates on Column 4-the strategies 
required to close the identified gaps. 
There may be a high level strategy for the 
initiative as a whole ( covering the system 
and entity levels), an overall strategy for 
the system and each entity, then more 
operational strategies for each capacity 
dimension. All these together would lead 
to developing the needed capacities as well 
as ensuring their sustainability. 

There may be some dimensions of capacity 
which need no further attention-it may 
have been assessed that these dimensions 
are adequate and supportive of the pro
posed capacity initiative. Other dimensions 
may need a great deal of attention and 
resourcing. The various strategies and 
action plans would need to be linked or 
~tegrated in tenns of relative priorities, 
mterdependencies and sequence, building 
toward full implementation on an incre
ment.al, step-by-step basis. 

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT AT THE SYSTEMS LEVEL 
!STRATEGY AND IMPlEMENTATIONI 

1 Z 3 4 

DIMENSION OF EXlmNG FUTURE CAPACITY 
STRATEGIES CAPJ\CJTY CAPACITY CAPACITY GAP 

I POLICY 
i,j" v' v' v' t/ FRAMEWORK 

2LEGAU\ND 
t/ t/ t/ t/ REGUIATORY 

FRAMEWORK 

3 MANAGEMENT 
t/ t/ t/ t/ ACCOUNTABILITY 

FRAMEWORK 

4 SYSTEMS LEVEL t/ t/ t/ t/ RESOURCES 

5 PROCESSES AND l,lt' v' t/ t/ t/ REtATIOI\ISHIPS 

Figure 10-c 

CAPACrTY DEVELOPMENT AT THE ENTTJY LEVEL 
[SlRATEGY AND IMPI..E11£NTAn0NJ 

1 Z 3 4 

DIMENSION OF CURRENT FUTURE CAPACITY 51RATE(;JES 
CAPACfTY CAPACITY CAPACITY GAP 

1 STRATEGIC 1,1.. t/ t/ t/ t/ 
MANAGEMENT 

2 CULT\JRE/STRUCT\IRE t/ t/ t/ v' 
3 PROCESSES t/ t/ t/ t/ 
4 HUMAN RESOURCES t/ t/ v' ~ 

5 FINANCIAL RESOURCES t/ t/ ., ., 
6 INFORMATION v' t/ t/ t/ 

RESOURCES 

T INFRASTRUCTURE 
., ., ., v 

8 INTER-RELATIONSHIPS ....... t/ t/ t/ 

Figure 1 H: 

At the individual level separate "actions 
~lans"may be developed which would iden-
~ training or retraining, performance . . 
mcentives, career progression, employment contracts and the ~e. ~a!:1, 
the.se would be linked to the strategies and plans of the entities Within 

which these individuals would work, and to the overall system level. 
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6.3 AN IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK 

Most strategic planning methodologies, including those for capacity ini
tiatives recommend structures and fonnats for translating strategy into 
action ~d implementation. The chart below introduced in Section 42, 
expands on the structure to include some indicative activities, which 
support the production of the indicated outputs. Each output supports 
the achievement of the indicated objectives. And each objective supJ)Orts 
the strengthening or development of capacities-or the closing of capac. 
ity gaps that had been identified during earlier assessments. 

Chart 1--c: Hierarchy of Objectives-An Example 

TITLE: To Decentralise Service Delivery Planning to the Local Level 

SYSlEM LEVEL 
Objective 1.0 To amend health standards according to local conditions 

Output 1.1 New health service delivery st;andards 
ACTIVITY 1.1.1 SET-UP A HEALTH SERVICE DEIJVERY STANDARDS REVIEW COMMl'mE 

ACTIVITY 1. 1.2 
ACTIVITY 1.1.3 
ACTIVITY 1.1.4 

Objective 2.0 
Output 2.1 

Objective 3.0 

ENTITY LEVEL 

DEVEWP DRAIT SET OF NEW STANDARDS 

REVIEW AND APPROVE NEW STANDARDS 

ETC. 

To rationalise the central/ local budgetary and revenue systems 
Amended central budget law 
etc. 

Objective 1.0 To improve planning of local senice delivery 
Output 1.1 Local service delivery planning unit set up 

ACTIVITY l. 1.1 DEVELOP BUSINEss/ORGANISATION PLAN FOR NEW UNIT 

ACTIVITY I. L2 DEVELOP ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE AND rosmoN DF.SCRIP11ONS 
ACTlvTI'Y 1.1.3 STAFF KEY POSffiONS 

ACTIVITY 1.1.4 ETC. 

Output 1.2 Service delivery planning and forecasting system implemented 
ACTIVITY 1.1.1 DETERMINE REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW SYSTEM 

ACT!VITY 1.1.2 IDENTIFY AND EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS soumoNS 
ACTIVlTY 1.1.3 ETC. 

Output 1.3 etc. 
Objective 2.0 etc. 

iN~MDUAL LEVEL (see Subsection 4.4, below) 
bJectlve 1.0 Trained staff within the local Plannin . 
Output 1.1 Training strategy and plan g urut 
Output 1.2 Trained staff 
Output 1.3 Completed study tours 

ACTIVITY 1. LI DETERMINE REQUJREMENTS F'OR STUD 

1CTIVITY 1.1.2 DESIGN STUDY TOUR, SELECT PARTICIP::lJR 

CT1VITY 1.1.3 CONDUCT STUDY TOUR, EVALUATE RESULTS 
ACTIVITY l.1.4 ETC. 

Output 1.4 etc. 
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6,4 SOME IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 

Before getting into the detailed implementation planning for a capacity 
asses.5J(lent initiative, some key questions will need to be addressed to 
allow you to plan smarter. The questions which follow are covered in 
detail in Annex 3. 

(1) W1w prepares the implementation stmtegy? Not only the imple
mentation strategy, but initial and ongoing capacity assessments 
should be done by those responsible for acting on them. This ensures 
ownership and commitment. However, other stakeholders and out
side experts/facilitators may be part of an internal team that is 
charged with carrying out the work. 

(2) What does an implememation strategy look like? Implementation 
strategies should be adapted to the needs of each situation. The 
strategy documents must be readable and prepared in nontechno
cratic language. This will enhance the chance of it being understood 
and accepted. 

(3) H(JIJJ long does it t.ake t,o develop? Capacity assessments and imple
mentation strategies can and should be completed within reasonable 
time-frames ( can vary from a few weeks to a few months). Extended 
time periods usually result in loss of interest and commitment. 

(4) What audience is the stmtegy document prepared for? The audi
ence would be similar to the initial stakeholder community. However, 
different versions of implementation strategies could be prepared for 
different groups, depending on the nature of the stakeholder 
relationships. 

(5) Are there other reasons to develop the stmtegy? It is the experi
ence of many organisations that the process of developing imple
mentation strategies is often more important than the final product. 
The process helps build ownership, generate buy-in and consensus, 
mitigate resistance, as well as resolve various internal issues. 

{6) H(JIJJ is the strategy development process started? The process 
should be tackled as any project would be tackled: with solid action 
Plans, resourcing, management accountability, timeline and quality 
targets. 

6.5 CHARACTEmmcs OF SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY 

Lessons reamed in numerous programme implementations, inclu~ 
those heavily oriented towards capacity development and strengtherung, 
~ve helped managers continuously improve eventual successful and sus
tainable implementation. In Chapter 3, several factors key to ~e su~cess 
of ~essment of capacities and the programme approach were identified. 
This sub-section highlights four areas that are important to the develop
ment of implementation strategies for capacity initiatives. 
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(1 J Essential Implementation Design Features 

Many capacity development initiatives are complex, with many int~
related elements. If most dimensions of capacity are to be addressed at 
the systems, entity and individual levels, th~n great care ~ust be taken to 
develop a design that works. Successful unplementatmns, where sus
tainable results can be produced, are: integrated and comprehensive; 
incremental and modular; feasible and desirable; and utilize existing 
capacities. Annex 4 discusses the following elements in more detail. 

-" Integrated and Comprehensive: implementation strategies must 
be vertically and horizontally integrated to ensure that there are no 
overlaps or duplication, that each is linked to the whole. Developing 
capacities must also be comprehensive, that they address all dimen
sions of capacity requirements at all levels within the overall system. 

.A Increrrumtal and Modular: implementation should be on an incre-
mental basis-step-by-step and capacity development at each level 
should be modular, where each is linked to the other to fonn the 
whole. This is a building block approach . 

.&. Feasible and Desirable: the capacity initiative must be feasible 
from a financial, technological and human resource point of view. It 
should be desirable from the individual perspective to allow for a 
critical mass of understanding, acceptance and commitment . 

.A Utilize Existing Capaciti.es: feasibility is enhanced considerably 
when implementation strategies utilize and build on existing capaci
ties. What has gone on in the past may be useful in building towards 
a future, rather than "re-inventing" an entire system or entity. 

(2) Leadership and Management 

Both leadership and management are required to implement the envis
aged initiative and to achieve the capacity development and strength
ening objectives. For the purposes of a capacity initiative of 
trans~onnational or major change (and hence, major investments in 
cap~c1ty are required), there is an important distinction between the two. 
Again, Annex 4 discusses these two elements in more derail but they can 
be Summarized as follows· ' 

.&. Leadership: whether a capacity initiative is national in scope, or 
focuses at a particular sector or theme, success will depend to a very 
large extent on inspirational aspects. Leadership is a softer qualit'J, 
and _helps focus effort and attention on what needs to be done, on the 
s~t~mg of longer tenn objectives and priorities according to a set 
viswn . 

.A Management: on the other hand focuses on the practical aspects, 
and ensures that the right processes are put in place and work 
toward the desired outcome, that the right resources are brought 
t~~~her and are deployed efficiently and effectively, and that 
P nnance/results/outputs are monitored and evaluated. 
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[3) Managing Resistance 

An often overlooked aspect of capacity and the ability of a capacity devel
opment initiative to succeed is resistance-resistance to change. There 
must exist capacities within organisations responsible for the initiative to 
anticipate resistance, to identify and measure its extent, and then to 
introduce mitigation measures . 

.& R~ist.ance to Change: resistance can arise simply from the power 
of the status quo, the fear of the unknown, and other reasons, but 
generally results in no sense of ownership or personal gain, or there 
is a fear of loss. Any form of change can result in manifestations of 
resistance at the individual and organisational levels . 

.& Managing Resistance: building ownership, education and aware
ness efforts, specially targeted to those individuals, groups, commu
nities that are felt to be specially resistant, can help overcome 
resistance. Other approaches include fostering win-win scenarios, 
active participation in capacity development and related implemen
tation processes, among other measures. 

[4J Setting the Right Time Horizons 

The time needed to implement a capacity development initiative to 
achieve it<J objectives and meet targets is often a lot longer than managers 
and planners initially think. The time required is directly related to the 
complexity of the system within which the capacity initiative is to operate, 
the magnitude of the envisaged changes, and correspondingly the magni
tude of capacity development and the resources that are available. The 
more successful initiatives build in capacities to produce early results, to 
mount fast-track or accelerated subprojects. This helps maintain momen
tum and support, and early successes ( and failures) generate valuable 
lessons which can be fed-back into the planning and redesign cycles. 

In concluding this chapter, it might be noted that larger, more complex 
and cross-sectoral capacity development initiatives take many years to 
implement. This is especially true in situations where a transfonnation in 
culture-values, attitudes, etc. is required on the part of individuals and 
~~tions. Sometimes, it is difficult to state when or if a ~apa_city h:i
l:3tive has been successfully implemented or not, since the obJectives will 
likely change and evolve over time as factors in the overall system or 
enabling environment are likely to change. 

Hence, achievement can be measured according to the most recent set of 
approved capacity development initiative objectives and the measures set 
for.~ peifonnance. The challenge for managers, the management of all 
entities within the capacity programme scope and individuals no~ _becomes 
one of sustaining the change and the associated achieved capacities. 
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7 HOW TO STAY THERE 

7 .1 WHAT HAPPENS NEXTI 

WHEREWE 
WNffTOBE 
\/ISIONIMISSIOH 

......----..... _j HOWTO 
GET THERE 

STMTEGY/ACTIONS 

A main question to be asked once a capac
ity initiative has been implemented is: 
what happens next? This is a good qu~ 
tion. Some initiatives take on a continuing 
life of their own, and are institutionalised 
somewhere within the system, usually in 
the lead entity. Other initiatives break 
apart with its constituent pieces rolling 
into ongoing or routine operations of the 
various entities that implemented the 
capacity development changes. 

t 
:~9wJ~lr 

~YTHERE\ 
:.;;.,.:i.,:.,... ' .. " .' ' • ---~- • ' A danger in many situations lies in the over

bureaucrati,sal:imt of the capacity initia
tive which, as an organisational entity, 

STAlNABIUTV ..... 
:~Ji~¥\.J":_j'i:\\/~?i)~: .:/ 

THIS CHAPTER 
discusses the 

important 
consider
ations of 

sustainability
what happens 

after a capacity 
initiative has 

been 
implemented. 

becomes a pennanent fixture of the land
scape-it takes on a life of its own, continuing to be dependent on sulr 
stantial ( and invariably, external) resources. As such, it may become 
resistant to further change and eventually unsustainable. Therefore, an 
important part of the capacity planning process is to detennine how the 
initiative (its mission, objectives, outcomes) can become sustainable, how 
it can remain relevant by responding to changes in the system as and when 
they occur, and how it would no longer need external assist.ance. 

This becomes the challenge of sustaining capacities at the different lev
els within the overall system, across the different dimensions within the 
key entities, and with individuals that will continue to be part of new sit· 
uation created by the capacity development initiative. A great deal of 
research has been carried out on this subject, and there is ample litera
ture available in the public domain. This subsection of the guidelines 
highlights some of the key mechanisms that can be put in place to ensure 
that the "new situation" and associated capacities can be sustained. 

1? ~e discussions that follow, there is not always a very clear line of dis
!,m<;t~on between the systems and entity levels, or between the entity and 
individual levels. In fact, in sustaining capacity outcomes and the overall 
new system or future which has been achieved it is important to see that 
the boundaries of systems, entities and individuals overlap considerably. 
~Y ?~ the techniques, methodologies and concepts associated with sus
tainability are applicable at all levels although some are more appropriate 
at one level as opposed to another. However, for the sake of presentation, 
these are nonetheless grouped accorr1;...,,. to the persnPrtives of three levels. u.u.1.5 yw 
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7,z SUSTAINABILITY: FROM A SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE 

.&. Strategic Management and 
Sustainability 

4. Governance and Sustainability 

The greatest investments made during the 
capacity development implementation 
stage are at primarily the entity and indi
vidual levels. If a situation can be achieved 
whereby entities and individuals can em
brace a process of gradual change-
enough to keep up to and meet changes 
within the overall system ( or enabling envi-

4. Systems Level Teamvvork & Coordination 

rorunent), and require only marginal resources that can be generated 
from within the system-then it might be said that the system and its 
constituent entities have become stable and sustainable (a sort of 
dynamic equilibrium). And in this context, if they are sustainable, they 
then continue to be relevant, meeting ( or supporting the meeting of) 
goals, the ongoing objectives and its stakeholders, and ultimately sus
tainable human development. 

f1J Strategic Management and Sustainability 

Sustainability in a systems context can be assured in the first instance 
through the institutionalisation of strategic management with its sup
porting capacities at two levels: (1) at a systems level that continues to 
maint.ain or update the overall policy framework (e.g., a central agency of 
government, or a central policy ministry), and (2) at each major entity 
level within the system. Strategic management is in effect the strategic 
management life cycle which continues in a dynamic, continuous way, 
rather than being done every few years. 

Many of the activities identified in Chapter 4 would be carried out on a 
routine basis or as and when circumstances warrant. Assessing the cur
rent situation becomes an ongoing activity. Developing, confirming 
and/or updating vision and mission are also done on an ongoing basis 
(annually and more frequently if needed). Strategic management at the 
systems level is in effect the management of systems change. Success 
depends on: 

• strengthening and sustaining the participatory processes; ensuring 
that all stakeholders within the system are involved, participate or 
consulted on a regular basis. 

4 continuing trends of decentralisation, deconcerttration and devo
lut~, where the systems services, programmes or outputs are 
delivered as close as possible to the recipients (clients). 

4 continuing trends of delegatwn and empowerment t? those 
responsible for the production and delivery of outputs, services and 
decisionmaldng. 

4 maintaining flexible and responsive legislative and regulatory ~nvi
ronments, that allow entities rules and relationships to adapt qmckly 
10 changing circumstances. ' 

4 ~trengthening and maintaining the transparency and accountabil
ity of decisionmaking processes at all levels within the syStem. 
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A ensuring meaningful access to informatwn and the sharing of infor
mation to as broad a st.akeholder community, and other interested 
parties, as possible. 

'4. supporting the placement and cost-effective operation of and access 
to (tele)communications networks and channels. 

[21 Governance and Sustainability 

For developmental capacity initiatives that are cross-sectoral in nature 
and which derive from public policy, sustainability depends on sound gov
ernance. Dimensions of sound governance include democratic, effective 
and efficient legislative, judicial and executive processes and institutions. 
At the executive level, strategic management at a systems level can be 
ensured through such measures as: 

A effective linkages and integration between the executive and leg
islative apparatuses of government, which ensures strong linkage 
across the policy-programme-budgeting-expenditure management 
functions. 

A effective executive decisicmmaking and decision support (e.g., at 
the cabinet level, or the highest level of programme leadership). 

A the implementation of integrated results-oriented budgeting and 
financial management systems. 

A the implementation of performance management systems at the 
aggregate or government level. 

A the implementation of mechanisms to strengthen communicatimts 
and the relationships (processes) between the public and private 
sectors, and between the government and civil society. 

A the implementation of policies that ensure alternative programme 
and services delivery, involving any combination of governmen~ 
agency, private sector, partnerships, NGOs, and so on. 

All_of t~e_measures noted above, plus others, have the net effectofinsti· 
tu~onalizing adaptative change and sustainability and continuously devel· 
oping corresponding capacities at the systems level This enables the 
system to_ resp~nd and adapt to change on a continuous, cost.effective, 
~d n~~-disruptive basis. All of this at the systems level enhances the sus
tainability of any capacity initiative which may be part of the system . 

. (3) Systems Level Teamwork and Coordination r impl~enting major capacity initiatives and sustaining their results, it 
5 essential from the outset to entrench two essential elements of SUC· 

cessful change. First, the covering decisionmaking and account.ability 
struct_ures and processes must facilitate, not inhibit the development of 
~oo~~ted responses· to complex issues which invariably cross ministrY, 
~~tutio~, g~ographic_ and/or sectoral lines. Second, the work culture 

/ :tities mvolved m the initiative must support an ethic of team· 
wor w ch transcends traditional entity or organisational "silos." 
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Simply put, capacity related decisions which are coordinated across the 
complex range of interests which are affected will be better decisions. A 
work culture which instinctively approaches problem-solving as a team 
challenge will be richer and more productive. Those involved in the deci
sionrnakin,g processes and who participate in team problem-solving will 
appreciate the improved quality of their work and their work life. This 
can and should be done internally within an entity, as well as across mul
tiple entities within the particular system. 

It is a simple matter to espouse the virtues of strengthened capacities for 
coordination and teamwork, another to implement and sustain them. To 
achieve this over time requires concerted attention to both the fonnal 
and informal coordinating mechanisms of the organisation. Formal coor
dinating mechanisms comprise the structures and processes linked to 
decisionmaking and management systems at both the entity and at the 
systems levels. Informal coordinating mechanisms are those aspects of 
the work culture which entrench an ethic of teamwork at all levels. 

Beyond fonnal systems and processes, a range of inf onnal mechanisms 
exist which can augment an entity's capacity to problem-solve in a team 
and coordinated manner. These are reflected in the work culture and 
occur only where the entity takes the necessary steps to promote 
teamwork. 

! Teamwork: Fostering an ethic of teamwork is essential during the 
programme management life-cycle stages ( especially during imple
mentation). The pace, scope and complexity of the decisionrnaking 
emironment preclude coordination being achieved through struc
tures and processes alone. 

1 Best Practices: There are a several "best practices" pracHced by 
team-oriented entities and for multiple entities working together. 
First, and likely foremost, is leadership by example. The work cul
ture cannot be shaped by edict or directive. If an entity's leadership 
is seen to be paying lip service to the team approach, then teamwork 
will not occur at other levels. The commitment must be real and the 
practice of teamwork evident at the highest levels. 

4 Incentives and Disincenti1..1es: The way in which entities internally 
and across the system apply incentives and disincentives, both rnoi:i
etary and non-monetary, illustrates the degree to which teamwork 1s 
valued. During the capacity development implementation stage, 
~tere there is likely considerable resistance, it is essential to com
pensate those who implement team problem-solving approaches. 
Non-monetary incentives also positively affect morale and employee 
conunitment. 

4 Managerial Style: In a team environment, managers do not accept 
solutions which have not taken cross-sectoral or systems related 
issues into account. Instead, they will work with managers in those 
affected entities to assemble the necessary systems level problem
sol~ team. Moreover, managers will encourage their employee~ to 
ret.am these contacts and involve them in future problem-solving 
efforts. · 
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_. Systems Level Networ_king:_ Syste~ level _networkmg Provid~ 
another sign of team-onentat1on. This occurs inf onnally, often on a 
routine basis, among groups of individuals with related jobs acroos 
the entire entity, and for all entities across the system. Networking 
enriches job experience by tapping into the experience and skills ol 
others. 

_. Systems Level Mobility: Mobility across the syst_e~ also signifies 
that an ethic of teamwork has evolved. In the traditional structures 
(e.g., bureaucratic government organisations), employees tend to 
spend their careers in one or a very few places. Managers actively 
protect intraentity promotional opportunities by discouraging any 
attempts to recruit externally. In a team environment, interchange 
across the silos is routine and is viewed as contributing to the mi
talisation of the entity and the system as a whole. 

All of the above can be made sustainable over an extended period 
through good human resources planning and management practices, pro
viding good technological support ( access to inf orrnation, inf onnation 
systems, networks and wider telecommunications infrastructures), and 
cross-systems communication and consultation. 

7 .3 SUSTAINABILITY: FROM THE ENTITY 
PERSPECTIVE 

All of the capacity development/strengthening activities discussed 
throughout these guidelines, if done on a recurring basis, according to an 
overall strategy and plan, will ensure a relevant and sustainable entity 
operation. Ongoing activities, especially those dealing with capacity 
strengthening, become an ongoing activity. At the entity level, this ill 
sometimes referred to as the "learning organisation." 

This ~ets back to strategic management at the entity level, and the incor
poration of relevant systems and team concepts, as noted above, into the 
management and organisational culture of the entity. Implementation 
strategies associated with restructuring the entity ( e.g., changing its legal 
status, delayering, hiving off nonessential functions or unit:s, outsourcing, 
etc.) go a lo~ way to enhancing the sustainability of the entity. Howeve'., 
recent expenences show also that methodologies and practices ~OCl
ated with change management and performance management are 
al~o particul:U-ly successful approaches to sustainability, and these are 
bnefly descnb~d below. Additional aspects of sustainability at the enti~ 
leve! are descnbed from the perspective of the individual later on in thiS 
~~ , 
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(11 Change Management 

Sustainability from the perspective of the 
entity is enhanced through the entity's 
capacity to identify and respond to change 
quickly, efficiently and effectively. Experi
ence has shown that a series of conditions 
mU.5t be present in the entity for this to 
happen {listed in the box), and this applies 
to both formal and informal organisations. 

Other conditions might apply, and these 
would be subject to unique or local circum
stance, culture and history. Each of the 
three major categories of staff within the 
organisation have a role to play in respect 
of managing change and ensuring sustain
ability. The role of senior management is 
to identify the changes that need to occur 
Oeadership ). These are the individuals 
that determine where the organisation is 
going to continuously meet emerging and 
future needs. 

The role of the middle manager is to 
translate the vision of senior management 
into t.angible, attainable objectives that 
employees can address to deliver while 
organising work so that the day to day 
operations continue during the transition. 
This level of the organisation can often feel 
squeezed or pulled in different directions. 
\\1thout information and direction from the 
top, with the pressure to focus on multiple 
Priorities and the pressures of upset em
ployees, middle managers can feel de
serted, blamed or misunderstood. 

Enhancing Sustainable Change 

A have employees involved in .decision 
making 

A offer meaningful work 

A allow employees to take responsibility 
for their work 

.6. use self managing teams not dependant 
upon leaders 

.6. ' have fewer layers , 

.6. support employees owning certain areas 
-of expertise 

.6. employees tal<ing responsibility for their 
development 

.&, have a focus on human resources as an 
investment 

.6. have an atmosphere of mutual respect 
and trust .. 

.&, build existing strengths and dimensions 
of capacity 

.6. have a continuous need for learning 

.6. support a balance between home and 
work 

.6. reward superior performance 

A have smaller managerial groups 

.6. encourage diversity as a creative force 

.&, encourage entrepreneurialism 

.6. do not discourage or unduly penalize 
risk taking 

.6. are open to internaYexternal 
(constructive) criticism 

E~pl~yees are charged with attaining the 
obJectives of their supervisors or managers 
by f~ing their efforts on specific tasks or priorities. In order to per
fonn ~ role, they need certain capacities (as discussed later) plus the 
meaningful support of management. 

121 Performance Based Management 

PerfonI:ance based management is very closely allied with budgeting and 
expen~ture processes of the entity. It obliges the entity and its managers 
to reonentate their thinking and their management style. Rather than 
controlling how budgets are spent, senior management of the entity C ~d 
extema} funding agencies of the entity) will indicate what it expects m 
return for the allocated funding. The emphasis changes from how. t~e 
funds are spent to why the funds are spent. Often, many ent1t1es 
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operating within the context o~ the programme or the ~stem {~.g., vari
ous ministries or departments m a government) coordinate their perfor
mance and budgeting management systems to a common standard, 
allowing for sharing of information and integration of programme 
activities. 

Having agreed to a standard of performance, managers must have a 
greater degree of managerial flexibility in achieving those standards-
controls are less rigid. In return for this greater freedom to reallocate 
resources to achieve the standard of perfonnance required, managers are 
held accountable both for the level of perfonnance achieved and for the 
resources expended. This may be fundamental change in management 
style, in corporate culture, and as such it must be expected that the man
agement system will require an extended settling in period. Typically, the 
implementation of a performance based management system is a lengthy 
process, and such systems will have been designed and implemented in 
entities as part of the implement.ation stage ( e.g., the dimension o! 
"processes" at the entity level). 

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY: FROM THE INDIVIDUAL'S 
PERSPECTIVE 

Individuals within entities devote a certain percentage of their time to a 
continuous process of upgrading skills and learning others. Trainirlgand 
management development become synchronised with the dynamic proc
ess of strategic management within the entity and at the higher strategic 
management level. Many of the items discussed in the preceding appb' 
at the individual level, and do not need to be repeated here. However, 
so!11,e emphasis can be given to the following, which go a long way to sus
taining the capacities of the individual to function effectively after 
implementation: 

"- ;;ducation and Training ( e.g., skills development, retraining, con
tinuous learning, on-the-job training, apprenticeship and mentoring, 
access to facilities) 

"'- l~entives and Security ( e.g., pensions, rewards, day-care, mater· 
ruty leave, promotion, recognition) 

"- Performance and Account,ability (e.g., for results and outputs, per· 
formance contracts, individual and managerial accountability) 

"- Management Development (e.g., for leadership, executive 
management) 

"- Team/Network Environments (e.g for team-work b~ed activities, 
comm · t· ·• 

rf 
umca ions, cooperation, morale support systems, group 

pe ormance) ' 

"- A~cesshto Information (e.g., getting the infonnation they need, 
; 1 en t ey ~ee~ it, having access to facilities such ~ workstations, 
e ecornrnurucations). 
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CAPACITY GUIDELINES AND THE 
UNDP PROGRAMME APPROACH 

Part III is prepared for those who are involved in the programme approach 
to development initiatives, with special attention to UNDP support to such ini
tiatives. The programme approach is an adaptation of strategic management 
and addresses issues of capacity. 

PART 
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PART 
- II -

[[) INTRODUCTION 

[[I B.AS/C DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS 

([) GETTING STARTED 

(!) WHERE WE ARE NOW 

[rt WHERE WE WANT TO BE 

[[} HOW TO GET THERE 

[fJ HOW TO STAY THERE 
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8 THE UNDP PROGRAMME APPROACH 

THIS CHAPTER 
discusses 

capacity in the 
context of the 

Programme 
Approach and 
the role of the 

UNDP in 
supporting 

development 
programmes 

through a 
Programme 

Support 
Document fPSDJ 

and other 
means. 

8.1 THE PROGRAMME APPROACH 

These guidelines can be adapted to help governments and other national 
organisations assess and develop the capacities needed for the manage
ment and implementation of developmental programmes. The UNDP 
refers to such programmes as National Programme Frameworks (NPF) 
and these guidelines may be used in conjunction with the UNDP's pro
gramms approach. Development programmes, if done right, manifest 
ownership by those who must implement them, incorporate strategic 
thinking and produce sustainable results. An assessment of the capaci
ties can go a long way in ensuring that a programme is implementable and 
workable, and that the right UNDP Programme Support Document can 
be formulated. 

The programme approach allows governments to articulate national pri· 
orities and realize sustainable human development objectives through 
coherent and participatory programme frameworks. It is a logical ap
proach that integrates the processes of macro-, meso- and micro
planning and strategic management of any development effort within a 
broader systems context. Capacity assessment and development relate 
directly to the programme approach. 'The programme approach is an 
adaptation of strategic management methodologies discussed in Part II 
of these guidelines. 

(1 J Genesis of the "Programme Approach" 

What is common to the programme approach and similar methods of 
strategic management is their thrust to develop capacities and effect 
major changes through the definition of measurable objectives (perfor· 
mance, results, outcomes), their long-tenn outlook, their comprehensive 
an? cross-sect~rial nature, and their incremental and integrated manner 
of 1IDplementat1on. 

More significantly, the programme approach is based on thorough assess
men~s of ~he broader context or system, the existence of complex inter
relat1~ns~ps _and factors beyond the purely organisational level ( e.g., 
glo~at1on, information and communications technology, trade liberali
satio~, etc.), and the recognition that constant change and adaptation are 
reqwred to ensure successful achievement of programme objectives. 

The programme approach was mandated by the UN General Assembly in 
landmark resolution 44211. UNDP took up the challenge made by the 
G~eral Assembly to all UN agencies to foster and encourage the use of 
this a~proach. The UNDP has developed tools to operationalise its SU1r 
port ~ countries which have applied the programme approach
especially through the revised Programme Support Document. 

A National Programme Fr k (NP . . _ - amewor F) lS a nationally owned, coher-
ent and dynarmc set of interrelated policies, strategies, activities and 
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jnl'eS1lllellts designed to achieve a specific, time-bound development 
oo;«tive or set of objectives. It is typically a document which outlines all 
•ments (financial, technical, organisational and human from all 
r,ources) as well as implementation and management arrangements 
litltln a broader systems context. 

The programme approach involves a process that culminates with the for
r.iulalion of a Programme Support Document (PSD) in the case of 
l'\]P funded technical cooperation. It involves, typically, a 4-step 
process of policy dialogue, capacity/needs assessment, identification of 
[l\'DP support, and implementation. This definition incorporates con
ventional strategic management methodologies which underpin pro
,-mme planning. 

flJ What is UNDP Programme Support? 

L)'DP programme support is the assistance provided by UNDP towards 
achieving the planned objectives of a NPF. The details are typically con
tained in a joint UNDP/Govemment PSD. UNDP support can be applied 
to one or more aspects of a NPF. As noted in the UNDP PSD User Guide, 

• ... UNDP :ntJJl)Ort willfocus primarily on capacity devef,Op
men~ which in this cont,ext can go beyond training and 
skills tn include other tY'[)es of technical cooperation activi
ties. FO'f example, seed money for micro-credit, while rwt 
directly linked to capacity developrnent itself, may play an 
inl£grul rof,e in the achi.evernent of the overall goals and tar
gets of the NPF. UNDP support can therefore inclu,de activi
ties in various areas ... ". 

These guidelines can be used by those who are involved in the develop
m~nt and implementation of development programmes and in the fomm
lallonof PSDs. Familiarity with UNDP policies, the programme approach 
and programme support documents is required. These guidelines can be 
1lled by: 

A government and/or national organisations responsible for NPFs & 
PSDs. 

' l'NDP local staff who are familiar with the programme approach. 

A local and/or international consultants and experts involved in the 
process. 

A 0lherorganisations or individuals (e.g., participating donors). 

B.z THE PROGRAMME APPROACH AND 
CAPACITY ASSESSMENT 

~e or mo~e of the three following scenarios are usually fow1d in differ
~ :tries, as described in the UNDP document "How to Implement 
app gramme Approach. " In each of these scenarios, varying 

roaches to capacity assessment can be taken. 
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Scenario I 

A detailed national programme framework 
(NPFJ has been formulated and all critical 
elements for the programme approach to 
yield the best results are in place. 

In such cases, though rare, capacity a.s.'le$

ments will already have been conducted. 
The programme approach has been em
braced by the government, and the PSD 
would be prepared according to the areas 
identified in the NPF. Supplementary 
assessments may be made in terms of 

Scenario 2 

implementation arrangements. The PSD 
would include programme support objectives which would help the gov
ernment build its capacities to implement the NPF. 

There is no detailed NPF. However, all or 
most critical elements are in place and the 
government is committed to its 
finalisation. 

In these more typical cases, there \\ill be a 
well defined programme concept and the 
government will be committed to it. How
ever, it may be necessary to first assess the 
capacities that are needed for the detailed 
development of the programme {NPF), 
and then second, to assess the capacities 

Scenario 3 

required for the management and imple
mentation of the programme. 

No NPF exists and the policy framework is 
unclear. The government may not be in 

. favour of the programme approach, 

In these cases, it will be more likely that 
the UNDP country office will initiate pre
programming activities for the adoptio~ of 
the programme approach ( advocacy, build· 
ing national support, technical assistance 
to help develop a NPF)-whlch may be 
undertaken in the context of a stand-alone 

project, or the first phase of a longer tenn programme of development 
assistance. The thrust of such a project would be to assess NPF devel
opment and implementation capacities. 

In any scenario, a capacity assessment should be treated and managed as 
a fonnal project in its own right, based on the participatory process._ It 
should be supported by a plan, with explicit timing, costing and quality 
targets. Project participants would be identified, and their relative roles 
and responsibilities set out, with clear ownership with the government or 
counterpart entities. 

The detail and complexity of the project plan will be a function of the 
capacity assessment needs to be addressed-that 1s, the scope of work. 
Any number of project planning methodologies can be applied to support 
the project planning and management requirements of a capacity assess
ment. It is not the intent of these guidelines to present any one or num
ber of such methodologies: the assigned "project managern of the 
assessment project would adapt the appropriate project planning/ 
ma.nage11:ent m~thodology (plus supporting techniques, tools, methods 
of analy~is, ~uality control standards). Earlier sections and annexes to 
these gwdelines can be used to help in this process. 

!i'1-ost methodologies c~ntai.n work plans for the carrying out of activities 
m a phased manner, with clear-cut milestones, deliverables and approval 
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points. For example, under ''Sc~~ 3" where the~e do~s not exist any 
NPF,acapacity assessment proJect rrught take on as its prunary objective 
the development of a NPF programme concept and general implementa
tion strategy. Depending on the complexity and scope, this may take 
from several weeks to 1-2 years to carry out. 

Capacities would be examined in: programme policy and concept devel
opment; awareness and understanding of the need for a NPF amongst 
key stakeholder groups, developing capacities to carry out stakeholder 
identification analysis, capacities associated with public relations and 
communications, capacities to build internal research and analysis capa
bilities and so on. Capacity assessments would be done primarily at the 
overall systems and entity levels, and in a more limited way at the indi
,idual level. Only general assessments of the implementation capacities 
for the NPFwould be made at this time, as well as general resource esti
mates. Completion of such an assessment (and acceptance of the NPF 
concept) could be the springboard to the next stage. 

[nder "Scenario 2" where there is an accepted NPF, the capacity assess
ment project might take on as its primary objective the development of a 
detailed, comprehensive and integrated NPF implementation strategy 
and plan which moves concept to action. This process may be quicker as 
the "political will" may be present, and would involve more stakeholders 
and extensive capacity assessments at all levels: system, entity (formal 
and informal organisations), and a broader number of individuals. Here, 
the detailed capacities and resource estimates for NPF programme man
agement and implementation would be required. 

Under "Scenario 1," capacity assessments would focus on selected de
tailed assessments for only those components that the UNDP PSD has tar
geted for support. This assumes that a capacity assessment has been 
rarried out for the NPF as a whole. For example, UNDP programme sup
port as stated in a PSD might identify supporting the building of a "change 
~ement unit (CMU)" within the government such that it can effec
tive~ manage the implementation of the NPF. Here, capacity assess
ments would focus on the very specific needs of the CMU in terms of staff 
ands~needs, systems, resourcing of the CMU and other standard types 
Of activities (computers, published materials, etc.) 

l.3 WHAT IS THE UNDP ROLE? 

~~ r~Je of the UNDP in supporting a NPF 
~tive, as set out in the UNDP document 
A ow to Implement the Programme 

Guiding Principles of Process Consulting 

• Establish mutual respect and shared 
expectations PProach, " encompasses: identifying 

~ng political commitment; finding cham
~ions of change; organising a national 

• Facilitate participation and ownership 

~:team"to support the NPF; helping 
e u~e the programme process; and 

mv. IISUrin
1 

g that key stakeholders are 
OVed. 

• Redesign to support improved work 
processes 

,, 
• Use systems thinking for policy 

development · 
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In capacity assessments, the role of the UNDP will depend on the coun. 
try and the scenario that the particular NPF is in. In most cases, tr,i 
UNDP will promote process consulting which is" ... a practice of mnn
agement consultation in which the consultant assists the client man
agement group to initiate and sustain a process of change and 
continuous learning for systemic improvement." 

In other words, the UNDP will support a process: (1) where the national 
ownership is strong (i.e., not UNDP or donor driven); (2) where the UNDP 
is able to support the development of capacities within national entities 
such that they are able to carry out capacity assessments; (3) where they 
are able to conduct policy analysis 8lld NPF programme planning; and 
( 4) where the national entities are able to manage and implement~ NPf. 

Common potential additional roles of the UNDP which would be clearly 
defined in the PSD include helping the government to build internal 
capacity to mobilize donor resources (since most NPFs will require sub
stantial resources), and coordinating donor activity in the NPF area and 
other areas that intersect with the NPF. For example, a UNDP gover
nance programme may overlap with other government/donor funded pro)
ects dealing with privatisation, private sector/market economy 
development, rural development and so on. This offers up opportunities 
for the UNDP to support national capacity assessment/development 
needs for cross-sectorial, multiple programme coordination and strategic 
management 

In some cases, the UNDP will be called upon to provide expert technical 
assistance which is over and above the process consulting and coordina· 
tion roles mentioned above_ For example, the UNDP may train national 
counterpart staff in programme management and related methodologies, 
capacity assessment, project planning, monitoring and evaluation, team
wo~~ and leadership-simply to help get the process started within those 
entities charged with NPF responsibility. 

Oth~r forms of assistance may be targeted to building necessary sup
porting systems, to building an "institutional or corpomte memory, "to 
supporting exchanges of experience within the region and intemation· 
ally, and/or carrying out a quality management role. It is key for the 
l!NDP to examine all dimensions of capacity within implementing enti
ties, and to help ensure that all of the capacity components are in place 
at each stage of the NPF life-cycle process . 

. UNDP may .be involved in supporting the programme approach through 
develoI?ment of appropriate PSDs during any one or all stages in the 
s~rategic management life cycle of a country's NPF development initia
tive. In all cases, a PSD may be designed in such a way that it adopts and 
promotes a programme approach. 

Onc\the NPF is developed and ready for implementation UNDP support 
may e channelled to selected components of the NPF.' It is rare that 
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UNDP support, defined in the PSD, would support all or even most com
ponents of the NPF for the simple reasons that: (1) UND P does not have 
sufficient resources, and (2) as much of the implementation as possible 
should be resourced by the government entity(ies) responsible for the 
h'PF. This preserves national ownership of the NPF. 

8.4 HIERARCHIES OF OBJECTIVES AND THE PSD 

The success of development can depend very much on the programme 
approach. The programme approach itself 
depends on taking a systems perspective 
much means that it no longer is focussed 
exclusively on one or a small group of for

HIERARCHY OF OBJECTIVES IN A SYSTEMS CONTEXT 

mal entities and/or individuals. 

Figure 14 graphically illustrates the linkage 
of objectives at the systems, entity and 
lndi\idual levels, and these in turn can be 
related to the PSD. At the highest level 
(Level "D" noted in the diagram), the NPF 
must be linked to macro or national priori
ties of the country. For example, a NPF 
focussed on a particular sector at a 
province within the country should have 
objectives which are consistent with and 
supportive of national socioeconomic 
development and other longer term objec
tives and priorities. 

The objectives of the NPF at the systems 
l~el (Level "l") must be supportive and 
linked to the macro environment, as 
described in Part I. Here, the NPF 
must respond to those systems factors 
that would have been analysed in the 
3S.Se3.5rrlent of the current situation. This 
would take into consideration the inter
re~onships and interdependencies of the 
vanous entities operating within the 
system. 

LEVEL 3: 

Figure 14 

Examples of NPFs in Systems 

MACRO/ 
NATIONAL 

SYSTEM/ 
PROGRAMME 

ENTITY 

INDIVIDUAL 

•· A Theme (e.g., poverty, governance) or 
subtheme (e.g., decentralisation, / 
sustainable energy) which is 

, intersectoral 

JJ. A Sector (e.g., education, health, 
l 

public administration) or subsector 
(e.g., adult education, primary health 
care, civil service) 

JJ,,, An Institution te,g., banking)· 

A A Geo ra hie area (region, subregion, 
province, state, municipality) 

The objectives of the entity (Level "2", in the diagram) would include 
th0~e ~o: both formal and informal organisations. Objectives may be set 
~o~m~duals (Level "3") operating v..1thin the entities. In all cases, l?e 
bJectives of the lowest level must be supportive and integrated With 

!hose of the higher level. In a perfect situation, all objectives at all levels 
can be defined. In the more common imperfect situations, tests can be 
~e _to detennine the degree of integration of objectives, and w~ere 
obJectives at a certain level may be missing then pla,nning assumptions 
: be _made. Once the assumptions are t~sted, or prove invalid, then 

l'!'ections can be made. 
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A PSD may be developed to support the NPF at one or a combination of 
the three levels: systems, entity (formal and infonnal Organisations)and 
individual. At the systems level (Level 1), a set of strategic management 
capacities could be developed for those key entities charged \\'ith the 
strategic management of the programme. Developing a PSD at an early 
stage in the NPF life-cycle presents a unique opportunity for the UtiDP 
to help national organisations. 'Iypically, insufficient strategic manage
ment and other programme management capacities exist within the 
national entity responsible for the NPF. A PSD may be developed as a 
project, or as a first phase of the NPF, simply to facilit.ate the moving of 
the NPF closer to implementation. 

LEVEL OF SYSTEM (system, entity, individual) 

----t DIMENSION (at each level) 

--------t PROGRAMME SUPPORT OBJECTIVES (for each dimension) 

------------! OUTPUTS (for each objective) 

At this juncture it is worthwhile to highlight the relationship or corre
spondence between the NPF and the PSD. A government or counterpart 
organisation is always responsible for the NPF, owns the process and is 
nationally executed. UNDP programme support through the PSDwould 
normally be nationally executed, although there are situations which may 
require joint/ partnership execution or UNDP execution arrangements. ln 
all cases, however, there must be an explicit correspondence between the 
NPF and the PSD. Figure 15 on the following page graphically illustrates 
a mapp~ of the UNDP programme approach and PSD terminology to 
conventional programme/strategic management planning frameworks 
and terminology. 

The inherent logic of the UNDP PSD is such that most national develop
ment programmes can be supported through the programme approach 
and the ~p PSD. Clearly, some flexibility will be needed to adapt the 
PSD to UJUque circumstances of each NPF. 

Annex 5 discusses the case of a governance programme for a country 
and the Programme structure (hierarchy of objectives) for a UNDP prorar;;me. support document. This case example also demonstrates_the 
~P catio1:- of some of the capacity assessment/development guidelines 

discussed m the preceding chapters. 
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In the case of the PSD noted above, there are three levels to this hierar
chy consisting of Progr~e. ~upport Objectives/PSO's ( ~r immediate 
objectives), outputs and activities. Each output and/or obJective would 
be related to results, monitoring indicators, or performance measures. A 
Sl'Stems level capacity assessment would potentially see two more levels 
added to the "hierarchy of objectives": level within the system, and 
dimension of capacity at each level. Hence, the expanded hierarchy 
would appear as shown below. The chart on the following page expands 
on this structure and presents what might be seen as a "Master Checklist" 
fora hierarchy of objectives for a capacity initiative. The first couple of 
objectives/outputs.' activities are expanded to give you an idea of how the 
breakout would appear. 

MAPPING OF THE UNDP PSD TO THE NPF 

wr~;,t~'i\;~~=~e·•.· • · • ·< I 
NATIONAL 

GOALS 

tfPROGRAMME 
?<OBJECTIVES 

PERFORMANCE 
c' MEASURES·. 

OUTPUTS 

MONITORING .,.. _______ I-I INDICATORS 
BENCHMARKS 
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1 2 3 4 5 

SYSTEM DIMENSION PSO's OlITPlITS ACTI\TfIES 

LEVEL 

1.0 1.1 Policy Objective Ll.l Output 1.1.1.1 Activity 1.1.1.1.1. 

SYSTEM Dimension Activity 1.1.1.12 
Activity 1.1.1.l.3 

Output 1.1.1.2 Activity 1.1.1.2.1 
Activity 1.1.1.2.2 
Activity 1.1.1.2.3 

Objective 1.1.2 Output 1.1.2.1 Activity 1.1.211 
Activity 1.1.2.1.2 
Activity 1.1.2.l.3 
etc. 

etc. Output 1.1.2.2 etc. 

1.2 Legall Objective 1.2.1 Output 1.2.1.1 Activity 1.2.1.1.1 
Regulatory Activity 1.2.1.1.2 
Dimension Activity 1.2.1.1.3 

Output 1.2.1.2 Activity 12.1.2.l 
Activity 12.1.2.2 
Activity 12.1.2.3 

Objective 1.2.2 Output 1.2.2.1 Activity 12.2.1.1 
Activity 12.2.1.2 
Activity 1.2.2.1.3 

etc. Output 1.2.2.2 etc. 

1.3 Management/ etc. etc. etc. 
Accountability 

1.4 Resources etc. etc. etc. 

1.5 Processes etc. etc. etc. 

2.0 2.1 Mission and Objective 2.1.I Activity 2.1.1.1.I 
ENTITY 

Output 2. U .1 
Strategy Activity 2.1.1.1.2 

Activity 2.1.1.l.3 
Output 2.1.1.2 Activity 2.1.1.2.l 

Activity 2. l.l.2.2 
Activity 2.1. l.2.3 

Objective 2.1.2 Output 2.1.2.1 Activity 2.1.2.l.l 
Activity 2.1.2.12 
Activity 2 .1.2.l 3 

etc. Output 2.1.2.2 etc. 

2.2 Culture/ etc. etc. etc. 
Structure 
and Compe-
tencies 
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1 2 3 4 5 
SYSTEM DIMENSION PSO's OUTPUTS ACTIVITIES 
LEVEL 

ENTITY 2.3 Functions/ etc. etc. etc. 
canlinued Processes 

2.4 Human etc. etc. etc. 
Resources 

2.5 Financial etc. etc. etc. 
Resources 

2.6 lnfonnation etc. etc. etc. 
Resources 

2.7 Infra. etc. etc. etc. 
structure 

3.0 3.1- Objective 3.1.l Output 3.1.U Activity 3.1.U.l 
INDIVIDUALIO 3.2- Activity 3.1.1.1.2 

Activity 3.1.1.1.3 
The dimensions of the Output 3.11.2 Activity 3.1.1.2.1 
individual will depend Activity 3.1.1.2.2 
on the particular Activity 3.1.1.2.3 
capacity iniative, the Objective 3.1.2 Output 3.1.2.1 Activity 3.1.2.1.1 

level of the person, Activity 3.12.1.2 

envisaged future Activity 3.1.2.1.3 

role and so on etc. Output 3.1.2.2 etc. 

etc etc etc etc 

etc etc etc etc 

etc etc etc etc 

etc etc etc etc 

etc etc etc etc 

etc etc etc etc 

etc etc etc etc 

~;::;-;:---;---:--------- J may be developed at this st.age. Such action 
~ ma na:;ve1 work-plans or actions plans, combined with career d,:~~~p;ent~t~he employing entity. Such actions plans would 
B'dud Y . ~ th~ fonn of a performance contract that the employee "U& • ave 

e Pro'llSlon for individual level training and development. 
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SUGGESTED READING 

This annex is prepared for those who would like to carry out further 
research and reading on the topics discussed in the guidelines. Them. 
section contains references to relevant UNDP publications and reports on 
capacity and capacity related issues. The UNDP and its special dhisim1s 
have their own web sites. You are encouraged to access infonnationfrom 
the key organisational entities within the UNDP through the Internet as 
follows: 

www.undp.org 

www.undp.org/undp/dopp 

http://magnet.undp.org 

United Nations Development 
Programme 

Division for Operational Policies and 
Procedures (UNDP/DOPP) 

Management Development and 
Governance Division (UNDP/MDGD). 
The special Management and 
Governance Network (MagNet) 
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APPROACH 

1.1 Systems 
"SWOT"or 
Policy 
Framework 
Assessment 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

1.0-SYSTEM LEVEL CAPACITY ASSESSMENTS 

The objective of this type of analysis is to produce a description of the existing policy framework at the systems level 
for an envisaged capacity or development initiative (e.g., a programme, major project). This may be defined in leg
islation, public administration policy, policies which are embedded in other initiatives and/or other levels of govern
ment. Such a framework may be examined in tenns of existing strengths and wealmesses, and what might need to 
be changed in a new approach. Most, if not all development initiatives would have some inherent systems capacity 
to support ongoing policy research and analysis. Other forms of policy research could be triggered to address spe
cific issues in detail, to formulate policy options, to expand awareness and understanding and the like. 

Of course, there must be sufficient capacity somewhere within the system to support such research and policy analy
sis, and such analysis must be effectively coordinated across the various entities in the system. Often, two or more 
entities within the system may be carrying out duplicating research activities for the same capacity or development 
initiative. This in itself is a capacity weakness in the overall system which would need to be corrected. Strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats can be assessed according to groupings of factors, as follows: 

A Socio-political factors: comprise the civil society, social structures and values, culture and tradition, gender and 
equity, democratisation, political realities and processes, and other indirect factors such as regionaVintemational 
treaties, associations 

A Government/public sector factors: comprise typically the function and role of government, government poli
cies and initiatives, legal and regulatory environment, public-private sector interfaces, taxation issues, and the 
rule of law, among others. For some capacity initiatives, government may be examined both as a broader sys
tems factor, as well as at the second or entity level. For example, an initiative to reform or develop a specific gov
ernment initiative would itself need to be examined from the broader government context (e.g., an 
environmental initiative dealing with reforestation would need to be examined from broader legislative issues, 
ownership and property rights issues, funding issues etc.). 
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APPROACH 

1.1 continued 

1.2 Performance 
Assessment 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

.A Economidtechnologicalfactors: comprise the markets, macro-economic frameworks, global linkages, inf orma
tion and communications technologr, development assistance, market transitions. Of particular note are rapid 
advances in information and communications technology that are forcing profound changes (and need for 
change) at not just the entity and individual level, but at the broader systems level as well . 

..A Physical environmental factors: comprise issues of environmental protection, resource sustainability, "green" 
initiatives, energy utilisation, biodiversity and so on. Increasingly, capacity related and other initiatives, even 
those of change within an organisation, include considerations and strategies to deal with their interactions with 
the physical environment. 

At this very broad level, the first immediate challenge is to determine the overall scope, performance and bound
aries of the system. This may take the form of a problem statement that describes: the major entities and stake
holders within the system in terms of who delivers a service or initiative for which capacities must be developed 
and who would benefit from the capacity initiative; the major issues and needs to be addressed; the major linkages 
to national development priorities; an indication of priority or urgency of the capacity initiative; performance char
acteristics of the system; and any other relevant descriptor of the system. 

Judgement is required to carry out such analysis, and the analysis itself should be carried out at a high level. The 
output of the analysis is typically a brief, high level report which can produce information on the results noted 
above. A preliminary scoping may reveal that there exist weaknesses in core strategic management capacities, or 
a weakness to carry out systems level capacity assessments (e.g., any number of the approaches identified in this 
annex). This may point to an early intervention to strengthen capacities in strategic management, initiative plan
ning and design, and the supporting methods of analysis. 
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APPROACH 

1.3 LegaV 
Regulatory 
Assessment 

1.4 Management/ 
Accountability 
Framework 
Assessment 
(Stakeholders) 

1.5 The 
Programme 
Review 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

As noted in Part I, every system is subject to a set of formal and informal "rules," which most often take the forrn of 
laws, legislation, decrees, regulations or any other type of rule or instrument that dictates how the system functions, 
or rather, how an existing initiative (e.g., development initiative) functions within the system, and/or how the envis
aged new capacity initiative rrught best function within the system. Often capacity assessments and capacity devel
opment for initiatives incorporate a set of activities which reforms the enabling 1egislative and regulatory 
environment. Often there exist many conflicts and anachronisms in the legal/regulatory environment which need to 
be identified and analysed. This analysis would examine the legal environment to identify strengths, weaknesses, and 
opportunities for improvement. 

A fourth type of analysis that might be carried out would be to identify the key players or stakeholders within the sys
tem who are accountable, directly or indirectly, for the capacity initiative. This would describe in detail the existing 
entities or stakeholders that are involved within the system, plus any stakeholders that would be involved in the 
implementation of a capacity initiative. Depending on the nature of the initiative, entities within the system ( or stake
holders) may be generally grouped into: designers and decision makers, managers and implementers, coordinators
plus other key stakeholders and their roles (e.g., customers/clients or those that will benefit directly and indirectly 
from the initiative). Others might include delivery entities; regulatory agencies; delivery partners; funding entities. 

Also to be covered by the analysis will be an identification of the mechanisms to empower these entities and how they 
are to be accountable. Numerous approaches can be applied to collect and document the information on the stake
holders functioning within the system such as: reviews of existing laws and regulations; direct interviews and con
sultations; planning workshops; surveys; and documentation reviews. General assessments would be made as to the 
strengths/weaknesses of the key stakeholders in particular, and whether there exist overlaps and duplication in role, 
conflicts, or gaps in accountability. 

Governments in many countries have t.ackled the issues of major capacity development initiatives through pro
gramme refonn and change in a systems context. Major shifts in their external environment require governments 
and/or national organizations to design capacity development initiatives from a "client" perspective, to ob~ value 
for money, adopt quality management practices and focus on performance and results. Recent pro~~am review exer
cises in G-7 countries have successfully utilised a "Quality of Service" model where government ent1t1es supported by 
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APPROACH 

1.5 continued 

1.6 Network/ 
lriformation 
Flows 
Assessment 

1.7 Risk 
Assessment 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

external management advisors are able to carry out a comprehensive assessment of their systems environments and 
answer some fundamental questions on their role. 

This combines elements of an environmental assessment, a stakeholder analysis and a role of government analysis. 
For example: who is (are) the client(s) of the program or service? What are the intended results of the program/ 
service? Is the program/service effective, does it produce the desired results, and is it efficient? A similar approach 
taken by some governments is to set a series of "tests" on the program and supporting government entity responsi
ble for the program. These tests can be structured along the lines of: public interest test, role of government test, 
level of government test, alternative services delivery test, efficiency test, and affordability test. 

The objective of this type of analysis would be to identify and analyse the inter-relationships and main processes 
amongst the entities within the system. Such relationships may define both dependencies and interdependencies 
amongst the entities in the existing programme and/or envisaged capacity initiative. Structured as well as unstruc
tured systems techniques.and methodologies might be applied to support this analysis: flow-charting; critical path 
analysis. More detailed analyses might focus on information flows ( e.g., information on the flow of services, decisions, 
capital, goods, etc) among the entities within the system. Such an analysis would identify the sources and destina
tions of the flows (typically, the entities within the system itself, but also including entities that might be outside of 
the system), duplication and overlaps, frequency and volumes of the flows, timeliness, accuracy and completeness. 
Underlying problems and capacity weaknesses are often identified through such an analysis, which often differ from 
common perceptions. 

Risk analyses are common approaches to developing an initial understanding of complex situations, especially for new 
initiatives which are felt to have inherent risks. For example, any risk associated with a new initiative can be seen to 
highlight a capacity weakness or constraint. Risks may be categorized into those of a financial nature, technical, 
organisational, management (e.g., lack of leadership, ownership, commitment), human resources and other dimen
sions of capacity. Special attention is often given, in many cases, to the management of resistance, and the develop
ment of resistance mitigation strategies. In a systems context, attention is given to resourcing considerations, 
costs/benefits, resistance, broader communications and public relations and related areas. This analysis could be car
ried out in the context of a systems factors analysis, as discussed above, or special focus could be given to identifying 
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1. 7 continued 

1 .8 Cost/Benefit 
Assessment 

2.1 Mission and 
Strategy 
Assessment 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

and assessing risks only. In a system context, the risks would relate to the existing initiative, or the risks that would 
be present in the envisaged new initiative. Techniques can be applied to quantify risks and to establish some level of 
priority for attention. Some risks may be seen in terms of needing short term solutions, while others can only be 
addressed in the longer term. 

This type of analysis is used in many countries to support proposals for new capacity development initiatives which have 
a major cost, investment or resourcing impact. In a systems context, costs and benefits may be quantifiable and non
quantifiable. In many cases, non-quantifiable benefits, based on some evaluation technique, may over-ride high level cost} 
investment needs, Both costs and benefits may be distributed over the broader system and most of the entities associ
ated with the initiative. A major area of benefit that is often overlooked is the direct linkages of the proposed capacity ini
tiative to broader national developmental priorities and objectives. A major area of risk is the potential for duplication or 
overlap of the proposed initiative with other national initiatives, especially in areas where there are serious skills and 
resource shortages. The disciplme of Economics supports a range of highly structured costlbenefit methodologies 
although more general costs and benefits analyses are often more appropriate. Much depends on the specific circum
stances. Benefits and risks help flush out areas of systems (and entity level) capacities, and provide the means by which 
these can be measured. 

2.0-ENTITY LEVEL CAPACITY ASSESSMENTS 

The failing of many organizations can be traced back to inadequate or absent missions, roles, mandates or raison 
d'etre. In formal organisations, such statements of mission and mandate are often reflected in a piece of legalisation 
or other form of charter. Often, the role of most organisations change and evolve over time, but this is not reflected 
in covering legislation or organisational charters. Many organisations do not develop and maintain their own strate
gic plans. Capacity assessments here would look for statements of mandate, mission and so on, their relevance to the 
current situation and possible relevance to meeting future needs. 

The strategy of an organisation defines how it would achieve its mission in terms of definitions of products/services, 
its the clients/customers served, short-medium-longer term objectives and priorities, success fac~ors, and int~rac
tions within the broader system and with other "stakeholders" and entities, among other operational dimens10ns. ______________________________ _. 



ANNIEXZ 

APPROACH 

2.1 continued 

2.2 Culture/ 
Structure 
Assessment 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

The mission and strategy of the organisation can be co-related back to the systems factors and other assessments 
within the system to ensure relevance and appropriate fit ( or lack of it) mthin the system. There exist various tech
niques to assess capacities of the organisation at this level, including the capacity to carry out strategic or pro
gramme planning. These assessments most often focus on effectiveness improvements ("doing the right thing'J. 

Another approach is from the perspective of performance-the outputs, outcomes, results and/or value added by the 
entity. Perfonnance based management systems are being more commonly used in assessments and planning for 
organisations, as it is the measure of performance that is the true indicator of the relevance and effectiveness of the 
entity (and the capacity initiative). There exist various techniques to determine performance indicators and to mea
sure against them, from both an internal operational perspectives (e.g., productivity) and from external client/ 
recipient perspectives ( e.g., value added, outcomes, client satisfaction). 

This next dimension of capacity covers such diverse aspects as organisational and management values and standards, 
organisational structures and designs, and core competencies. Depending on the entity involved, both macro
structures ( e.g., a government or large ministry which is organised into numerous departments, agencies, boards and 
so on) and micro-structures (internal, lower levels such as divisions, units, work-groups formal and informal) can be 
assessed in terms of their appropriateness to support the entity's overall mission and strategy. 

Almost invariably, major structural weaknesses will be uncovered-duplication, overlap, confusing mandates, exces
sive or insufficient authority. Softer but increasingly important dimensions of capacity are those associated ""ith man
agement and organisational values: defined through such notions as openness, honesty, integrity, transparency, 
accountability and pride. Each of these can be assessed, with measures attached to them-through surveys, consul
tations and workshops. Traditional and bureaucratic organisations are typically weak in these areas, and modern 
management practices encourage substantive strengthening. 

Core competencies are those activities, outputs or functions carried out by the organisation that can only be carried 
out by that organisation to support the mission/strategy. Typically, most organisations perform many other functions 
or services which are not core, which may be anachronistic, or which may duplicate those of other organisations. In 
these cases, capacities of the organisation may be diluted, over-extended or misdirected, thus limiting the organisa
tion's capability to deliver its mission. 
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APPROACH 

2.9 Process 
Assessment 

2.4 Human 
Resources 
Assessment 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Along with human resources, it is the internal processes of the entity which receive the greatest amount of attention 
in capacity assessments and development. Processes may be seen as supporting such organizational functions as 
planning (strategic, operational), client management, research/policy analysis/development, monitoring and evalua
tion, perfonnance/quality management, financial/accounting, management reporting, human resources management 
and asset management. Processes are also directly aligned with internal "systems" ( e.g., financial management and 
accounting systems) which may be manual and/or automated. Processes examine internal infonnation and data 
flows, inputs and outputs. 

Internal communications processes (horizontal and vertical, formal and infonnal) are very important aspects of inter
nal process capacity that need to be assessed. There are perhaps available in the world more methodologies and tech
niques to examine processes than all other areas combined (the very diverse Uiliverse of systems methodologies). 
And it is common that capacity assessments of processes focus on efficiency and economy ("doing the thing right''). 
Standards, policies, procedures and management practices are key areas to be examined in process capacity assess
ments. Some common methodological approaches to process assessments include: business process review and 
redesign, work-flow analysis, business process re-engineering. 

As with processes, it is the human resource dimension of organisations that receive the most attention and are the 
most valuable of the entity's resources and upon which change, capacity and development primarily depend. One 
school of thought has it that capacity assessments and capacity development need only focus on human resources 
(" ... all we need is more training and re-training''). This is a narrow and short-sighted view. Human resources, 
while critical, are in and of themselves insufficient to guarantee success in capacity assessment and development. 
Assessments of human resources look initially at the configuration, strengths ( skills, experiences, qualifications) and 
deployment of this resource to meet the organisation's objectives. They may be linked to position descriptions or 
other forms of employment "contract" (increasingly perfonnance and results based, and less position description 
based). 

There exist numerous techniques to measure efficiency and productivity of human resources, morale and motivation, 
levels of resistance and/or adaptation to change. A second level of human resource assessment. is the management 
of human resources (e.g., basic personnel management policies-hiring, recn.riting, promoting, transferring, retirin,g, 
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APPROACH 

2.4 continued 

2.5 Financial 
Resources 
Assessment 

2.6 ltiformation 
Resources 
Assessment 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

training and development, succession, career planning, social security and the like). The more fonnal the organisa
tion, the greater the likelihood in fonnality of the policy framework and management of human resources. Union and 
professional association relationships may be factored into such assessments. There exist a wide range of HR assess
ment and planning methodologies that can be selected and adapted to meet the unique needs of each capacity 
initiative. 

Depending on the entity, financial resources may be a strength (sufficient resources) or a weakness (insufficient 
resources). Financial resources consist of both operating and capital, required for the efficient and effective func
tioning of the entity. Increasingly, government entities and donors alike have considerable shortages of capital 
resources to support longer-term investments and must seek alternative sources of funding. Operating capital short
ages are also becoming an increasing issue with almost universal public sector retrenchment, budget cut-backs and 
taxation reform. Capacity assessments in these areas would examine all aspects of financial resource availability, 
including alternative sources of financing. This would apply to financing the administrative or delivery apparatus of 
the entity involved, as well as "programme" funds to implement the capacity initiative. Each initiative would be 
unique in terms of the financial resource dimensions-existing and required to meet future needs. This is a highly 
specialJzed area of assessment, typically requiring skills and practices from accounting, capital investment and finan
cial management disciplines. Certainly standard financial audits would serve the purposes of capacity assessments 
in the area of financial resources ( and supporting processes). 

Information resources are of increasing importance to all entities and individuals, and to the development and imple
mentation of capacity initiatives. The information ( all media, electronic and paper) that is available ( or not available) 
and how it is managed are often key detemtinants of capacity development success at each stage of its life-cycle. 
Advances in globalization, communications and infol11lation technology are rendering many traditional organisations 
and "systems rulesn obsolete and inefficient, and are indeed transforming entire structures, institutions and sectors, 
including the public sector Capacities associated with information resource management are typically deficient in 
terms of needed policies and standards, legislation (access to and privacy of information), supporting technical skills, 
awareness and understanding. Various methodologies are available to assess wealmesses and needs associated with 
information management. Care will need to be taken in selecting and adapting the right methodology and tools, in 
consideration of existing human and technological capacity limitations to carry out such assessments. 
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APPROACH BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

2. 'l l,ifrastructure Infrastructure is the last fonnal internal dimension of capacity at the entity level and comprises all physical assets 
Assessment (real property, buildings and movable assets, equipment), computer systems and telecommunications infrastruc

tures, productive work environments, special research facilities. The level of attention that needs to be paid to capac
ity assessment here should be commensurate with the importance of the infrastructure to the entity and its role in 
the capacity initiative. 

Assessments would cover such aspects as asset management ( e.g., property and facilities management), investment man
agement ( e.g., capitiliz.ation and capital replacement, return-on-investment, valuation, costs relative to other entity costs, 
sustainability of assets), relationship to physical environmental concerns ( e.g., energy consumption, waste management). 

Capacity assessments may reveal how major efficiencies might be gained, how costs might be reduced, how alterna
tive sources of financing might be acquired, and how work environments might be made more productive. Such 
assessments might also uncover unexploited opportunities for co-sharing of facilities, co-location and consolidation, 
divestiture, and privatisation. 

Many service related capacity initiatives are designed along the principle of delivery as close to the customer as possible, 
which implies a radical re-thinking in investment and management of the physical infrastructures of the entities involved 
in the initiative. Project and programme forrnu1ations often address infrastructure needs, but in a limited way (e.g., lim
ited to purchase of vehicles, computer and office equipment). There are opportunities of looking at infrastructure related 
capacities in a much broader and longer term context, since the life span o{ many such assets is vecy long and typically 
far longer than the life of the capacity development initiative. 
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This annex ccmta:i:ns supporting informatwn to Parts I and II of the 
guidelines dealing with "How to Get There." The development. of an 
implementatwn strategy for a capacity initiative invariably begs 
some questions. The questions could equally apply to starting any 
major initiative, including a preliminary capacity assessment itself, 
In all cases, judgement and commcm sense are required in order 
to set the right parameters around any capacity assessment/ 
de1;elopment process, or the development of implementation 
strategies. 
1 .0 WHO PREPARES THE IMPLEMENTATION 

STRATEGY? 

As noted at the outset of these guidelines, it is the government entitY, na
tional orgarusation or other formal or infonnal entity responsible for the 
capacity initiative that must develop the implementation strategy. Own
ership must be vested with those that must implement the capacity ini
tiative and live with the results. The process of developing the strategy 
would optimally be participatory and consultative, involving as much a.s 
possible all parties who would have a stake in the process and the out
comes. This participation can be secured in a number of ways, as dis
cussed throughout these guidelines. The UNDP and other donors may be 
engaged to support the development of the strategy through a fonnal 
project or programme documents, or through other forms of preparatory 
assistance. 

2.0 WHAT DOES AN IMPLEMENTATION 
STRATEGY LOOK LIKE? 

Every initiative strategy, while obviously very unique and different, can 
be presented in a similar format and will ultimately take the form of a doc
ument. Invariably, the final document will include both the "what" and 
"how" components of the capacity initiative and will be the basis for de
cisionmaking, implementation, monitoring and control, and evaluation. 
All relevant capacity issues are addressed in the implementation strategy. 

There does not need to be a major 
distinctions in general format or structure 
between the systems and the entity level 
implementation strategies. Although 
separate documents may be prepared, 
they can generally follow a similar 
documentation structure 
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Documented implementation strategies can 
generally follow a similar format, whether 
developed for the initiative as a whole at a 
systems level, or for each major entity 
closely involved with the implementation of 
the initiative. Furthennore, lower-level 
strategies can be developed for subsystems 
within systems, for subprogramrnes v.-i~ 
a progranune, as well as for suborgarusa-
tional units within entities. 



At the end of this annex we have included: a high level capacity devel
opment strategy for a public administration refonn initiative ( which ad
dresses capacities at the systems, entity and individual levels); and a 
pro-forma table of can.tents of what an implementation strategy for a 
major capacity assessment/ development implementation initiative might 
oontain. The results of the capacity assessments at each stage of the 
strategic management life cycle are documented in a logical sequence. 
The chapter on implementation strategy (how to get there) is the core of 
the document as all necessary inf onnation on the envisaged implementa
tion is contained here. Other chapters cover management, setti..'lg up of 
internal team structures, coordination with donors, resource mobilisation 
and the like. This general format can also be adapted to those entities 
that would also develop their own implementation strategies directly in 
support of the initiative. 

J.O HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO DEVELOP? 

This is not an easy question to answer. A national organisation would 
nonnally set up a formal project to develop the implementation strategy 
( or one for an entity) as it would for carrying out analyses during any of 
the previous life-cycle assessments. As with any project, there would be 
time-quality-cost parameters. Tune would depend on the planned qual
ity of the target document ( and this is based on the scope of the envis
aged capacity initiative, availability of and access to information, number 
of parties and individuals that would need to be involved in the process) 
and the resources that are available to carry out the work. The develop
ment of a capacity development implementation strategy may take any
where from a several weeks (for a small, narrowly focussed entity) to 
several months or more (for a complex, multi-sectoral systems level 
initiative). 

The common management errors made in development of such strat~gies 
eith~r fall into: (1) over-simplifying the process and doing it too QUIC~Y, 

thereby rendering a poor quality product; or (2) carrying out excessive 
analysis or going into too much detail, which protracts and ~dds c?sts to 
the process. These are common mistakes and usually result m a failed at
t~mpt to produce the right document at the right time .. Dete~ the 
right amount of time to develop a quality product requrres careful pro
ject" planning. 
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4.0 WHAT AUDIENCES ARE THE STRATEGY 
DOCUMENT PREPARED FOR? 

Prime Audience 

A fiti al decisio_rt makers (ministers, 
legislative assembliest 

A senior overnm nt executives and 
managers responsible for 
implementation 

.A. internal funding entities (e.g., 
ministries of finance, economics, etc.J 

A external fundin entities fsuch as 
multi-lateral and bilateral donor 
organisations, the IMF/World Bank. 
private sector sourcesJ 

.A. primary client community for the 
initiative for typically .their 
representatives) 

.t. ~~atin entities (e.g., other 
ministries, levels of government on 
whom implementation success will 
depend) 

A o her ·m lemen m of the initiative 
fall staff that will be a key part of the 
implementation processJ 

'This is another often asked question, or in 
some cases not asked at all. It is nonethe
less important to know for whom the im
plement:ation strategy document is to be 
prepared. There will likely be multiple au
diences, each with a different interest in it.s 
development. The audiences of the strat
egy document are not always the same as 
the stakeholders for the P.nvisaged capacity 
initiative, however. 

The produced strategy document would 
normally only be prepared for a prime att
dience of decision makers and otJter key 
parties that would be seen to be critical to 
approval and support, as noted in the box. 

The implementation strategy may be pre
pared for other seconda:ry audiences 
who, although not critical to the implemen
tation process, may facilitate it. These 
might include: other national and govern
ment entities; the general public ( or se
lected communities in the civil society); 
media organisations; and policy research 
and academic organisations. This raises 
the point that different versions of the 
same document might be prepared for dif

ferent audiences. For example, it is unlikely that the general public or 
media organisations would want all of the detail that is contained in the 
full implementation strategy. In these cases a higher level summary or 
synopsis would suffice. 

5.0 ARE THERE OTHER REASONS TO DEVELOP 
THE STRATEGY? 

Up to. this point, the message has been given that it is the product (the 
cap.ac1ty.d~velopment implcment:ation strategy) that is of prime concern. 
~e -~- is true, the process in developing the outputs of each s~e of 
the nutiative, and especially the implementation strategY, is vezy unpor
tant. Certain process related reasons add to the need to develop the im
plementation strategy: 

A the process forces the system (its players) and the key entities them
selves to take an objective unemotional and critical look at them-
selves in its entirety. ' 
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1 the proce~ can be used as a means of communicating ideas and 
concepts to others, to expand awareness and understanding of the 
initiative, resulting in a greater likelihood of acceptance and buy-in 
and eventual successful implementation. 

1 the process is often a good forum to resolve organisational and/or 
inter-personal conjl:ict,s which might otherwise continue. 

! t.heprocess is an excellent means of "team-b'uil,ding" for those that 
mlJSt manage and implement the initiative. 

A the process provides excellent opportunities for broader participa
tion of all stakeholders, to secure their inputs through consultation 
and consensus-building. 

! the process can be applied to address other sensitive issues (e.g., 
"neutralizing" a particular view or pressure which might otherwise 
rake the initiative in the wrong direction, or serve personal ambitions 
at the expense of the broader community or good). 

6.0 HOW IS THE STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 
PROCESS STARTED? 

Once the mission and concept for the ca
paf.'ity initiative has been accepted, there is 
a serious intent to implement. Implemen
tation depends on the development of 
sound strategy and action plans. The de
velopment of the strategy is not a trivial 
ta.qk, and should be approached in a man
aged and controlled manner. This means 
that a team must be set up, authorities and 
resources provided and forn\al approval 
mechanisms instituted. The box on the 
light provides an indication of actions 
that might be taken to start the process of 
strategy development. The degree to 
which these actions are taken is indicative 
of the level of commitment that the gov
enrrnent or national organisation has. 
Each country and national organisation will 
have its own culture constraints and reali
ties. Efforu; must b~ made to adapt an ap
propriate process to existing capacities and 
capabilities. 

l(ey Actions to Start the Capacity Strategy 
Development and Implementation Process 

A Issuance of a decree or some other 
edict which formally establishes it 

• Setting up of a high level steering or 
coordination committee 

• Develop an action and resourcing plan 
for developing the strategy 

_. Establishment of a high level initiative 
management team and positions 

J,,. Staffing the executive position with a 
qualified and credible individual 

J,,. Staffing other positions with qualified 

staff 
A Establishing a coordination mechanism 

A Select and adapt appropriate 
methodologies 

A Design the strategy "target document· 

A Other actions as needed ! 
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7 .0 HOW IS THE STRATEGY PROCESS MANAGED 
AND CONTROLLED? 

Important Dos and Don'ts 

DO: 

Ji. Clearly set priorities 

Ji,. Manage risk and expectatiOns 

. Ji. Use as a means to team-build 

Ji. Use to establish initiative identity 

Ji. Use for awareness and education 

Ji. Flush our champions 

Ji,. Be participatory & consultative 

DONT: 

Ji. Bite off more than can be chewed 

Ji. Ignore the detractors 

Ji,. Fall into the detail trap · 

J;. Mismanage expectations 

J;. Get into motherhood and rhetoric: 

Ji. Ignore any other risk 

Starting the process, noted above, gives a 
good idea as to how the process should be 
managed. In many cross-sectoral transfor
mational capacity initiatives (e.g., gover
nance), a programme management team is 
"institutionalizedn at a high and central 
level of government, with coordinating 
subunits at decentralized levels. 'fypically, 
such units may take on "ministerial" or 
"secretary" rank, reporting to a Prime Min
ister, a senior minister, cabinet, or a na
tional assembly. Again, much depends on 
the local situation and the political profile 
that the envisaged initiative might have. 
For example, institutionalized teams might 
take on such titles as: change manage
ment uni~ programme support uni~ 
programme coordinatwn office, etc. It is 
key that such units have formally estab
lished mandates and authorities. As a pos
sible "start-up" unit, it is often beneficial to 
develop a "business plan" which sets out 
the unit's mission, objectives, activities, re
sourcing, monitoring and control mecha· 
nisms and the like. 

In addition to basic programme management and coordination functions, 
other important capacities include: resource mobilisation and resource 
managen:ient (b~dgeting, control), quality management, communications 
and public relat10ns, monitoring and evaluation. 
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AN EXAMPLE OF A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY _ : 
{PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION REFORMI : - . · 

KEY OUfCOMES SOME SPECIFIC "FUTURE" INDICATORS 

A greater transparency of government operations 
A greater accountability of government institutions 

SOUND and managers 

GOVERNANCE A restructuring of machinery of government 
A redefined role of government 
A alternative, more cost-effective delivery of 

government service 

A enabling legal infrastructure and regulatory 
framework 

STRONG A government as a provider of enabling policies and 
SUPPOirf services, not producer 

TO A integration and coordination of economic policy 
MARKET A promotion of internal and external trade and 

ECONOMY investment ... alliances and partnerships with business and 
organisations 

LOW 
... short term reductions in expenditures 

COST OF ... sale of non-producing government assets 

GOVERNMENT A consolidation of common internal services 
A redeployment and rebalancing of the civil service 

HIGH 
A move to client service and service delivery culture 

LEVE~OF 
A performance measurement and programme 

EFFECTIVENESS evaluation 
..t. decentralisation, organisational renewal 

AND A training and development, increased morale ,, 
EFFICIENCY A increased delegations that let "managers manage 

... new budgeting and expenditure management 
HIGH systems . 

LEVEL OF ..t. better systems of accounting and audit 
~CCOUNTABILITY ..t. delegations of authority and clear-cut 
AND CONTROL accountability structures , 

.... business plans for all major operations 
-

IMPROVED ... stro er communications and public relations 
CREDIBILITY • . ng d · t ding of the role of goverrunent mcreased un ers an _ . . ent 

OF • well defined mission and V1S1on for governm 
GOVERNMENT • greater public participation -
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PRO-FORMA STRUCTURE OF A CAPACITY 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
.A Overview of the Programme 
.A National Priorities and Constraints 
.A Programme Management Methodology 

Capacity Assessments are summarized here 
SITUATION ASSESSMENT 

.t. Overview 

.t. Major Needs and Change 
Processes 

.4 Major Strengths and Weaknesses 
A Major Opportunities and Risks 
.A Evaluation of Alternative Future Scenarios 

Capacity Needs are summarized here 
MISSION 

.A Overview-Mission and VJSlon 
A Principal Stakeholders 
.A Measures of Achievement

Outcomes 
.t. Guiding Principles 
.t. Management Values 

Capacity Needs can be summarized here 
OBJECTIVES 

.A Overview 

.t. Description of Objectives and 
Supporting Actions 

.t. Legal and Regulatory Environment 

.t. Linkages to National Priorities 
4 Key Stakeholders and Other Participants 

Capacity building and strengthening is 
detailed here 
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lMPLEMENTATION 

.A Irnplement.ation Approach 
Planning Horizon and Priorities 
Planning Assumptions 
Factors Critical to Success 
Methodologies 
Programme Activity Framework 



PRO-FORMA STRUCTURE OF A CAPACITY · 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY ICONTINUEDJ 

• Ma.5ter Schedule and Description of Phases 
Who Does What 
Phases-Activities-Outputs-Accountabilities 

• Programme Management and Team Structure 
A Communications and Public Relations 
J. Qiordinating Mechanisms 
• Donor Participation and Coordination 
.l Documentation and Infonnation Management 
.l Review and Approval Processes 
.l Perfonnance; Monitoring, Control and Evaluation 
A Fall-back and Contingency Plans 
.&. Programme Sust.a.i.nability 
"- Outstanding Issues 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
A Budget Requirements and 

Forecasts 
Explicit cross-references to UNDP and 

..l Sources of Funds and other 
Resources 

A Resource Mobilisation 
• Expenditure Management 

Plan and Accounting 

BUSINESS CASE 

ANNExEs 

other inputs detailed here , 
" 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL 
CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 
IMPLEMENTATION 

CONTENTS 
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Thi,s annex presents background informatu:m and suggestions on 
how to croft a successful implementat:imi strategy for capacity as
sessment/ deve/,opment initiatives. Whether such inftialives are f<Yr 

compfex, multi-year natumal capacity initiatives, or for l.ocal, rnme 
narrowly focussed initiatives, practical and progma.tic strategies are 
needed to close the identified capacity gaps using avauahle re
sources, which in most cases are limit,ed,. Four important wnsider
atwns are covered here, which experience shows us are wmmnn lo 
most capacity initiatives. 

1.0 ESSENTIAL CAPACITY IMPLEMENTATION 
DESIGN FEATURES 

Essential Implementation Design Features 

A. Integrated and Comprehensive 

A. Incremental and Modular 

A Feasible and Desirable 

A Utilise Existing Capacities 

Many capacity development initiatives are 
complex, with many inter-related ele
ments. If most dimensions of capacity are 
to be addressed at the systems, entity and 
individual levels, then great care must be 
taken to develop a design that works. Suc
cessful implementations, where sustain· 
able results can be produced, are: 
integrated and comprehensive; incremen

t.al and modular; feasible and desirable; and utilisation of existing capaci
ties. Let's look at each of these in more detail. 

1 . 1 Integrated and Comprehensive 

The implementation strategy for a capacity development initiative (and 
for most other programmes and projects), including subcomponents of 
the strategy, must be vertically and horizontally integrated. In many ini
tiatives it is important to est.ablish hierarchies of objectives that descn1Je 
a general framework for the integration of implementation strategies ver
tically-from the systems to individual levels. I Each implementation ac
tion within a strategy would need to relate to a specific objective of the 
strategy. Vertical integration also extends internally to entities where 
there may exist hierarchical structures. Horizontal integration refers to 
the need to ensure consistency across the various dimensions of capac
ity. For example, plans and activities to build human resources capacities 
~thin an entity ( say, training) must be logically related to those d~ 
with processes for which the human resources would be trained. This 
will ensure that there are no overlaps or duplication. Each is part of the 
whole. 

The developI?ent ~f capacities must be comprehensive. It is important to 
address all dimensions of capacity at all levels within the overall system. 
Once all dimensions of capacity and needed changes are determined, 
resour~es can. be ~cted to development of capacities that are base.d 
on therr relative unportance and priority. All too often attention JS 
focussed on one or two dimensions of capacity ( e.g., personnel) without 

1 
Part ID of the guidelines illustrates how such an hie--1-. •• =;.,h+ be applied in a UNDP programme context. '"" ... .., ""6"• 
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addressing the impacts that potential changes will have on other dimen
sions (e.g., processes, infrastructure, infonnation). 

U Incremental and Modular 

Achieving any future envisaged by the capacity development initiative 
would neressit.ate implementation on an incremental basis: step-by-step. 
There are no major capacity initiatives which can be implemented in one 
fell swoop, or through a single, major initiative. Indeed, the more sue
• initiatives begin with small, achievable components which build 
success and credibility. A corollary is that capacity development at each 
level should be modular, where each is linked to the other to form the 
whole. This is a building block approach. It allows for greater control 
over the process as well as greater flexibility. Adjustments can be made 
more easily when changes at the systems level occur. 

f.3 Feasible and Desirable 

The capacity initiative must be feasible from a financial, technological and 
human resource point of view. Implementation analysis, cost-benefit 
analyses, business case and the like can determine the degree to which 
the implement.a ti on is feasible and what the associated risks are that are 
attached to it. It makes no sense to pursue a capacity initiative demand
ing high levels of resources where there is no likelihood of securing these 
resources. 

The envisaged capacity initiatives must be desirable from the individual 
perspective. There must be a critical mass of understanding, acceptance 
and commitment for the initiative and all associated elements of change 
in order to proceed into development and implementation, and for ~e 
component capacities to be built. People must "want" to proceed WJth 
the implementation of the envisaged changes. Desirability can be built 
With such supparting activities as communications, public relations, edu
cation and awareness, resistance mitigation, and like measures. 

I ,4 Utilise Existing Capacities 

Feambility is enhanced considerably when implementation strategies 
~tiliseand build on existing capacities. In most cases, th~re will be an ex
isting base of capacities, some existing resources and a history. What has 
gone on in the past may be useful in btrilding towards a future, rather th~ 
"re-inventing" an entire system or entity. Care should be taken to not ig

nore or discount what may be "hidden strengths" at any of the ~ee I~v
els. Tius aspect is considered further under the subsection dealing Wi

th 

lllanagement of resistance. 

2.0 LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 

Both leadership and management are required to implement the e~~ 
~ged initiative and to achieve the capacity developm_i~t ~~!!f! :1e 
mg objectives. Leadership and man.age_ment capa~i eJ in Part I). One 
key(acore strategic management capacity, as describe t Another 
school of thought has it that leadership is a part of managemen · 
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might have it the other way around. For the purposes of a capacity ini
tiative where transformational or major change ( and hence, major invest
ments in capacity) are required, there is an important distinction 
between the two. Much has been written and is available on management 
and leadership. Some important points on how to lead and manage ca
pacity initiatives successfully are made below. 

2.1 Leadership 

Leadership rests typically with an individual (although certain organisa
tions or groups can also effect such leadership, but still with a person be
hind it). Whether a capacity programme initiative is truly national in 
scope, or focuses at a particular sector or theme, success will depend to 
a vezy large extent on inspimtwnal aspects. Leadership is a softer qual
ity, and helps focus effort and attention on what needs to be donE:, on the 
setting of longer term objectives and priorities according to a set 'IJision. 
True leadership helps create a situation where everyone wants to do their 
best and is hence a highly motivating and motivational task. This means 
making people enthusiastic (about the initiative) and inherent capacity 
changes, and keeping them enthusiastic. A good leader facilitates and re
wards good performance. 

2.2 Management 

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 
Management on the other 
hand focuses on the practical 
aspects. Good management 
( on the part of a person, a 
management team, an entity) 
ensures that the right proc· 
esses are put in place and 
work toward the desired out
come. The right resources 
are brought together and are 
deployed efficiently and effec· 
tively, and performance/ 
results/ outputs are monitored 
and evaluated. Management 

. LEADERSHIP i · MANAGEMENT , 

. . · INSPIRiNG ·. PLANNING 

·•· MAKl~g ~ttw~~J} 
,· ., ,. ,.·_ -:~~::~.,,_.-_;:,: 

HM EM~O~OLA.RGE\ 

:1~~£''~ 
ORGANISING 

BOTH ARE ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION 
OF CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES 

also ensures implementation 
P_l,ans are developed and maintained and that communications flows (ver· 
tica1 and horizontal, internal and external) work properly. 

3.0 MANAGING RESISTANCE 

~ often ov~r!~o~ed aspect of capacity and the ability of a capacity de-
e opment lllltiative to succeed is resistance-resist.a.nee to change. 

~~re must ~~t capacities within organisations responsible for the ini· 
tiative to <:11tlc1pate resistance, and then to identify and measure its ex· 
tent. ResIStance can come from any or all entities within the system 
Cf though ~he s:Ystem itself does not resist except through built in iner· 
tia), but Primarily it comes from the individual. Let's look at resistance to 
change and the measures which can be used to mitigate this resistance. 
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A~ note is then made on ~orkforce adjustment, which is typically 
amaJor JITlpact and source of resistance to many capacity initiatives. 

U Resistance to Change 

There are many sources and types of resistance that are common to both 
rapacity development and other types of initiatives involving major 
change. Resist.a.nee can arise simply from the power of the status quo. It 
ea!! arise from the fear of the unknown ( where the future has not been 
adequately explained or described, to the point where people understand 
and accept it). Often, individuals do not see the need for change envis
aged in the initiative: Why fix it if it isn't broken? Some initiatives may 
require substantial effort and time to achieve, and there is a human un
willingness to put in so much effort over a long period of time. 

ln these cases, there is no sense of ownership or personal gain, or there 
is a fear of loss. Other human characteristics, often magnified in bureau
cratic settings, include general apathy, skepticism and even cynicism. 
Cynicism can grow to a point where there is overt and covert undennin
ing of the initiative, including sabotage and violence. At a higher level, ex
isting legislation and unions may serve as major sources of resistance to 
envisaged capacity changes. What is key in all of this is to anticipate that 
there will be resist.ance, and to develop internal capacities to be able to 
identify, measure and then mitigate this resistance. 

3,Z Managing Resistance 
There is much experience internationally to help organisations develop 
capacities to identify and manage resistance at all levels. Common sub
programmes are often developed to mitigate resistence. These comprise 
education and awareness subprogrammes for the programme as a whole, 
specially targeted to those individuals, groups, communities that are felt 
to be specially resistant. Fostering win-win scenarios, with some early 
and visible successes and examples also help to break down resisUl.f1:ce. 
Active participation in capacity development and related implementation 
processes of those who resist often result in producing champions fo! ~he 
initiative. Other resistance management initiatives include provi~ 
support to those who need it, negotiations, co-opting, finding champwns 
and innovators. In worst case scenarios, some stronger measures may be 
req~d (enforcement, discipline) although in most cases these are 
avmdable. 

3.3 Note on Workforce Adjustment 
Many capacity development initiatives result from some other. major 
change or reform initiative. And such initiatives usually have an rp~ct 
on the existing human resource base. lmpac~s take the fonn ° re X: 
ploym.ent, reutilisation, and downsising. Such ~pacts on th~~u:11 nt " 
source base can be managed in the context of 'workforce a '.lUS ~ • 
Workforce adiustment almost invariably generates some resistanfinance oialm 

\I • 'tably human c 
those who are directly impacted. There are -~eVI d Arn ng 'the more 
and organisational issues which must be antiC1pate · tho ~..,;..,;,,C'I 
. . d bili'hr impacts on e reuu:iu=<o signjfjcant ones are cost and affor a ~;,, 
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workforce (survivor syndrome), impacts on organisational structure and 
stability, reduced productivity, morale problems, service to the public, 
employee communications, counselling, marketing and placement and 
the effects of reduced external recruitment. 

Regardless of the practices ultimately adopted by several countries and 
jwisdictions, there remains a common set of lessons learned that can 
serve as a starting point in the consideration of workforce adjustment op
tions. Such options look at utilizing the existing human resources base to 
the maximum extent possible, and secondly how to best address the 
needs of those that are displaced. In both situations, there is likely to be 
resistance and the workforce adjustment approaches that can be applied 
are meant in large part to mitigate this resistance. These include: em
ployment adjustment; designation of surplus position(s); establishment 
of priority status; counselling; exposure of options; marketing, placement 
ru1d clearance; reasonable job off er; retraining; financial incentives; early 
retirement incentive; and job trading. 

4.0 SETrlNG THE RIGHT TIME HORIZONS 

Toe time needed to implement a capacity development initiative to 
achieve its objectives and meet targets is more often a lot longer than 
managers ru1d planners initially think. The time required is directly re
lated to the complexity of the system within which the initiative is to op
erate, the magnitude of the envisaged changes, and correspondingly the 
magnitude of capacity development and the resources that are available. 
Smaller, more focussed capacity development initiatives can be imple
mented in a relatively short time frame. However, initiatives of transfor
mational challge where people and organisations are key typically take 
one to two generations to complete (15 to 30 years), and thereafter 
evolve into initiatives of continuous or gradual change. 

It is unlikely that ruw individual or organisation would support a capacity 
development initiative if the implementation were to take an inordinate 
amow1t of time. Even for implementation horizons that may extend over 
a number of years, acceptability and success will depend on the delivery 
of early successes. Hence the more successful initiatives build in capac
ities to produce early results to mount fast-track or accelerated subpro
jects. 1?'1is helps maintain m~mentum and support, and early successes 
(and failures) generate valuable lessons which can be fed-back into the 
planning ru1d redesign cycles. 
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This gets back to the notion of 
developing implementation 
plans which are incremental, 
which build capacities on a 
step-by-step basis, and which 
are based on clear-cut priori
ties (usually high, medium 
and low corresponding to the 
timeframe which may be bro
ken out over the near, me
dium and longer term. The 
diagram graphically illustrates 
an implementation imitative 
\\'hich may be mounted over 
an extended period of time 
(horizontal axis). The verti-

PHASED AND INCREM.ENTAL IMPLEMENTATION PLANS 

EVOLUTIONARY VS. REVOLUTIONARY? 
SHORT TERM VS. LONG TERM7 

OUANTUM 
MEASURE 

OF CHANGE 
DISCRETE STEPS? 

CONTINUOUS? 
ONE LEAP7 

TIME 

cal axis shows the increment.al improvements ( or magnitude of capacity) 
made in developing capacities and achieving other changes. Getting from 
''Now" to the "Future" can be achieved in a series of steps, rather than in 
one fell-swoop. Each step would be logically linked to the next. 

An example might be a decentralisation initiative ( e.g., decentralising 
health services delivery to local administrations). Actual implementation 
of this could proceed incrementally, starting with a pilot in one adminis
tration. As experience is gained over time, additional pilots could be 
added each year, until full coverage has been achieved. 

5.0 MORE POINTS ON CAPACITY STRATEGY 

Having now attended to all of the above, the capacity development strat
egy and its detailed implementation plans would be submitted to the ap
propriate authorities for approval. Upon approval resources ~e 
mobilized and allocated, a team responsible for overall implementation 
and coordination is set up ( or altered, as 
the case may be), and the job of imple
mentation gets underway. The methods 
and protocols for approval are designed ac
cording to local practice and custom, and 
would vazy by the type of capacity initiative 
and by country. As a general rule-of
thumb, the level of fonnal approval should 
be commensurate with the level of the ini
tiative. A cross-sectoral capacity develop
ment initiative of national (and even 
international significance) should receive 
the approval of the highest executive 

some Points on Implementation l 
Ii,. Approvals I 
A Monitoring and evaluation 

A Execution capacities 

A Resource mobilisation 

A Programme coordination 

A Donor coordination 

A Measuring performance 

~e Minister or President) and/or leg- . ca ac-
JSlative authority in the country. Smaller, more narrowly define~t 
ity initiatives may be approved at their appropriate level (e.g., er, 
Secretary) 
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Plans are adjusted and revised as and when the need arises. Ongoing 
monitoring, control and evaluation ensures that implementation pro
ceeds according to plan and triggers changes as and when they are re
quired. For longer tenn cross-sectoral initiatives of major change, 
supporting activities associated with continuous research and policy 
analysis help ensure that the capacity development direction and objec
tives remain integrated to and supportive of broader national policies, ol} 
jectives and priorities as they also evolve. 

For certain initiatives, it may be the case that the national organisation 
does not have sufficient capacity to manage (ie., execute) a capacity de
velopment initiative. In special cases such as these, a basic first step in 
implementation is to build implementatiorllexecut:ion capacity. The 
UNDP and other donors may support the building of strategic manage
ment core capacities or other capacities to help the entity get off the 
ground. There have been occasions where major capacity initiatives have 
entered implementation without evidence of adequate implementation 
management or execution capacity ( driven, for example, by political 
and/or donor pressure). A proper capacity initiative would clearly iden
tify capacity strengthening needs for programme implementation, and 
develop/resource actions to meet these needs. 

For most development initiatives, resaurce 11Wbilisatian usually ac
quires a major importance for capacity development initiatives. All too 
often, national organisations and governments do not have sufficient re
sources to implement major changes. Hence, certain resources are allo
cated to identifying sources of funding and mobilising these resources. 
The UNDP, from its international and objective role, often help in re
source mobilisation through coordination with other donors and close co
operation with the government. Programme and project documents 
often include objectives and outputs which support the development of 
capacities in resource mobilisation and management. 

Another important area during implementation is ongoing coordinaJ.inn 
with other initiatives internally in the government or the country. This is 
especially important for capacity development initiatives that are cross
s~cto~ in nature. For example, a programme dealing with decentralisa
tion might need close coordination with other national initiatives dealillg 
with tax and legislative refonn, civil service reform, and budget/financial 
management reform. As noted above, special coordinating mechanisms 
can be set up to ensure not only that such initiatives are coordinated, but 
that scarce financial and human resources are allocated across all initia
tives in a fair and equitable manner. 

In so~e situations, resource mobilisation and coordination are particu
~ly unportant amongst the donor community and their relationships 
with government. Some countries look to the UNDP to ensure that 
proper donor coordination exists within the donor community ( e.g., 
that donors are not competing or duplicating their programmes), and/or 
the UNDP may be the main focal point for joint donor coordination with 
the go~ernment ( e.g., various "consultative committees"). Special ad hoc 
comrmttees may be set up amongst. 
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!nail cases above where the UNDP or other donors may be involved such 
inVolvement is best defined and deployed through process facilitati~n. In 
other words, external entities would be engaged to facilitate a process 
v.tlich is owned and managed by those donor organisations that may be 
inVo!ved in a common programme area ( e.g., governance). The prime ob
jective of all the coordinating mechanisms is to ensure that scarce inter
nal and external (donor) resources are applied to national programme 
initiatives in a fair, logical and integrated manner, consistent with national 
development priorities, i.e., government, or national organisation, as the 
case may be. Separate UNDP guidelines on process facilitation go into 
considerable detail as to how such an arrangement would be set up and 
managed by the government/ national organisation and the UNDP. 

Finally, there is the important question of measuring performance of 
the implementation of the capacity development initiatjve. Is the initia
tive achieving its implementation objectives and targets? Is it on track? 
Are the costs under control? ls the quality of implementation action out
puts at the expected level (e.g., capacity development and strengthen
ing)? Where the initiative is likely long term, and may run over a period 
of many years, the management of the initiative as well as all involved 
stakeholders will need ongoing indications that progress is being made, 
that achievements are being produced, and if not, why not. 

The capacity initiative implementation strategy and each of its supporting 
action plans would normally have a series of management milestones, 
where perfonnance along the way can be measured. This may be done on 
a routine, monitoring basis, as well as planned and periodic evaluations 
and assessments. 
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A CASE EXAMPLE 
GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME 

The purpose of this Annex is to demonstrate how some of the capacity 
a.%essment and development guidelines had been adapted to an actual 
programme of governance and public administration reform. The coun
try ("Country X") had implemented a series of socioeconomic develop
ment reforms, but insufficient capacities in the "systems of governance" 
were beginning to jeopardise further socioeconomic progress. 

In response, the government developed a national programme to develop 
governance and public sector capacities. Once this programme was de
signed and approved, the government then sought the assistance of 
L'NDP to support capacity development in targeted areas. The role of the 
UNDP and the development of a "Hierarchy of Objectives" in the Pro
gramme Support Document (PSD) format is also presented. This shows 
the linkage between a UNDP PSD and a national programme framework, 
which is discussed in Chapter 8 of the guidelines. 
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1.0 CONTEXT 

Country X was facing challenges similar to those confronting many na
tions during the latter part of the twentieth century--cllallenges of ad
dressing regional and international economic opportunities and threats, 
of redefining the role of government, of expanding the role of the market 
economies and the private sector, of diversifying and strengthening na
tional sources of income, and of balancing the national budget. 

Unlike other countries in the immediate region, Country X was early off 
the mark in terms of defining and implementing an economic strategy 
which could respond to meeting internal needs of economic and social 
development, social and political stability and security, and reduction of 
internal disparities. In the mid 1980's, a progressive socioeconomic de
velopment policy was implemented, its prime features being a pro
nounced shift to a market economy from a command economy. This also 
involved the striking of a new balance between centralised and decen
tralised government functions, and the forging of more cooperative re
gional and international relationships. The implementation philosophy 
incorporated a willingness to experiment and innovate, pragmatism, and 
putting tangible results ahead of ideology. 

To support the reform policy, the government in the early 1990's reor• 
ganised the ministries, created new agencies and public organisations, 
and downsized the civil service by 20%. Most government refonns, how· 
ever, had been implemented at a high level-mostly in terms of policy in
tent and direction. A considerable amount of work was left to be done in 
terms of operationalising such reforms and translating policy intent into 
concrete actions. This implied the putting in place of appropriate struc
tures, management and administrative frameworks, the development of 
human resources, and instituting decision support mechanisms, account
ability structures, and supporting management systems-a process 
which had barely begun. 

Reforms in the public sector lagged behind those in other sectors of the 
country, and were seriously beginning to jeopardise further socioeconomic 
development progress. The prime limiting factor was the low capacity for 
change within the public sector, this being attributed to a lack of manage
ment, technical and professional skills-a human resources deficiency. 
Existing systems-mostly manual and unnecessarily complicated-were 
stretched to the lhnit. There was insufficient awareness and understand
ing, at most levels within government, of either the need for or the nature 
of governance and public administration refonns and their linkages to 
economic and social development priorities. ' 

2.0 THE CHALLENGE 

In view o~ the a~o~e sit_uation, the cumulative pressures for governance 
and public administrat10n reform were seen to be strong by the mid 
~ 990 s. The challenges were primarily in the realm of capacities, and orig
mated from four broad areas: 
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& Transition Issues. '.fhere existed insufficient understanding of the 
role of government m a market-based society. The transition to a 
market economy was placing pressure on the government to be more 
accountable and transparent in its decision making. 

& Macro Socio-Economic Issues. There existed no integrated ap
proach to the development and implementation of macro-economic 
policy. There were shortfalls in investment and further globalisation 
trends and pressures created additional pressure on the government 
to respond. 

& Fiscal Issues. There were major problems with expenditure control 
and revenue enhancement. Operating deficits and accumulating 
debt were jeopardising the delivery of basic services. There existed 
no effective policy or management frameworks and supporting sys
tems to integrate the policy agenda with expenditure activity. This 
included low capacity in the budgeting and planning systems. 

-' Capacity Issues. There was declining performance of the public 
service. Human resources were underutilised and improperly allo
cated. The management techniques and skills were not appropriate 
for the transition and democratic/market based systems. There were 
inadequate management and accounting systems, insufficient staff 
and training, and a pronounced shortage of skilled senior managerial, 
professional and technical staff. Policies and procedures on admin
istration were either inadequate or absent. The combined effects of 
this poor administrative environment were low productivity levels, 
poor motivation, deteriorating morale and confidence. 

3.0 THE NATIONAL PROGRAMME RESPONSE 

By 1996, a comprehensive, cross-sectoral and multidimensional gover
nance and public administration reform programme was seen to be the 
only viable solution to the meeting of the challenges. A Programme Strat
egy was devised by the government, through extensive consultation and 
participation of numerous stakeholders.1 The primary thrusts were to de
veklp capacities at the systems, entity (government ministries and agen
cies), and individual ( civil servants) levels. The main national programme 
components were: 

(1) a redefinition of the role and culture of government _ri:om that of 
commanding and doing, to one of setting the right condit10~ for t~e 
society and the economy to develop (service and leadership). ~s 
included the rationalisation of central-local govemm~nt re~ati?n
ships· enhancmg· government-private sector relations~"?s; ~rmgmg 

' gh t rt.1Cipat1on- and government closer to the people throu grea er pa . , 
converting the management style of government from one of follow
ing rules and regulations to one of meeting the nee~s of people, the 
economy and society through programmes and services. 

rt d by the UNDP through a separat.e, small 
1 The development of the programme strategy was suppo e 
project, based on the Process Consulting methodology. 
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(2) a restructuring and rationalizing of the machinery of government to 
focus on the formulation of policy, and the seeking of cost-effective 
alternative means of service delivery. 

(3) a reform of the authority and accountability structures to empha
sise increased delegations of authorities to those service units that 
a.re closest to its clients, combined with a management philosophy 
and organisational culture to one of openness, client-service, trans
parency and accountability. 

( 4) significantly strengthened executive decisionrnaking and decision 
support structures, including a better integration of the policy
program-planning-expenditure systems; and a rationalisation and 
more effective inter-relation of the legislative, executive and 
judiciary. 

(5) potential redeployment of the civil seniice and reductions in public 
expenditures, including related revenue/tax refonn, regulatory re
form, and public administration legislative refonn. 

(6) innovation and adaptation of modern management, information 
technology and organisational solutions to achieve significant im
provements in administrative and operational efficiency, effective
ness and economy. 

4.0 NATIONAL PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES 

The national programme had a well-defined mission: to adapt the gov
ernment to the full support of the socioeconomic development of the s~ 
ciety and market economy through redefining the role of government in 
a market economy. The mission would be achieved through a set of 
strategic capacity development objectives at all levels (systems, entity 
and individual). Each objective was related to measurable perfonnance 
results and outcomes, guiding principles and management values, and in
tegration or coordination with other development programmes. The ca
pacity development objectives were: 

(1) to restructure and strengthen the national role and supporting ma
chinery of government. 

(2) to strengthen the government's central management and coordina-
tion functions. 

(3) to strengthen local governance and administration capacity. 

(4) to strengthen public sector personnel management capacity. 

(5) to strengthen financial management capacity. 

(6) to strengthen public sector legal environment. 

(7) to support other socioeconomic policy objectives of the government. 

Each ?~jective ~ supported by a separate (but integrated) strategy 
compns~ operational objectives, outputs, activities, resourcing and ac
countabilities. For example, the strategy for the first objective ( on the . 
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role of government) focussed on an examination of the overall re/,atwn
ships betv:7een and t~e ~espe~tiv~ roles of the various levels of govern
men~ _(na~?nal, provmcial, distnct and village, plus the possibility of 
muruc1palities) to ensure that there were no overlapping or duplicating 
functions between. the levels of gove~ent, and that government pro
grammes and services were to be delivered as close as possible to the 
service recipient or customer. Supporting strategies also addressed the 
existing instruments of governance: i.e., the rules pertaining to sound 
governance and public administration, the overall thrust of which was to 
ensure that the "legal"-in the broader sense-instruments supported 
the capacity development requirements. 

5.0 IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH AND 
METHODOLOGY 

The planning and implementation of the programme was based on the 
adaptation of international best practices and methodologies, the main 
features of which were: 

(1) Government Commitment began with the setting up of a very high 
level State Commission and Secretariat to ensure visible and mean
ingful leadership and commitment. 

(2) Capacity Devewpment, Strategi.c and Change Management 
Methodologies were adapted to meet the planning, implementation, 
coordination and evaluation needs of the programme. 

(3) Ccrmprehensive and Integrated. The programme methodologies 
ensured a comprehensive and integrated approach to the planning 
and development of all capacities, and explicitly addressed capacity 
linkages to other socioeconomic priorities and donor funded projects. 

( 4) Incremental and Evolutionary. hnplementation was based on in
cremental capacity development components, each building on one 
another, based on a realistic priorities. The approach featured some 
early successes, pilot initiatives and the ability to experiment and 
apply lessons learned. 

(5) Partnerships and Consultatwn. The government encouraged col
laborative, consultative and participatory venues with o~er _ stake
holders within the country, within the region and within the 
international funding community. 

(6) Multidimensional Capacities. The progra.mI?-e recognised the 
need for multidimensional and integrated capaCity development at 
the individual, entity and systems levels. 

(7) Practicality and Desirability. Only those ?1pacity initiativ~s that 
were practical, workable, desirable and sustamabl~ were considered. 
All factors critical to success were carefully exarnrned. 

(8) Jmplmnent;ation Capacity. Special effo~ were applied to develop 
programme management and implementation capacity. 
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6.0 THE UNDP ROLE 

Early on, it was evident that the government would not likely have the 
necessary financial, human and technical resources to design, plan and 
implement the capacity development programme entirely on its own. As 
with most governments in the developing world, Country X required sub
stantive technical and financial assistance from the international donor 
community. It was neither feasible nor desirable that such international 
assistance be sourced from a single donor. 

Based on its previous experience in governance and public administration 
capacity development in both the country and throughout the developing 
world, the government requested the UNDP to function as the lead 
agency in mobilizing and coordinating donor assistance, to provide tech
rtical assistance to targeted capacity development areas, and to support 
the development of capacities in strategic management and coordination. 
Given its own limited resources, both the government and the UNDP de
termined that the greatest leverage for UNDP funding could best be ap
plied to: 

(1) developing capacity in the Programme Support Secretariat; 

(2) mobilising donor funding and coordinating donor activity; 

(3) facilitating the regional and international transfer of know-how and 
experience; 

( 4) supporting the strategic management of the programme by providing 
technical assistance in govemance and public administration capac
ity development, methodologies, and related areas of strategic man
agement capacities; 

(5) supporting a number of targeted reform capacity development and 
implementation components; and 

(6) supporting a minimal but basic set of logistical and infrastructure 
needs ( office and computer equipment, transport, translation and in
terpretation, publication and related areas). 

7.0 STRUCTURING THE PROGRAMME SUPPORT 
DOCUMENT 

In the context of Country X's national programme, the UNDP and the 
government agreed on a development objective for Programme Support 
whlc~ was. reflected in the Programme Support Document (PSD): to 
pr(Yl}ide di:ect supr:ort to the government in devewping capacities 
Jo~ t'!,e de~ign and implementation of its governance and public ad
ministratwn reform programme; and to provide indirect support to 
the ge:v,emment in the achievement of its socioeconomic goals, its 
transitwn to a market economy and the achievement of sustainable 
devewpment. 
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Using standard UNDP guidelines for the preparation of such documents 
the following_ ~hart presents a high level overview of the UNDP pn; 
grammes actiVIty structure. 

~ -

List of Five Immediate Objectives and Supporting Outputs 
of the UNDP Governance and Public Administration Capacity 

Development Programme 

1 To Strengthen Capacity in the Secretariat of the Leading Committee 
Output 1.1: Three-year Corporate plan and annual work plan 
Output 1.2: Staffed and fully functioning Secretariat operation 
Output 1.3: Trained internal Secretariat and other key staff 
Output 1.4: Internal office/workgroup methodologies and management practices 
Output 1.5: Project reporting and monitoring mechanisms 

2 To Mobilise Donor Funding and Coordinate Donor Activity 
Output 2.1: Donor coordination mechanism and procedures 
Output 2.2: Inf onnation base of donor funded projects relating to public administra

tion reform 
Output 2.3: Strategy and plan for mobilisation of donor funding to programme 

3 To Support Strategic Management of the Programme 
Output 3.1: Programme management methodologies and practices 
Output 3.2: Global refonn implementation strategy and plan 
Output 3.3: Communications and public relations plan and implemented components 
Output 3.4: Focused research and discussion papers 
Output 3.5: Programme management reports and established programme memory 

-t To Support and Coordinate Priority Reform Capacity Initiatives 
Output 4.1: Improved human resources management capacities, policies and 

standards 
Output 4.2: Improved definition of central-local government relationships 
Output 4.3: Improved public administration capacities at pilot sites 
Output 4.4: Required logistical support to the project and pilot implementation sites 

5 To Support and Coordinate Focused Related Training 
Output 5.1: Updated training strategy and plan 
Output 5.2: Coordinated training of local government officials 
Output 5.3: Completed international and regional study tours 
Output 5.4: Completed in-country workshops and confe~ences 
Output 5.5: Coordinated English training for related proJects 

In order to illustrate the comprehensiveness of capac~ty devel~pment 
support provided by the UNDP, the following pages provide a d~tailed ac
tivity structure for objectives 1, 2 and 4. In all cases, the _national p~o
&ramme and the UNDP supported progranune utilised existing capac1ties 

to the maximum extent possible. 
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EXAMPLE OF A UNDP PSD -,- -,,-: _--: - , - , 
,..HIERARCHY OF OB.IECTIVES" , - - -

IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE I-TO STRENGTHEN 
CAPACl1Y IN THE SECRETARIAT 
fOF LEADING COMMITTEE) 

To develop the capacity of the Secretariat such that it can efficiently and 
effectively carry out its role as secretariat to the Leading Committee, as a 
public administration reform change agent, as an implementing agency 
for the UNDP supported and other donor supported projects, and as the 
government's coordinating focus for donor funding and mobilisation. 

Results/Performance Indicators 

A good working relationship between the Secretariat and the Leading 
Committee 

A development and approval of a "Corporate Plan" for the Secretariat 

A fully functional operation, staffed by qualified, motivated, dedicated 
full-time civil servants 

A smooth working relationships between national staff and interna
tional staff 

A Secretariat as a showcase for a model office operation 

A adequate and accessible information resource base on governance, 
modern public administration reform (books, periodicals, journals, 
etc., electronic and hardcopy) 

A capacity to conduct capacity development related analysis, planning, 
report preparation, and develop recommendations 

Output 1. 1 : Three-year Corporate plan and annual 
work plan for the Secretariat. 

Activities 

1.1.1 Adapt an appropriate corporate planning methodology, which 
can subsequently be used in other government entities, and then 
train Secretariat staff (and others, as needed) on the use of this 
methodology 

1.1.2 Analyse the opportunities and risks for the Secretariat, deter
mine its strengths and weaknesses, then develop a statement of 
mission, objectives, goals, priorities and performance measures. 

1.1.3 Develop a functional model for the Secretariat, its major func
tio1:15 and activities, and based on this model, develop an organi
sational structure and resourcing strategy which features a flat 
structure and the maximum utilisation of its resources (financial 
and other resources, national and international experts). 
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1.1.4 Develop the first annual work plan for the Secret:ariat including 
its budget and inputs from the government and UNDP. Up
date/develop work plans on an annual basis. These work plans 
will be integrated with and related to the annual UNDP project 
work plans and budgets. 

1.1.5 Package the corporate plan and submit to the Leading Commit
tee for approval and implementation. 

1.1.6 Prior to the end of the third year (e.g., at the 30 month point) of 
the project, revise and update the corporate plan in preparation 
for the next three year phase of the project. 

Output 1.2: Staffed and fully functioning Secretariat 
operation. 

Activities 
12.1 Complete staffing of the Secretariat with qualified national staff 

according to the Corporate plan; and identify and mobilise gov
ernment ministry and agency counterpart staff. 

122 Develop and/or update appropriate office procedures and poli
cies for the Secretariat, including fonnats for weekly manage
ment meetings, and monthly staff meetings; correspondence and 
records control; communications; transport; materials and sup
plies; and related functions 

12.3 Equip and/or upgrade the Secretariat with appropriate inte
grated office facilities, office equipment and supplies, communi
cations facilities (including Internet access facility). 

1.2.4 Implement appropriate systems to support :financial manage
ment and accounting; reporting; document management; per-
sonnel management; lessons learned. 

Output 1.3: Trained internal Secretariat and other 
key staff. 

Activities 
1.3.1 Carry out internal training needs analysis for Secretariat staff 

( and other national staff involving the project, including ~e_m
bers of the Leading Committee itself), and develop a training 
plan and schedule as part of employee appraisal system 3;11d 
plan. Ensure incorporation of on-site training and _coac~ 
(provided by international staff) in key asPE:cts o~ public admin
istration reform, management, office admmiStrat1on and related 
areas. This may involve study tours for select st.a.ff. Update 
training plan on an annual basis. 

1.3.2 Carry out identified training according to the plan. 
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1.3.3 Evaluate training and maintain corporate memory of training 
and evaluations. 

1.3.4 Carry out annual employee appraisal and career development 
plan for Secretariat staff for the next year. 

Output 1 .4: Internal office/workgroup methodolo
gies and management practices. 

Activities 
1.4.1 Based on the needs addressed in the Secretariat Corporate Plan 

(Output 1.1), identify specific office/workgroup methodologies 
and management practices for Secretariat functions and opera
tions (e.g., internal budgeting, project management and report
ing, records, personnel management, resource forecasting and 
workload management, issues analysis, etc.). 

1.4.2 Acquire and adapt methodologies and management practices, 
according to schedule. 

1.4.3 Develop a basic plan for Secretariat and other targeted govern
ment officials who should be trained in selected office/work
group methodologies and management practices. Plan will 
identify best sourcing and delivery for training. Update plan an
imally. 

1.4.4 Develop and deliver appropriate internal training courses and 
~essions, according to the plan. 

Output 1.5: Project reporting and monitoring 
mechanisms. 

Activities 

1.5.l Develop routine and periodic project monitoring and reporting 
mechanisms, based on the Secretariat work plan, and according 
to UNDP reporting requirements, to support regular meetings of 
the Project Management Committee and the UNDP. 

1.5.2 Prepare routine and periodic project management reports; main
tain record of project decisions taken and outstanding issues. 
This to be done in support of monthly Project Management 
Committee meetings. 

IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE 2-TO MOBILISE DONOR 
FUNDING AND COORDINATE DONOR ACTIVITY 

To ensure that sufficient resources are mobilised and applied to the de
sign and implementation of the government's national programme; and to 
ensur_e that d?nor activity in the general area of public administration re
form IS effectively coordinated so as to reduce overlap and duplication. 
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Results/Performance Indicators 

A additional funding secured for the project from other donors 

A Government and UNDP agreed policy for donor coordination 

A regular donor coordination format set up and meetings held 

A greater number of donors participating in the coordination meetings 

A Secretariat individual assigned responsibility for donor coordmation 

A Government selected expert assigned to support donor coordmation 

A transferred donor coordination capacity to the government 

Output 2.1: Donor coordination mechanism and 
procedures. 

Activities 
2.1.1 Develop policy, procedures and terms of reference for regular 

project/programme donor coordmation mechanism; solicit input 
and advice from target donors. 

2.1.2 Develop a schedule for donor coordination meetings; develop 
agenda for first formal donor meeting and issue schedule/agenda 
to invitees. 

2.1.3 Conduct first formal donor coordination meeting; maintain min
utes of meeting and circulate to impacted parties. 

2.1.4 Implement routine donor coordination meetings; prepare peri
odic reports for government, UNDP and other impacted parties 
on the progress and achievements of donor coordination, and its 
impact on the government programme. 

Output 2.2: Information base of donor funded 
projects relating to public administra-
tion reform. 

Activities 
2.2.1 Collect information on past, ongoing and proposed projects 

funded or to be funded by donors that have a relationship to the 
government reform programme 

2.2.2 Maintain infonnation on such projects in electronic and/or hard

copy format. 
2.2.3 Prepare periodic reports for targeted audience on ref~nn-_re

lated donor funded projects, in support of donor coordination 
and mobilisation efforts. Respond to requests for infonnation on 
donor ftmded projects and maintain record of requests and 

responses. 
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Output 2.3: Strategy and plan for mobilisation of 
donor funding to programme. 

Activities 
2.3.1 Based on inilividual donor preferences and approaches to re

lated projects, develop a basic ''marketing" strategy and plan for 
the securing of donor funding directly to the project, for cost
sharing, pooling, trust funds, and other mechanisms. 

2.3.2 Prepare materials to support mobilisation of donor funding. 

2.3.3 Carry out the donor mobilisation plan; monitor and report on re
sults (note: activities in support of Output 2.1 are a part of this 
plan). 

2.3.4 Assess potential for subregional donor cooperation and informa
tion sharing in public administration refonn, as part of the plan. 

2.3.5 Carry out annual review on donor mobilisation and prepare re
port for targeted distribution, and develop plan for donor mobil
isation for the next year. 

IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE 4-TO SUPPORT AND 
COORDINATE PRIORITY REFORM INITIATIVES 
AND PILOTS 

To coordinate the various UNDP and other donor funded related capac
ity development projects so as to ensure that experiences and lessons are 
transferred; to ensure that there is accept.able quality and consistency of 
results; to ensure that duplication is minimised and that results are 
achieved to the maximum benefit of the country as a whole. 'lb support 
the logistical needs of administrative and operational entities that are tar
geted for public adminic;tration reform, with special emphasis being given 
to the village, district and provincial levels where the needs are the 
greatest. 

Results/Performance Indicators 

-"- major improvements in human resources management policies, prac
tices and standards 

._ major improvements in the capacities of t.argeted pilot organisations/ 
projects 

._ working mechanism for "on-the-ground" coorilination of donor 
funded project design and delivery activities orgarrisations/projects 

._ showcasing of pilot successes and achievements to other parts of the 
government 
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Output 4.1: Improved human resources management 
policies, practices and standards. 

Activities 
4.1.1 Develop work plan for continued priority improvements in all as

pects of civil service refonn, and the development of modem 
practices in human resources management (indicative high pri
ority development components are listed in the following activi
ties-not meant to be exhaustive nor restrictive); seek joint 
government and UNDP approval of the work plan. 

4.1.2 Support the completion of the human resources development 
plan for the government 

4.1.3 Support the development of policies, standards and supporting 
systems for compensation of civil servants. 

4.1.4 Support the development of performance appraisal policies and 
systems. 

4.1.5 Carry out a needs analysis and strategy and plan for the optimal 
use and deployment of civil servants across the public sector. 

Output 4.2: Improved definition of central-local gov
ernment relationships. 

Activities 
4.2.1 Confum selection of pilot minic,tries and provinces, then update 

the memoranda of agreement between the project and the se
lected pilot ministries (finance, health and labor) and pilot 
provinces. 

4.2.2 Develop detailed work plan for selected pilot provinces and cen
tral ministries on further refinement and definition of distribu
tion of authorities, responsibilities and accountabilities; seek 
joint government and UNDP approval of the work plan. 

4.2.3 As one of the already established priorities, assist in the finalisa
tion and implementation of the law on territorial organisation 
Oocal government). 

4.2.4 hnplement the developed work plan; identify and assign appro
priate resources; prepare terms of reference as needed; mobilise 
resources. 

4.2.5 Carry out other high priority tasks and activities as requested by 
the government, subject to joint approval between the govern-
ment and the UNDP. 
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output 4.3: Improved public administration capaci
ties at pilot sites. 

Activiti,es 
4.3.1 Develop detailed work plans for the coordination and/or devel

oping of public administration capacities at selected pilot sites 
(provinces, districts and/or villages); seek joint government and 
UNDP approval of work plans. 

4.3.2 Implement and/or coordinate capacity development pilot work 
plans; apply special efforts at coordination of reform related pro
jects in the pilot province. 

4.3.3 Carry out evaluations of the pilot experiences, document lessons 
learned, enter infonnation into corporate memory and dissemi
nate infonnation to target audiences. 

4.3.4 Apply special efforts at expanding experiences, lessons learned 
and know-how as developed at the pilots to other provinces 
through such mechanisms as publications, in country confer
ences (precise mechanisms to be determined during the course 
of the project). 

Output 4.4: Required logistical support to the proj
ect and pilot Implementation sites. 

Activiti,es 

4.4.1 Provide required translation and interpretation to support 
project. 

4.4.2 Carry out a needs analysis and determine priorities, based on 
greatest need, for office and computer equipment, repairs and 
supplies and other office administrative furniture, equipment 
and supplies, plus fit-up and maintenance; develop schedule and 
detailed cost estimates for procurement and deployment to meet 
needs in accordance with UNDP procedures. 

4.4.3 Carry out a needs analysis, as above, for transport (e.g., motor
bikes and bicycles in some of the pilot provinces/districts/ 
villages); develop schedule and detailed cost estimates for pro
curement and deployment to meet needs. 

4.4.4 Revise corresponding section of the project budget; seek ap
provals for budget changes and procurement plans from govern
ment and UNDP; execute procurement according to plan and 
provisions of UNDP national execution. 
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